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This thesis des ribes a ombined model and laboratory investigation of the generation
and mutual intera tions of uid waves whose hara teristi s ales di er by an order of
magnitude or more. The prin ipal aims are to study how waves on one s ale an generate
waves on another, mu h shorter s ale, and to examine the subsequent nonlinear feedba k
of the short waves on the long waves. The underlying motive is to better understand
su h intera tions in rotating, strati ed, planetary uids su h as atmospheres and o eans.
The rst part of the thesis des ribes a laboratory investigation using a rotating, two-layer
annulus, for ed by imposing a shear a ross the interfa e between the layers. A method is
developed for making measurements of the two-dimensional interfa e height eld whi h
are very highly-resolved both in spa e and time. The system's linear normal modes
fall into two distin t lasses: \slow" waves whi h are relatively long in wavelength and
intrinsi period, and \fast" waves whi h are mu h shorter and more qui kly-evolving.
Experiments are performed to ategorize the ow at a wide range of points in the system's
parameter spa e. At very small ba kground rotation rates, the interfa e is ompletely
devoid of waves of both types. At higher rates, fast modes only are generated, and
are shown to be onsistent with the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability me hanism based on a
riti al Ri hardson number. At rotation rates whi h are higher still, baro lini instability
gives rise to the onset of slow modes, with subsequent lo alized generation of fast modes
superimposed in the troughs of the slow waves.
In order to examine the generation me hanism of these oexisting fast modes, and
to assess the extent of their impa t upon the evolution of the slow modes, a quasigeostrophi numeri al model of the laboratory annulus is developed in the se ond part
of the thesis. Fast modes are ltered out of the model by onstru tion, as the phase spa e
traje tory is on ned to the slow manifold, but the slow wave dynami s is a urately
aptured. Model velo ity elds are used to diagnose a number of fast wave radiation
indi ators. In ontrast to the ase of isolated fast waves, the Ri hardson number is a
poor indi ator of the generation of the oexisting fast waves that are observed in the
laboratory, and so it is inferred that these are not Kelvin-Helmholtz waves. The best
indi ator is one asso iated with the spontaneous emission of inertia-gravity waves, a
generalization of geostrophi adjustment radiation.
A omparison is arried out between the equilibrated wavenumbers, phase speeds and
amplitudes of slow waves in the laboratory (whi h oexist with fast modes), and slow
waves in the model (whi h exist alone). There are signi ant di eren es between these
wave properties, but it is shown that these dis repan ies an be attributed to un ertainties in uid properties, and to model approximations apart from the negle t of fast
modes. The impa t of the fast modes on the slow modes is therefore suÆ iently small
to evade illumination by this method of inquiry. As a stronger test of the intera tion, a
sto hasti parameterization of the inertia-gravity waves is in luded in the model. Consistent with the laboratory/model inter omparison, the parameterized fast waves generally
have only a small impa t upon the slow waves. However, suÆ iently lose to a transition urve between two di erent slow modes in the system's parameter spa e, it is shown
that the fast modes an exert a dominant in uen e. In parti ular, the fast modes an
for e spontaneous transitions from one slow mode to another, due to the phenomenon
of sto hasti resonan e. This nding should be of interest to the meteorologi al and
limate modelling ommunities, be ause of its potential to a e t model reliability.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
\We might say that the atmosphere is a musi al
instrument on whi h one an play many tunes. High
notes are sound waves, low notes are long inertial waves, and nature is a musi ian more of the
Beethoven than of the Chopin type."

Letter from Jule Charney to Phillip Thompson,
12 February 1947.

1.1 Overview
Like many physi al systems, uids often exhibit the oexisten e of motions on a wide
range of spa e and time s ales. Correspondingly, the linear normal modes of the governing Navier-Stokes equations generally have spatio-temporal stru tures whi h fall naturally into distin t lasses, when ategorized a ording to the fundamental dynami al
me hanisms whi h permit their existen e. This property of the uid equations was rst
identi ed by Margules (1893), who derived two spe ies of solutions to Lapla e's tidal
equations. He named his solutions \Wellen erster Art" (waves of the rst type) and
\Wellen zweiter Art" (waves of the se ond type), whi h we now know as inertia-gravity
and Rossby waves. Important studies of the hara teristi s of these modes have been
presented by Hough (1898) and Longuet-Higgins (1968).
As a geophysi al example of s ale-separated uid motions, the Earth's atmosphere and
o ean support a ousti waves, whi h have relatively short wavelengths and are qui kly
5
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/m

 /s

ph /m s 1

a ousti waves

1

10

2

102

inertia-gravity waves

105

104

10

Rossby waves

106

106

1

Chara teristi horizontal wavelengths (), intrinsi periods ( ) and
phase speeds ( ph ) of three di erent lasses of waves observed in the Earth's atmosphere. These three quantities are related by ph = = . Values are given to
the nearest typi al order of magnitude; in reality there is a signi ant spread in
hara teristi s ales about these mean values.
Table 1.1:

propagating; inertia-gravity waves, whi h are mu h longer and more slowly evolving; and
Rossby waves, whi h are longer and slower still. Typi al s ales asso iated with these
three linear eigen-modes in the atmosphere are shown in Table 1.1.
The presen e of multiple, disparate s ales in uid motions presents a distin t diÆ ulty
for theoreti al and numeri al modelling, analysis and predi tion. Simultaneously and
a urately apturing the evolution of features whose hara teristi s ales di er by an
order of magnitude or more, requires an ex eptionally areful treatment and large omputational e ort. Moreover, omputational resour es aside, the primary fo us of a study
is usually restri ted to just a subset of all the permissible motions. In luding the entire
span of s ales would be distra ting, and moreover, su h a omprehensive analysis is not
usually regarded as ne essary for a hieving reliable results. This is be ause intera tions
between motions on the s ales of interest, and motions on dramati ally di erent s ales,
are ta itly assumed to be negligible.
For these reasons it has be ome ommonpla e to lter from uid dynami al models,
motions on those s ales whi h are not of primary interest. For example, a study of atmospheri Rossby and inertia-gravity waves is unlikely to be on erned with the a ousti
waves with whi h they oexist. Sin e a ousti waves require uid ompressibility, they
an be ltered out of the analysis by imposing an in ompressibility approximation.
6
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Inertia-gravity waves and Rossby waves are still permitted in this ltered model, but
any nonlinear intera tion whi h takes pla e between these modes and a ousti modes in
the real system, annot be aptured. As another example, Haine & Williams (2002) have
ltered out small-s ale onve tive plumes from a surfa e o ean front model by imposing
a hydrostati approximation, and have investigated the e e ts of the ltering on the
large-s ale ross-frontal transfer.
The question whi h naturally arises is: are nonlinear wave intera tions strong enough to
signi antly redu e the appli ability of a ltered model, in whi h at least one of the wave
types present in the real system is absent? There must be a mat hing of spa e and/or
time s ales in order for a signi ant intera tion to o ur, as we will quantify shortly.
In the above example, the length, time and speed s ales of the ltered (a ousti ) and
retained (inertia-gravity and Rossby) modes are so poorly mat hed, that for all pra ti al
purposes the answer is surely \no". Though possible in prin iple | due to the butter y
e e t (Drazin, 1992) | there is no eviden e that the sound of a person's voi e an have
any real impa t upon tomorrow's weather!
However, we fa e a potentially di erent situation when we onsider the ltering out
of inertia-gravity waves, through imposing a balan e approximation su h as quasigeostrophy. The hara teristi s ale separation fa tors between inertia-gravity and
Rossby waves are only around 10{100, as ompared with 106 in the ase of a ousti
and Rossby modes. This makes it feasible that a small, but signi ant Rossby/inertiagravity wave intera tion ould exist.
The intuitive notion that there must be a reasonable mat hing of s ales for a strong
intera tion has been quanti ed by Benney (1977). He presented a simple, general theory
for intera tions between short and long waves, whi h is outlined here. For a resonant
triad intera tion to o ur in a uid system with dispersion relation !(k), the wave
ve tors ka , kb and k are required (e.g. Gill, 1982) to satisfy
ka

kb = k

(1.1)

and
! (k a )

! (k b )

7

= ! (k ) .

(1.2)
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Equation (1.1) is satis ed by
ka = ks + 12 kl ; kb = ks

1
2 kl ;

k = kl ;

(1.3)

where the subs ripts l and s refer to long and short waves, respe tively. Equations (1.3)
represent a triad onsisting of two short waves (a and b) and one long wave ( ). Using
kl  ks to employ a linear approximation to the dispersion relations, we nd that
equation (1.2) holds for this triad if
kl : rk !(ks) = !(kl) ;

(1.4)

where rk is the gradient operator in wave ve tor spa e. A resonant triad intera tion
is therefore permitted between long and short waves if the phase velo ity of the long
wave is equal to the omponent of the group velo ity of the short wave in the dire tion
of travel of the long wave. In one dimension, this requirement simpli es to the phase
speed of the long wave being equal to the group speed of the short wave. The physi al
interpretation is that the energy of the short modes, whi h travels at their group speed,
must not drift relative to the phase of the long mode. This means that any energy
transfer from short to long modes is fo ussed at parti ular lo ations xed relative to the
nodes of the long mode, rather than being input a ross all long mode phases, and this
requirement evidently allows a resonant reinfor ement of the energy transfer.
Figure 1.1 shows typi al dispersion urves for the three lasses of atmospheri waves
previously mentioned. It is lear that there is no possibility of equality between the
phase speed of a Rossby wave and the group speed of an a ousti wave, as a ousti
waves propagate too qui kly. This helps to justify the ltering of a ousti modes from
a Rossby wave model, as previously dis ussed. But the possibility is open | in priniple, at least | of equality between the phase speed of a long Rossby wave and the
group speed of a short gravity wave, and therefore of a resonant intera tion and energy
ex hange.
The above analysis throws a question mark over the onventional wisdom that the
Rossby/inertia-gravity wave intera tion is always negligible. Sin e Rossby waves are
prototypes of the atmospheri disturban es whi h onstitute our weather systems, and
sin e inertia-gravity waves are a tively ltered out of numeri al weather predi tion models by the initialization pro edure (Se tion 1.4.1), a non-negligible intera tion between
8
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ω

acoustic
inertia−gravity
Rossby
k

s

k

l

kx

S hemati plot of the dispersion urves for three di erent zonallypropagating atmospheri wave modes, showing intrinsi angular frequen y ! as a
fun tion of zonal (East-West) wave ve tor kx. The hord slope at kl is equal to the
tangent slope at ks , as shown in red.

Figure 1.1:
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the two modes would have possible impli ations for a urate weather fore asting.
This thesis is a study of the intera tions between \fast" and \slow" modes, su h as
Rossby and inertia-gravity waves, in uid ows. We are prin ipally interested in investigating two key aspe ts of the intera tion: rstly, the ability of slow motions to generate
mu h faster motions; and se ondly, the ability of the fast modes, on e generated, to
impa t upon the evolution of the slow modes. In the present study, we investigate these
issues using a laboratory experiment and a ompanying numeri al model. The underlying motive of the investigation is to understand the intera tion properties on a mu h
larger s ale, in planetary atmospheres and o eans.

1.2 S ale-separated intera tions in non- uid systems
Systems whi h display intera tions between multiple s ale pro esses are ubiquitous
a ross the entire spe trum of the natural s ien es. Examples of systems with more
than one times ale (sti systems), from the elds of lassi al me hani s, hemistry and
ir uit theory, are brie y dis ussed in the following paragraphs. Though the governing equations for these systems may be very di erent from those of uid systems, we
might expe t s ale-separated intera tion hara teristi s to be robust enough to withstand hanges in the detailed phase spa e topologies. We may therefore be able to infer
some of the qualitative features of s ale-separated intera tions in uids, from those in
the other systems.
The swinging spring
This system is also known as the elasti pendulum, sin e it is like the well-known simple
pendulum ex ept that the rigid rod is repla ed with a spring. A point mass m is atta hed
to a spring with for e onstant k in a gravitational eld g, so that the equilibrium length
of the spring is l. When onstrained to move in a verti al plane, there are two modes of
os illation, distinguished by the physi al me hanism that provides the restoring for e.
As with the simple pendulum, there is a rotational linear normal mode with times ale
p
l=g, but now there is also an elasti linear normal mode due to spring stret hing and
10
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ompression, with times ale m=k. For the typi al values m = 1 kg, k = 103 N m 1,
g = 10 m s 2 and l = 1 m, the times ales are 0.3 s and 0.03 s, showing a lear separation
by a fa tor of ten.
Lyn h (2000) has des ribed an expli it analogy between the swinging spring system
and atmospheri ow. He ompares the high-frequen y elasti modes to inertia-gravity
waves, and the low-frequen y rotational modes to Rossby waves. In the swinging spring,
as in the atmosphere, there is nonlinear oupling between the fast and slow modes. The
analogy proves to be useful, even though the swinging spring has a four-dimensional
phase spa e whereas the atmosphere explores a manifold of dimension mu h larger than
four in an in nite-dimensional phase spa e. In both ases, for general initial onditions
both normal modes are ex ited and persist as the system evolves, but it is possible to
determine initial onditions for whi h the fast modes remain absent. Lyn h derives su h
initial onditions for the spring, and uses his analogy to illustrate the on ept of atmospheri balan e.
Lyn h goes on to apply the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem to the spring
system (Arnold, 1963). KAM theory provides a method for investigating how the phase
spa e stru tures of a ompletely integrable system (e.g. the rigid pendulum) are modi ed when the system is slightly perturbed in su h a way that integrability no longer
exa tly holds (e.g. by repla ing the pendulum with a spring and allowing the fast and
slow modes to intera t). His on lusion is that if most of the energy is initially in the
slow mode, then only an amount proportional to the ratio of fast to slow times ales
an be transferred to the fast os illations. This result is rigorously valid only for systems with four degrees of freedom, though Lyn h spe ulates that the on lusion may be
portable to the inertia-gravity/Rossby wave intera tion in uids with many more than
four independent variables.
Chemi al rea tions
Chemi al pro esses often exhibit the oexisten e of hemi al rea tions and transport
phenomena with a wide range of times ales. Vora & Daoutidis (2001) have developed
a general method for removing the fast variables from analyses of hemi al systems,
11
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something akin to making an assumption of balan e in a uid dynami s model. They
test their method by omparing numeri al integrations of some full-order models and
asso iated redu ed models, and nd ex ellent agreement.
In parti ular, they study the esteri ation of a arboxyli a id with an al ohol in the
presen e of a atalyst. The system has 11 hemi al spe ies and 12 elementary rea tions,
of whi h 4 are slow and 8 are fast. Their method allows a redu tion in the number of
degrees of freedom from 11 to 7, signi antly redu ing the omputational expense.
Chua's ir uit
The haoti behaviour of this nonlinear ele troni ir uit has been widely studied (Madan,
1993). It has two apa itors C1 and C2, an indu tor L, and a diode with a nonlinear
urrent-voltage response. These four omponents, together with a power supply, are all
pla ed in parallel. There are two natural times ales in the equations: pLC1 and pLC2 .
In a ommon set-up, L = 10 mH, C1 = 0:08 F and C2 = 4:4 nF, so that the fast and
slow times ales are 7 s and 28 s.
Zhu et al. (2002) have shown in a laboratory experiment using Chua's ir uit that the
temporal regularity is enhan ed by the introdu tion of a small amplitude noise sour e.
This is a phenomenon known as sto hasti resonan e, whi h we investigate in uids in
Chapter 7 when we add a sto hasti inertia-gravity wave parameterization to a quasigeostrophi numeri al model.

1.3 The slow manifold
The in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations an be written in the general form
x_ = f (x) ;

(1.5)

where the dot denotes di erentiation with respe t to time. The state ve tor x(t) ontains the values of all the dynami al variables (velo ity, pressure, et .) at ea h spatial
point at time t. The number of elements of x orresponds to the number of degrees of
freedom of the uid, whi h is formally in nite for the ontinuous system, but nite for a
12
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dis retized or trun ated normal mode approximation. The nonlinear ve tor operator f
represents the dynami s embodied in the Navier-Stokes equations, in luding boundary
onditions. The phase spa e traje tory tra ed out by x(t) des ribes the evolving state
of the uid.
Imposing a balan e ondition, to lter out inertia-gravity waves, orresponds to imposing
a set of onstraint equations whi h an be written in the general form
g(x) = 0 :

(1.6)

Phase spa e traje tories x(t) are now onstrained to move on the hyper-surfa e g(x) = 0,
whi h redu es the number of degrees of freedom of the system by the number of elements
of the ve tor operator g. The surfa e g(x) = 0 is alled the uid dynami al slow manifold, be ause traje tories whi h are onstrained to evolve on it are ompletely devoid
of fast inertia-gravity modes.1 Slow manifolds an be de ned in the same way for the
other s ale-separated systems dis ussed in Se tion 1.2.
It is more natural to pi ture the slow manifold in the phase spa e spanned by the linear
normal mode variables, rather than by the physi al variables. The linear normal modes
of equations (1.5) are naturally partitioned into a fast lass (inertia-gravity waves) and
a slow lass (Rossby waves). Sin e the spatio-temporal stru tures xfast and xslow of the
linear normal modes form a omplete set, solutions to equations (1.5) an be always
written
X
X
x(t) =
afast (t) xfast +
aslow (t) xslow :
(1.7)
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

This equation represents a transformation between the elements of the state ve tor x(t)
and the normal mode amplitudes a (t). The slow manifold is now simply de ned as
afast = 0 8 n.
n

n

The on ept of the slow manifold is intimately related to fast/slow intera tions. If the
intera tion is negligible then we may onstrain model traje tories to the slow manifold
without loss of a ura y, justifying the use of ltered models.
1 In turn, solutions of the full in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations an also be said to exist on a
slow manifold, namely that manifold of the ompressible Navier-Stokes equations whi h is ompletely
devoid of the \very fast" a ousti modes.
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The existen e of a stri t invariant slow manifold within the unapproximated equations
of uid motion, upon whi h a real ow may evolve without ever ex iting inertia-gravity
wave modes, has been debated ever sin e it was de ned by Leith (1980) and Lorenz
(1980). There is no guarantee that a traje tory whi h starts out on the slow manifold
but whi h evolves a ording to the full equations (1.5) will remain on the slow manifold
for all time. This is a potential sour e of unreliability in any ltered model whi h makes
the a priori assumption of perpetual slow manifold on nement.
Lorenz (1986) and Lorenz & Krishnamurthy (1987) have investigated the problem by
onstru ting redu ed-dimensional primitive equation models derived from the shallow
water equations, ontaining three slow and two fast independent variables. They ould
not nd initial onditions for whi h the fast motions remained absent during their numeri al integrations, and on luded that this model did not possess an invariant slow manifold. Ja obs (1991) examined the same numeri al model and dis overed that a slow
manifold did in fa t exist. Lorenz (1992) argues that there is no mathemati al in onsisten y between the two on lusions, and that the apparent dis repan y is due to di ering
de nitions of the slow manifold.
More re ently, Yavneh & M Williams (1994) report a distin t breakdown of the slow
manifold at a riti al Rossby number, in a numeri al solution of the shallow water equations, though their breakdown is primarily asso iated with enhan ed dissipation rather
than an initiation of inertia-gravity wave propagation. Warn & Menard (1986) have
argued that, when the slow manifold breaks down, it may simply be perturbed from a
smooth subspa e to a quasi-sto hasti subspa e, but that this \fuzzy manifold" may still
possess many of the most useful properties of the original slow manifold. The questions
of the existen e of slow and fuzzy manifolds, and even of how to properly de ne them,
learly remain ontroversial.

1.4 Appli ation to weather fore asting
Inertia-gravity waves exist ubiquitously in the Earth's atmosphere, and are of parti ularly large amplitude in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. They are observed
in high resolution data from radiosondes, ro kets and satellites (e.g. Sato (1994) and ref14
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The image originally presented here cannot be made available via ORA for copyright reasons

Gravity waves in no tilu ent louds photographed over Kiruna, Sweden at 23:08 on the night of 10th August 2000. On this o asion, the waves persisted for around 15 minutes before dissipating away. (Photograph by Dr. S. Kirkwood, Dr. P. Dalin and Dr. A. Mostrom, Swedish Institute of Spa e Physi s.)

Figure 1.2:

eren es therein for radar observations). They are reported to have verti al wavelengths
of around 1{5 km, horizontal wavelengths of around 200{1000 km and intrinsi time
periods of around 10 hours.
Re ently, extensive ground-based observations of atmospheri pure gravity waves have
been made by a team at the Swedish Institute of Spa e Physi s. They report that gravity waves of wavelengths in the range 5{50 km are visible from the ground in no tilu ent
louds (NLCs) on around one night in three during the summer months, predominantly
between latitudes 50{70ÆN and times 22:00{04:00 (Dr. P. Dalin, personal ommuni ation). A typi al observation is shown in Figure 1.2.
Observations su h as these have been mirrored in high-resolution numeri al simulations of the atmosphere (e.g. O'Sullivan & Dunkerton, 1995; Sato et al., 1999) in
whi h inertia-gravity waves have been generated by the geostrophi adjustment of a
baro lini ally-unstable tropospheri jetstream. An example of the inertia-gravity wave
radiation produ ed during this pro ess is shown in Figure 1.3.
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Contours of horizontal velo ity divergen e at 130 mb on day 11 of a
high-resolution (T126, z = 700 m) numeri al simulation by O'Sullivan & Dunkerton (1995). The model was initialized with a small-amplitude zonal wavenumber
6 mode, superimposed on a zonally-uniform baro lini ally-unstable ow. By day
11, the perturbation has rea hed its maximum amplitude and begun to de ay,
generating the inertia-gravity waves shown.
Figure 1.3:

The normal modes of a system will only appear if there is a me hanism present to ex ite
them. There are two generation me hanisms for inertia-gravity waves in the free atmosphere (away from topography). Dalin's waves were generated due to a lo al wind shear,
whereas O'Sullivan and Dunkerton's were radiated as ex ess energy, as a balan ed mode
lost and then re-established its balan e through the geostrophi adjustment me hanism.
It seems to be un lear whi h is the dominant of these two me hanisms in the atmosphere,
but in Chapter 6 we will be in a position to determine the dominant me hanism in a laboratory experiment whi h is in many respe ts a s aled-down analogue of the atmosphere.

1.4.1 The importan e of initialization

Despite the on rmed ubiquitous presen e of inertia-gravity waves in the lower, meteorologi ally signi ant part of the atmosphere, a onsiderable portion of the e ort that
goes into produ ing weather fore asts is spent on the initialization pro ess, in whi h
inertia-gravity waves are ltered out of the observations before they are used as initial
onditions. This is done for a number of reasons.
Firstly, atmospheri observations are often of su h dubious quality that any apparent
departures from balan e are just as likely to be due to errors in the measurements, or in
16
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Time series of surfa e pressure at a xed spatial point from a primitive equations model of the atmosphere, with uninitialized (solid) and initialized
(dashed) starting elds. From Williamson & Temperton (1981).

Figure 1.4:

the pro ess whi h interpolates these measurements onto a regular grid, as to the presen e of inertia-gravity waves. Se ondly, even if inertia-gravity waves are the reason for
departures from balan e, typi al observations are too sparse to fully resolve them, and
the horizontal spatial resolution of numeri al models is at present too low (11 km in the
UK Meteorologi al OÆ e mesos ale model) to a urately apture their evolution (but
see Se tion 1.4.3). Furthermore, omplete and permanent elimination of the fast modes
permits the use of a signi antly longer timestep whilst still satisfying the CFL riterion,
whi h leads to more eÆ ient integrations. Finally, the key aim of operational meteorologists is to model the synopti -s ale phenomena that onstitute our weather systems,
rather than trouble themselves with small-s ale waves whose e e ts are se ondary. For
these reasons, it is desirable to have an initial atmospheri state whi h has no proje tion
onto inertia-gravity modes, and so the observations are proje ted onto the slow manifold
before being used as the initial onditions for the fore ast.
An example of the likely onsequen es of running an uninitialized primitive equations
model is shown in Figure 1.4. Using uninitialized starting onditions, based on raw
17
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observational data, the time series ontains a large and spurious high-frequen y inertiagravity wave omponent whi h dominates the signal. Performing the same run but
using initialized starting onditions, obtained by slightly adjusting the observations in
a pres ribed way to take them towards balan e, ompletely removes the high-frequen y
omponent leaving only the slow trend of meteorologi al interest.
The issue of whether inertia-gravity waves in the atmosphere an a e t the development of synopti -s ale weather systems is therefore an important and topi al problem
in meteorology, sin e if su h an intera tion exists it ould pla e a fundamental limit on
the a ura y of fore asting models whi h do not in orporate it. Operational meteorologi al entres in lude a parameterization of the e e ts of inertia-gravity waves in their
fore asting models, in parti ular of their drag on the large-s ale ow (Hines, 1997), but
this is ertainly an in omplete representation of the full intera tion.
1.4.2 History of numeri al weather predi tion

Atmospheri inertia-gravity waves are not readily ex ited, sin e the length s ale of the
di erential solar for ing between equator and poles is well-mat hed to typi al Rossby
mode wavelengths, but not to inertia-gravity wavelengths. Moreover, inertia-gravity
modes are more eÆ iently dissipated sin e vis ous e e ts are highly s ale-sele tive.
Therefore the vast majority of the energy of the atmosphere is in the vorti al modes,
and the atmospheri state is lose to the slow manifold.
We an apitalize on this when onstru ting a model for numeri al weather predi tion.
There would be a large redundan y in a model whi h aptured the dynami s of solutions far from the slow manifold if it was known that the phase spa e traje tory would
never visit there. To over ome this, we an either lter the fast modes out of the initial
onditions, as des ribed in Se tion 1.4.1, or alternatively lter the fast mode solutions
out of the equations themselves by proje ting the equations onto the slow manifold. We
now brie y review the history of numeri al weather predi tion, in whi h both of these
methods have been attempted, in order to illustrate the importan e and diÆ ulty of
eliminating unbalan ed modes from the fore ast.
18
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People have been fas inated by the weather sin e time immemorial, and have often
made asual fore asts based on simple lo al observations su h as the olour of the night
sky. The rst regular and systemati fore asts were those produ ed by Admiral Robert
Fitzroy in 1860, whi h he published in the Times (Lyn h, 2001). Fore asting methods
employed then in luded maintaining a large atalogue of daily weather maps from the
past, in order, and then nding a map whi h resembled the onditions for the present
day and supposing that the atmosphere would do again what it had done before. Lorenz
(1969) has shown that with this method, known as the method of analogues, it is diÆ ult
to nd an a eptably lose mat h even if the atalogue onsists of 2000 maps.
Meteorology was nally given a rm s ienti basis when when Bjerknes (1904) suggested the then revolutionary idea of solving partial di erential equations to al ulate the
future weather. Two de ades later this method was a tually implemented by Ri hardson
(1922), who performed the world's rst numeri al weather fore ast. He integrated the
dis retized partial di erential equations numeri ally on paper and, a ording to Lyn h
(1993), took two years to obtain his solution. He used the hydrostati primitive equations
(HPEs) | a slightly approximated form of the Navier-Stokes equations on a sphere, ontaining both fast and slow modes. He obtained ompletely unrealisti values (a surfa e
pressure hange of 145 mb in 6 hours) be ause the initial elds ontained a signi ant
but spurious inertia-gravity wave omponent, as in Figure 1.4, and not be ause of errors
in his method.
The world's rst omputer fore ast was performed by Charney, Fjortoft and Von Neumann three de ades later. In order to avoid Ri hardson's problem, they ltered the
equations of motion to derive the quasi-geostrophi (Q-G) system (Charney, 1948) and
their fore asts were reasonably su essful.
The HPEs were used again a few years later, sin e they were shown to be more a urate
than the Q-G equations. But in order to avoid Ri hardson's error, it was ne essary to
initialize the starting elds. Determining the most suitable initialization method formed
a major area of resear h during the de ades whi h followed. The following initialization
methods have been proposed.
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Hinkelmann (1951) suggested that the initial state should be modi ed so as to be
geostrophi ally balan ed, and then Charney (1955) suggested that it should instead satisfy the nonlinear balan e equation, a diagnosti relation between the wind eld and the
geopotential. Phillips (1960) suggested that an even better initialization would result if
the horizontal divergen e of the initial wind were set equal to that implied by Q-G theory.
The te hnique of dynami initialization was introdu ed by Miyakoda & Moyer (1968),
and is dis ussed in the initialization review arti le by Lyn h (1986). This involves integrating the raw observation data rst forwards and then ba kwards in time, using the
HPEs with enhan ed dissipation. This forward/ba kward y le is repeated several times
to obtain elds in whi h the high frequen y omponents have been damped out by the
dissipation, and the elds so obtained are used as the initial onditions for the fore ast.
Initialization te hniques based on normal mode de ompositions are dis ussed in the
review arti le by Daley (1980). The te hnique of linear normal mode initialization
(LNMI) was tested by Williamson (1976). The initial elds are separated into Rossby
and inertia-gravity wave omponents (that is, proje ted onto the linear normal modes
as in Se tion 1.3) and the amplitudes of the latter are set to zero. Unfortunately the
inertia-gravity waves soon re-appear in the fore ast: the primitive equations are nonlinear and evidently allow the Rossby omponents to intera t in su h a way as to generate
new inertia-gravity waves.
The te hnique of nonlinear normal mode initialization (NNMI) was suggested independently by Ma henhauer (1977) and Baer (1977) and Baer & Tribbia (1977). This involves
not setting the initial inertia-gravity wave omponents to zero, but instead setting their
initial rate-of- hange to zero. NNMI takes into a ount the nonlinear nature of the equations. It works very well: the fore ast is very smooth and the spurious inertia-gravity
waves remain a eptably small throughout the integration. NNMI is the most popular
method of initialization today, and it is used in many fore ast entres.
Most re ently, the te hnique of digital ltering has been suggested by Lyn h (1991) as a
simpler method than NNMI. It involves arrying out two short HPE model integrations
starting with the raw data, one forwards in time and one ba kwards. This gives a time
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series (of typi ally 6 hours) entred on t = 0 for ea h model variable at ea h grid-point.
A low-pass lter is then applied to these time-series, and the resulting values at t = 0 are
used as the initial onditions. An optimal lter shape has been hosen and su essfully
implemented by Lyn h (1996). Interestingly, Lyn h (1999) has repeated Ri hardson's
manual al ulation on a omputer, and reprodu ed the surfa e pressure tenden y of
145 mb in 6 hours. In the same paper, he repeats the analysis after initialization of the
starting elds with a digital lter, and obtains a realisti pressure tenden y of 3 mb in
6 hours.
1.4.3 When might inertia-gravity waves be resolved?

The resolution of operational numeri al weather predi tion models has improved dramati ally sin e the rst ever omputer fore asts were performed. The resolution is now
suÆ iently high that medium- to large-wavelength inertia-gravity waves an be partially
resolved. Given a further redu tion in the horizontal grid spa ing by a fa tor of 10, with
a orresponding improvement in observations, su h waves ould be fully resolved and
potentially in luded expli itly in a fore ast, rather than through an impli it parameterization of their e e ts.
If latitudinal and longitudinal grid spa ings were ea h to drop by a fa tor of 10, we
would also need to redu e the timestep by a fa tor of 10 to leave the Courant number
una e ted. This would lead to an in rease in omputer time for a fore ast by a fa tor
of around 1000, or alternatively, we would need an in rease in pro essing speeds by a
fa tor of 1000 for the integration to take the same time. Sin e this fa tor orresponds
to 10 doublings of lo k speeds (210  103) and sin e lo k speeds double around every
18 months (Moore's law), this is expe ted to be a hievable in around 15 years.
When this time omes, it would be useful for meteorologists to have a body of knowledge regarding the anti ipated impa ts of the inertia-gravity waves on the larger-s ale
ow. It is hoped that this thesis will form a small part of that olle tion of information,
and that the present study will suggest dire tions for the resear h that will be needed
between now and then to produ e the rest.
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1.5 Dynami al similarity and laboratory experiments
It is well-known (Douglas & Gasiorek, 2000) that, when written in non-dimensional form,
the equations whi h govern the evolution of seemingly di erent uid dynami al systems
an be very similar. The aim of laboratory experiments in geophysi al uid dynami s is
to exploit this dynami al similarity, to make inferen es about atmospheri and o eani
phenomena from observations of the analogous laboratory ows.
As an example appropriate to this study, the shallow water equations (SWEs) applied
to an approximated two-layer atmosphere or o ean, an very losely resemble the SWEs
for a rotating, two-layer laboratory experiment. This statement holds despite the fa t
that typi al length and time s ales for orresponding geophysi al and laboratory ows
an di er by very many orders of magnitude. All that matters for dynami al similarity
is equality of the relevant non-dimensional dynami al and geometri al parameters, su h
as the Rossby number and aspe t ratio.
Dynami al similarity allows us to study geo uids in the laboratory, as suggested by
Figure 1.5. On e we have solved a parti ular uid ow problem by making observations
in the laboratory, we have a tually solved an in nite number of other uid ow problems all of whi h are dynami ally and geometri ally similar, in luding on the planetary
s ale. For most of the remainder of this thesis, we study experiments in an isothermal,
rotating, two-layer laboratory apparatus. In the nal hapter we return the fo us to
geo uids to onsider how portable our laboratory on lusions are to the atmosphere and
o ean, mindful of the di erent non-dimensional parameters and boundary onditions we
en ounter in the laboratory.
Figure 1.6 shows a foretaste of the sort of ow we an observe using the present laboratory
apparatus. In the image, baro lini instability has led to the growth of a slow, large-s ale
mode with a dominant azimuthal wavenumber of two. Importantly for our purposes, two
groups of fast, small-s ale waves have developed and are superimposed onto the largeramplitude baro lini wave. Note the striking resemblan e between small-s ale waves in
the laboratory experiment (Figure 1.6), and those in the atmosphere (Figure 1.2) and
a numeri al model (Figure 1.3). That waves on su h dramati ally di erent s ales an
appear so similar in form is testament to the power of the on ept of dynami al similarity.
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Diagram showing the analogy between (a) the uid in a rotating
annulus experiment in the laboratory, and (b) the uid bounded by two latitude
ir les on a rotating planet. From Read et al. (1998).

Figure 1.5:
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Sample laboratory experiment image. A large-s ale baro lini wave
is shown to oexist with two groups of small-s ale waves. There is a relationship,
to be determined in Chapter 3, between the olour in the image and the height of
the two-layer liquid interfa e.
Figure 1.6:

1.6 Previous laboratory work
Laboratory investigations of non-rotating uid ows began in the nineteenth entury,
and in lude the lassi investigations of Reynolds (1883). At around the same time, Vettin (1884) be ame probably the rst person to exploit dynami al similarity by arrying
out rotating laboratory experiments as analogues of geophysi al systems. He studied
the surfa e ow in a rotating dishpan of uid with a lump of i e near the entre, representing a polar i e ap, and (to the s orn of his ontemporaries) he drew meteorologi al
on lusions from his results.
The main bene ts of studying geo uids indire tly in the laboratory are that the system
is under the omplete ontrol of the experimenter, that global high-resolution measurements an be systemati ally taken, and that experiments an be repeated as many times
as required. None of these statements hold when geo uids are studied dire tly rather
than in the laboratory. A review of the role of laboratory experiments in geophysi al
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uid dynami s is given in Hide (1977).
As suggested by Vettin's experiment, for the losest resemblan e between annulus and
planet in Figure 1.5 we should apply heating and ooling at the outer and inner verti al
sidewalls, respe tively, to mimi the di erential solar thermal for ing between equator
and pole. The resulting rotating thermal annulus system with ontinuous uid strati ation has been extensively studied sin e the early 1950s, in luding the lassi experiments
of Hide et al. (1977).
It follows from the thermal (and gradient) wind balan e equations for a rapidly-rotating
annulus, that a radial temperature gradient will be a ompanied by a verti al shear
in the zonal velo ity (su h as that asso iated with the tropospheri jetstream in the
atmosphere). Similar ows to those obtained in the thermal annulus an therefore be
obtained in an isothermal annulus by imposing a velo ity shear dire tly. For studying
geo ows, an alternative to the thermal annulus is therefore the rotating two-layer annulus, with a shear provided a ross the uid interfa e by di erentially-rotating top and
bottom horizontal boundaries.
The rotating, two layer annulus has also been studied extensively in the laboratory
(e.g. Carrigan, 1978; King, 1979b; Appleby, 1982), and good agreement has been rea hed
between the properties of balan ed ows in the thermal and two-layer annuli, and of
those in the orresponding theoreti al and numeri al models (Klein, 1990). During the
two-layer annulus laboratory experiments of Lovegrove (1997), whi h were designed to
investigate bifur ations between di erent large-s ale modes, it was found under ertain
ir umstan es that fast, small-s ale modes ould develop. This nding, of se ondary
interest to Lovegrove's study and so not investigated in detail, has formed the starting
point for the urrent work.

1.7 The urrent study
Lovegrove's ndings showed that the intera tion between balan ed large-s ale and unbalan ed small-s ale waves ould be studied, for the rst time, in the laboratory. Previous
investigations had been ex lusively based on highly-idealized and trun ated numeri al
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and theoreti al models, whose representation of reality was far from omplete.
This thesis is a study of s ale-separated intera tions in uids in the laboratory, with
the underlying motive being to better understand su h intera tions in geo uids su h
as the atmosphere and o ean. In the past, there have been laboratory investigations
of large s ale intera tions (Se tion 1.6), and analyti al investigations of s ale-separated
intera tions and the slow manifold (Se tion 1.3). This study is believed to be the rst
laboratory investigation of the slow manifold.

1.7.1 Aims of this investigation

The key s ienti questions we wish to answer are:
 Under what ir umstan es do small-s ale waves appear in the labora-

tory experiments? We answer by undertaking a new series of experimental
investigations.

 Whi h me hanism auses the small-s ale waves to appear in the lab-

oratory experiments? We answer by omputing several radiation diagnosti s
asso iated with the andidate me hanisms. We do this using velo ity data from a
numeri al model.

 What are the e e ts of the laboratory small-s ale waves on the large-

s ale, balan ed ow? We answer by omparing model ( ltered) and laboratory
(un ltered) regime diagrams, and by performing model runs both with and without
a sto hasti inertia-gravity wave parameterization.

 Having answered these questions for a laboratory experiment, what

an we infer about answers to the analogous questions for geo uids? We
answer by omparing and ontrasting the laboratory experiment with the atmosphere and o ean, in luding a omparison of nondimensional parameters and of
boundary onditions.
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1.7.2 Thesis outline

This thesis is split naturally into two parts. The rst part des ribes the out ome of a laboratory investigation using the rotating, two-layer annulus. The apparatus is des ribed
in Chapter 2, and a method for alibrating interfa e heights is developed and applied in
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the results of an extensive series of experiments are des ribed
and analyzed.
The se ond part of the thesis des ribes the out ome of a omplementary method for
investigating the rotating annulus, by running a purpose-built numeri al model. In
Chapter 5, we derive the model equations and obtain a reliable and fast integration
s heme. In Chapter 6, we des ribe the results of the model runs, and ompare them
with the laboratory results. Then, in Chapter 7, we add a sto hasti inertia-gravity
wave parameterization to the model, and investigate its e e ts upon the large-s ale ow.
Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize the present work, and give our on lusions about
the s ale-separated wave-wave intera tion in the laboratory by stating answers to the
above four questions. We dis uss the appli ability of these on lusions to the analogous
intera tion in geo uids, and end by des ribing some possible avenues for future work.
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Chapter 2
Des ription of the laboratory
apparatus
\d-limonene ... an be harmful when vaporized and breathed."

US Environmental Prote tion Agen y website
\...the primary ingredient of Citrus Burst r , d-limonene, is plant
derived. It is extremely safe..."

Florida Chemi al Company, In . website

In this hapter, a des ription is given of the rotating, two-layer annulus apparatus whi h
has been used for the laboratory omponent of this study. The apparatus was built at
the U.K. Meteorologi al OÆ e in the early 1970s, where it was used in the studies of
King (1979b) and Appleby (1982). The apparatus was later moved to the University of
Oxford, where is was used most re ently by Lovegrove (1997).
In the following se tions, we des ribe some modi ations whi h have been made to
the apparatus sin e the experiments of Lovegrove. These in lude an upgrade to a
higher-quality video format for image transmission and storage, and the installation
of a higher-resolution frame-grabber in the laboratory omputer. We present some new
results regarding the sensitivity of the working uid properties to temperature u tuations. Then we develop a simple method for redu ing the mutual interfa ial tension,
and we dis uss some previously unreported but important observed hanges as the uids
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age. Details of the employed ow visualization te hnique are given, and of the extent to
whi h the visualization is distorted by refra tion and parallax e e ts.

2.1 The rotating, two-layer annulus
Photos of the rotating, two-layer annulus apparatus are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, and
the annulus is shown s hemati ally in Figure 2.3. The annulus onsists of a ylindri al
stainless steel tank of inner radius 125.00 mm and depth 250.00 mm, whi h has a xed
glass base and a removable glass lid. A solid steel ylinder, of radius 62.50 mm and
depth 250.00 mm, is glued oaxially (to within an estimated 0.1 mm) to the base of
the tank to form an annulus of gap width 62.50 mm. The annular region is lled to
the brim with equal volumes of two immis ible liquids, to give a two-layer liquid with
a well-de ned interfa e and equal resting layer depths of 125  1 mm. Details of the
parti ular uids used are given in Se tion 2.2.
The tank is mounted entrally (to within an estimated 0.1 mm) above a paraboli orre tion tank (dis ussed in Se tion 2.4) on a ir ular turntable 1 m above the laboratory
oor, whi h an be made to rotate under omputer ontrol with angular velo ity . The
annulus lid, whi h is in onta t with the upper liquid, an be made to rotate under omputer ontrol with angular velo ity  relative to the tank. This is possible be ause
the lid is onne ted to the tank via a ball ra e, allowing low-fri tion relative motion
powered by a servo motor and drive wheel. Both and  an take either sign, and
are stable to within 1% over a period of a few hours. The maximum a hievable values
are j maxj = 6:3 rad s 1 and j maxj = 3:1 rad s 1 .
There is a entral ir ular hole in the turntable, of radius equal to the tank radius, so
that white light from a bright 500 W tungsten-halogen sour e lamp on the laboratory
oor may pass verti ally into, through and out of the annular gap. The light is re eived
by a olour harge- oupled devi e (CCD) video amera, whi h is on the rotation axis
and o-rotates with the turntable 2 m above it. Communi ations between the laboratory
frame and the rotating turntable frame (namely the amera power and output signal,
and the servo motor power) are a hieved through a ommutator slip-ring, hidden from
amera view by the inner ylinder.
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The two-layer annulus apparatus and ontrol equipment. From left to
right: the rotating turntable, mounted with the annulus and with a tall metal frame
to support the video amera; an ampli er whi h powers the turntable rotation and
lid rotation; a television and video re order to wat h and re ord live images from
the amera; and a omputer with a frame-grabber installed to digitize and save
sele ted images.
Figure 2.1:

Figure 2.2:

Close-up view into the annular tank from above.
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camera

analyzing polaroid

125.00 mm
62.50 mm
lid ball race

glass lid

inner cylinder

water
250.00 mm

drive wheel
servo motor

inner cylinder
main tank
d−
limonene/
CFC−113

glass base
air
diffuser and
entrance polaroid

parabolic correction tank

l−limonene
turntable
slip−ring
turntable bearing

electric fan

source lamp

S hemati ross-se tion through the two-layer annulus apparatus,
showing the prin ipal omponents. (Not to s ale.)
Figure 2.3:
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(a)

(b)

Images aptured from a video tape of the two-layer annulus experiment, photographed by the CCD amera. Digitization of the images was done
using (a) the urrent frame-grabber and S-VHS equipment, and (b) the previous
frame-grabber and regular VHS equipment.

Figure 2.4:

The S-VHS signal1 output by the amera an be re orded at 25 frames per se ond onto
high-quality, S-VHS video tapes, whi h an be played ba k for subsequent analysis. The
video signal an be input to a omputer with a frame-grabber, to produ e olour 24-bit
digitized images measuring 768 pixels by 576 pixels. A sample image is shown in Figure 2.4(a), showing a wavenumber 2 mode whi h has grown due to baro lini instability
and whi h slowly drifts around the annulus with a period of around one minute. Different olours orrespond to di erent depths of the lower liquid layer, for reasons to be
dis ussed fully in Se tion 2.3. For referen e, an image of a similar ow, aptured using
the older frame-grabber and ordinary VHS equipment used by Lovegrove et al. (2000),
is shown in Figure 2.4(b). The image size is 320 pixels by 240 pixels, and so the use of
the new frame-grabber has multiplied the resolution by a fa tor of 2.4 in ea h dimension.

2.2 Fluid properties
We hoose to use water as the liquid for one of the layers. The water is rst puri ed
by being passed through a de-ionizing lter, as this slows down mould growth in the
apparatus. The liquid for the other layer must then be hydrophobi , so that the two
layers are mutually immis ible and give a well-de ned interfa e. It should be transparent
and olourless, to allow the passage of light without signi ant absorption. It should
1

S-VHS, or Super-VHS, is a professional master grade version of regular VHS.
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have an opti al a tivity whi h is non-zero and whi h varies strongly with wavelength for
visible light, in order for the ow visualization te hnique to be des ribed in Se tion 2.3
to work. It would be advantageous if it had a density and vis osity lose to that of water
for omparison with theoreti al two-layer models, many of whi h make assumptions of
small strati ation and equal vis osities (as dis ussed in the review arti le by Klein,
1990).
A liquid whi h satis es most of these requirements is limonene 2, an organi oil whi h
is distilled from orange peel. Unfortunately, its density (840 kg m3) is signi antly less
than that of water. The limonene annot be used as the upper layer, as it is highly
volatile and rapidly evaporates to produ e a harmful vapour (WHO, 1998), and the
apparatus is not airtight. For this reason, the limonene is mixed with CFC-113 3, a
heavier-than-water, olourless, hydrophobi , opti ally-ina tive solvent, in su h proportions that the omposite liquid is slightly more dense than water. Water is then used as
the upper layer liquid, thereby preventing harmful vapours from es aping into the laboratory. Some relevant physi al properties of the liquids whi h make up the two layers
are given in Table 2.1. The liquids are the same as those used by Lovegrove.
2.2.1 Thermal expansivities

It is seen from Table 2.1 that the two layers have quite di erent thermal expansivities.
As the temperature rises, the lower layer be omes less dense more qui kly than the
upper layer. A ording to the values in the table, the ambient laboratory temperature
needs to rise by only around 5 Æ C before the two layers have equal densities, leading
to a possible Rayleigh-Taylor instability (A heson, 1990) and layer inversion. In order
to prevent this, the ambient laboratory temperature must be tightly ontrolled. An air
onditioning system was used to a hieve this, and was found to keep the temperature
within 0.1 Æ C of 20.0 ÆC over a 24-hour period, as opposed to an observed u tuation
of 2.0 ÆC with the system swit hed o . The air onditioning system was permanently
swit hed on during the experiments des ribed in this thesis, to keep variations in the
fra tional density di eren e tolerably low, both during and between experiments.
2
3

Limonene is also known by its synonyms arvene and methyl y lohexene.
The full name is 1,1,2-tri hlorotri uoroethane.
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de-ionized water limonene/CFC-113
layer 1
layer 2
(upper)
(lower)
density,  (kg m 3)
997  1
thermal expansivity, (10 4 K 1)
2:07  0:01
mutual interfa ial tension, S (10 2 N m 1)
2:85  0:1
6
2
1
kinemati vis osity,  (10 m s )
1:27  0:02
opti al a tivity, , at 0.59 m ( Æ m 1)
0
refra tive index, n, at 0.59 m
1:3328  0:0001

1003  1
13:0  0:1
2:85  0:1
1:08  0:02
770  10
1:4466  0:0001

Physi al properties of the freshly-prepared working liquids at the
ambient laboratory temperature (20.0 Æ C) and pressure. The densities and thermal expansivities were measured in the laboratory by the author using a density
meter, whi h times the period of os illation of an ele tromagneti ally-ex ited sample tube in order to a urately al ulate density. The mutual interfa ial tension
was measured in the laboratory by the author using a torsion balan e, whi h measures the for e required to pull a thin wire loop through the interfa e in order to
determine the tension. The sour es for the other property values are Lovegrove
(1997), Hart & Kittelman (1986), Lide (1995) and Kaye & Laby (1995).

Table 2.1:

There is another problem asso iated with the large temperature sensitivity of the twolayer liquid, namely that the 500 W lamp dire tly beneath the annulus is not only an
e e tive light sour e but also an e e tive heat sour e. During some of the initial experiments performed in this study, this heating was so strong that the liquids exhibited a
spontaneous Rayleigh-Taylor inversion around two hours after the lamp was swit hed
on. Be ause it was desired to run experiments whi h lasted for longer than two hours,
an ele tri desktop fan was positioned on the laboratory oor to blow air a ross the
lamp, as shown in Figure 2.3. The aim was to inhibit and destroy onve tion ells, in
the hope that the majority of the heat transfer from lamp to liquids was via onve tion
rather than radiation. This strategy worked, and experiments lasting three hours and
longer ould be arried out when the fan was swit hed on.
Lovegrove did not do ument taking these measures to ontrol the liquid temperature,
as he was probably not aware that the layer thermal expansivities were so di erent.
There is therefore a possibility of redu ed gravity drift in his experiments, whi h was
not do umented until now.
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to camera
lid
γ1

γ

n1

γ2

n2

h(r)

base

ε
r

The path of a ray of light whi h enters the annulus verti ally at radius
, where the interfa e height is h(r) and the slope is dh=dr.

Figure 2.5:

r

2.2.2 Refra tion

The di erent refra tive indi es of the two layers (Table 2.1) will ause refra tion to o ur
at the uid interfa e. The images from the amera will therefore show a distorted version
of the a tual interfa e height shape, whi h means that the images output by the amera
must be interpreted with aution.
Consider a ray of verti ally-travelling light whi h enters the base of the tank at radius
r, as shown in Figure 2.5. For this simpli ed analysis, the interfa e height h(r) is taken
to be a fun tion of r only. The angle of in iden e 2 is given by
tan 2 = ddhr ;
(2.1)
and is related to the angle of refra tion 1 by Snell's Law:
n1 sin 1 = n2 sin 2 :

(2.2)

Eliminating 2 between (2.1) and (2.2) gives
sin 1 = nn2 p dh=dr 2 :
1 1 + (dh=dr)
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The angle through whi h the ray is de e ted at the interfa e is then  1 2. Light
whi h entered the base at radius r appears to the amera to have entered at apparent
radius r0  r , where
 = h tan :
(2.4)
The amera therefore gives a distorted image of the annulus: if we observe a ertain
olour at a parti ular radius on a still from the amera, the radius at whi h the lower
layer a tually has the height orresponding to that olour is o set from the observation
radius by an amount .
For a worst- ase s enario of interfa ial slope dh/dr=1, equations (2.1) and (2.3) give
2 = 45:0Æ and 1 = 50:1Æ , so that the de e tion angle is = 5:1Æ . At a point where
h = 12:5 m, equation (2.4) gives  = 1:1 m, whi h is almost 20% of the annular gap
width. It is important to use a ertain amount of aution, then, when using images from
the amera to infer distan es in the annulus.
In pra ti e there will also be azimuthal refra tive distortion, negle ted in this analysis,
whi h will make no di eren e to wavelength determination but whi h will bias the kurtosis (peakiness) of the inferred wave shape. There will also be refra tion at the glass
lid, negle ted here.
If it were ne essary, we ould ompensate for radial refra tive distortion by using equations (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4) to derive the transformation from apparent radius seen by
the amera to a tual radius. Su h an analysis has not been arried out in this study,
be ause the al ulation to obtain the mapping be omes very involved; the maximum
distortion is only a entimetre; and we are not on erned with lo ating exa tly where
the fast waves appear in the annulus.
2.2.3 Interfa ial tension

The interfa ial tension between the liquids (Table 2.1) is around four times as large
as the values en ountered in the two-layer experiments of King (1979b) and Appleby
(1982), who used di erent working liquids from the present ones. The lassi al theoretial two-layer models rst used by Phillips (1951) do not in lude the e e ts of interfa ial
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volume of washing-up
liquid per unit surfa e
area of water (ml m 2)
interfa ial
tension
(10 3 N m 1)

0

0.32

0.64

0.96

28:5  1:1 5:3  0:4 1:4  0:4 1:3  0:4

Dependen e of interfa ial tension on amount of added washing-up
liquid, as measured in small samples of the working liquids using a torsion 2balan e
in the laboratory. A saturation limit is rea hed at around 0.6 ml m . The
quantity of added surfa tant is given as a volume per unit surfa e area of the
working liquid, rather than per unit volume, as it is assumed that all surfa tant
mole ules are attra ted to the surfa e rather than existing throughout the entire
liquid volume, up to the saturation point.

Table 2.2:

tension. Moreover, interfa ial tensions are non-existent in the atmosphere and are ompletely negligible in the o ean (ex ept for motions on the very smallest of length s ales).
Be ause we would like to keep the laboratory experiment as lose as possible to the simple two-layer models, and to atmospheri and o eani ows, it is desirable to attempt to
redu e it. We do this by adding a surfa tant (surfa e a tive agent ), a hemi al whose
mole ules are made up of a water soluble and a water insoluble omponent, and whi h
redu es the surfa e tension of water.
Various surfa tants were tested in small (20 ml) samples of the working liquids.4 Small
added quantities of Photo-Flo, a surfa tant used in the photo-developing industry, had
the unexpe ted but reprodu ible e e t of in reasing the interfa ial tension by around
30%. This is not entirely unexpe ted, as surfa tants are de ned with respe t to a waterair interfa e, whi h is very di erent from the liquid-liquid interfa e in the annulus.
Ordinary hand soap was tested but reje ted, as it aused a signi ant loudiness. The
only surfa tant to be su essfully tested was ordinary washing-up liquid, and the results
are shown in Table 2.2.
When washing-up liquid was added at 0.64 ml m 2, the interfa ial tension was redu ed
4 In situ measurements of interfa ial tension in the annulus are not pra ti able using a torsion balan e, and furthermore, we do not wish to ontaminate the a tual working liquids with the andidate
surfa tants.
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(a)

(b)

Digitized experimental images, showing olours orresponding to the
resting interfa e height shape (a) immediately before the addition of 0.12 ml of
surfa tant, and (b) a few se onds after. The dark radial spoke is a shadow due to
the slip-ring onne tion wires shown in Figure 2.3. When the experiment is running
and the interfa e height is not at, this shadow is washed out by the dispersive
e e ts of interfa ial refra tion (Se tion 2.2.2).

Figure 2.6:

by more than an order of magnitude. However, this was found to fa ilitate the formation
of bubbles of the lower-layer liquid in the upper layer near the interfa e, an e e t whi h is
undesirable. For all the experiments des ribed in this thesis, washing-up liquid was added
to the water in the annulus at 0.32 ml m 2 (i.e. a total of 0.12 ml), whi h we presume
to give an interfa ial tension of 5:3  10 3 N m 1. A few se onds after the addition of
the washing-up liquid, the resting interfa e shape re orded by the amera hanged as
shown in Figure 2.6. The interfa e be ame noti eably atter, and the menis us widths
at the sidewalls were redu ed, as expe ted. However, we will see in Se tion 2.2.4 that
the interfa ial tension will not ne essarily remain at this redu ed value as the uids age.
2.2.4 Slow evolution of uid properties with time

It has been asually observed in this study that the properties of the interfa e between
the layers in the annulus seem to exhibit a long-term evolution as time passes. Dire t
observation into the tank through the lid revealed the slow formation of a skin at the
interfa e, on times ales of weeks to months. Often this skin was so strong that it resisted
pier ing even by a sharpened pen il. This e e t, previously unreported, suggests longterm hemi al hanges in the liquids, and possible a ompanying variations in their
physi al properties. The values of the physi al properties shown in Table 2.1 were all
measured in freshly-prepared samples.
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This long term interfa e evolution will be shown to have important onsequen es in
Se tion 4.2. Various e e ts ould explain the observed trends in interfa e properties:
 the pH of the water may be evolving as CO2 and/or O2 are ex hanged with the
laboratory air;
 the lower-layer liquid may be di using into the upper layer | both CFC-113 and

limonene are a tually sparingly soluble in water and are therefore expe ted to
slowly di use out over time. CFC-113 has a solubility of 200 mg/litre in water
at 20 Æ C (WHO, 2002), and limonene has a solubility of 13.8 mg/litre in water at
25 Æ C (Massaldi & King, 1973). Limonene has a strong, hara teristi fruity smell
whi h was observed to be taken on by the water as the uids aged, onsistent with
the di usion theory;

 there may be slow lower-layer intera tions with the steel ylindri al ontainer;
 the strong glue whi h xed the inner ylinder to the base of the tank, and the

bla k paint on the inner ylinder, were often found to have been orroded when
the liquids were hanged. This implies that the lower layer liquid is apable of
slow dissolution of sealant and paint, whi h would alter its omposition;

 there may be slow ele tro- hemistry with the walls (espe ially if the pH is hang-

ing);

 there may be hemi al intera tions with the added surfa tant;
 any parti ulate matter in the laboratory air, su h as dust, will tend to a umulate

in the liquids over time as ontaminants, and thereafter be possible andidates for
dissolution.
Further work is needed to investigate whi h of these me hanisms is responsible for the
observations.

2.3 Flow visualization
Previous ow measurement te hniques in two-layer annulus experiments have in luded
the apa itative method of Hart (1972), in whi h a thin verti al wire is inserted into
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the uid a ross the interfa e. One of the liquids is hosen to be an ele tri al ondu tor, so that hanges in interfa e height ause hanges in the voltage drop along the
wire, whi h an be measured and alibrated. A potential problem is that the wire an
have a signi ant intera tion with the ow (for example, as observed by Fruh & Read,
1997). King (1979a) su essfully applied a te hnique whi h exploited the absorption of
an infra-red light beam by one of the layers, by an amount dependent upon the layer
depth. This method is non-invasive, but like Hart's method, su ers from only returning measurements of interfa e height at one spatial lo ation, rather than providing the
global overage whi h is desired. Shadowgraphy and S hlieren te hniques (Goldstein,
1983) were the rst to provide two-dimensional interfa e height elds, but were ina urate and impra ti al.
The urrent visualization te hnique was rst used by Hart & Kittelman (1986) in an
open- ylinder experiment, and has sin e been used by Lovegrove in his annulus experiment. It provides non-invasive, global measurements of interfa e height whi h are highlyresolved in both spa e and time. The method relies on one of the liquid layers being
opti ally a tive, in our ase the lower layer due to the limonene. In order to understand
how the te hnique works, we now tra k the passage of light through the apparatus from
sour e lamp to video amera, via the two immis ible working liquids in the annular
tank. This exer ise is ne essary to understand the relationship between the olour eld
re orded by the amera, and the interfa e height eld.
As quasi-white light emitted by the sour e lamp travels verti ally upwards through the
apparatus shown in Figure 2.3, it rst passes through a di user. This is a translu ent
plasti ir ular sheet of thi kness 1 m and radius equal to the tank radius, whi h is
entrally mounted on the turntable. Its purpose is to di use the in oming light su h that
it illuminates the base of the tank uniformly. Without the di user, the video images
would ontain ontrasting bright and dim regions, whi h would make interpretation and
analysis more diÆ ult.
The di use light next passes through an entran e polaroid, xed to the upper side of the
di user. This is a thin (1 mm) ir ular sheet of linearly-polarizing lter, of radius equal
to the tank radius. The dire tion of its polarization ve tor determines a verti al plane
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of polarization for the emerging light. Importantly, the entran e polaroid is xed to the
rotating turntable. This means that the verti al polarization plane of the light entering
the uids will rotate in the laboratory frame, but is xed in the amera frame.
The plane-polarized light next en ounters the paraboli
is dis ussed in Se tion 2.4.

orre tion tank, whose

purpose

Next, the light enters the main tank via its glass base, and travels through the opti allya tive lower layer liquid, whose e e t is to rotate the plane of polarization of the light.
This happens be ause limonene mole ules are hiral, i.e. not superimposable on their
mirror image (Mar h, 1992), whi h is the ause of the opti al a tivity. The amount
of rotation depends on both the wavelength of the light and the depth of the liquid
traversed (the latter dependen y is one of proportionality, for depths greater than the
mole ular s ale).
The rotation angle per unit depth for pure limonene has been determined experimentally
by Hart & Kittelman (1986), for a range of wavelengths spanning the visible part of the
spe trum. We an derive the rotation for the lower layer limonene/CFC-113 liquid by
assuming that the rotation angle is redu ed by a fra tion equal to the volume-fra tion of
CFC-113 in the omposite mix. This assumption is easily veri ed theoreti ally by taking
the total rotation angle to be the same whether the onstituent liquids are well-mixed
or are separated into distin t layers, and has also been veri ed experimentally by Hart
& Kittelman (1986). The resulting opti al a tivity urve is shown in Figure 2.7.
Next, the light travels through the opti ally-ina tive upper layer and leaves the tank
via the glass lid, during whi h its plane of polarization is un hanged. The light then
passes through an analyzing polaroid, whi h is a se ond thin sheet of linearly-polarizing
lter xed in front of the amera lens. This polaroid only allows the transmission of a
ertain fra tion of the in ident light intensity. This fra tion varies from 1 if the analyzing polaroid axis and in ident light polarization axis are parallel (or anti-parallel), to 0
if they are perpendi ular (assuming perfe t polaroids). For a given lower layer depth,
therefore, only ertain wavelengths will be rotated into lose alignment with the analyzing polaroid and be transmitted to the amera. Other wavelengths will be extinguished
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Opti al rotary dispersion urve for the lower layer liquid of the present
laboratory experiments, following Hart & Kittelman (1986).
Figure 2.7:

by the polaroid. This is the origin of the ausal relationship between lower layer depth,
and olour re orded in the video images.
We now give an example whi h should help to elu idate the ideas of the previous paragraphs, by dedu ing qualitatively whi h olour will be the dominant one re eived by
the amera for a given lower layer depth. Suppose that white light travels through a
depth 10 m of the lower layer (ignoring the paraboli orre tion tank). Then, from
Figure 2.7, the red light omponent (  0:70 m) will be rotated through an angle of
about 60Æ, the green light (  0:55 m) through 90Æ and the blue light (  0:44 m)
through 160Æ. These angles are shown in Figure 2.8(a), where the angle between the
axes of the rossed entran e and analyzing polaroids is taken to be 50Æ. Most of the red
light will be transmitted through the analyzing polaroid, plus some of the green light but
hardly any of the blue light, and we therefore expe t to see a red olour. Figure 2.8(b)
shows the equivalent analysis for a lower layer depth of 15 m, where we expe t to see a
predominantly blue olour. In Chapter 3, we quantify this analysis to derive the mathemati al relationship between observed olour and height, allowing a alibration of the
experiment.
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entrance polaroid

entrance polaroid

(a)

(b)

The polarization axes of red, green and blue light, after travelling
through (a) 10 m, and (b) 15 m of the limonene/CFC-113 mixture, as viewed
from above by the video amera. The entran e and analyzing polaroids are shown
as dashed lines.
Figure 2.8:

By rotating the analyzing polaroid atta hed to the amera lens, the angle between the
axes of the rossed entran e and analyzing polaroids an be adjusted, whi h varies the
olour observed for a given interfa e height. For some angles, the relationship between
height and olour is more sensitive than for others, i.e. small hanges in height produ e
relatively large hanges in olour. Before any experiments were performed in this study,
the di erential angle was adjusted | by trial and error | to be su h that the relationship was at its most sensitive, so that even very small hanges in interfa e height
produ e a signi ant signal in the olour eld. This is important if we are to be able to
register the small-amplitude interfa ial short waves.

2.4 The paraboli

orre tion tank

Suppose that the apparatus so far des ribed | without the paraboli orre tion tank |
were set into rotation with turntable angular velo ity 6= 0 and di erential lid rotation
 = 0. After spin-up of both layers to angular velo ity , a balan e is established
between the radial pressure gradient for e and the entripetal for e in the uid, and then
the equilibrium height h(r) of the uid interfa e above the base of the tank is given (see
also equations 3.6 and 5.22) by
h(r) =

2 r2

2g + onstant ;
43
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where r is the distan e from the rotation axis and g is the a eleration due to gravity
(not the redu ed gravity, as the entripetal e e t does not depend upon any density
ontrast between the layers). When the turntable is rotating at its maximum rate
of = 6:3 rad s 1 , the asso iated interfa e height hange a ross the annulus will be
h(12:5 m) h(6:25 m)  2 m. The interfa e is therefore not horizontal and olour
gradients are seen by the amera. If a velo ity shear is applied by rotating the lid,
the interfa e height will be perturbed away from the paraboli shape given by equation
(2.5), as des ribed by equation (5.22). This manifests itself in the experiments of Hart
& Kittelman (1986) as a reddening of their images at large radii.
De iding that this e e t was undesirable, Lovegrove (1997) devised a way of eliminating
this ba kground paraboli distortion from the view seen by the amera. His method
relies on the fa t that limonene exists in two di erent opti al isomers: a dextrorotary
isomer (d-limonene) whi h rotates plane-polarized light in the lo kwise sense, and a
laevorotary isomer (l-limonene) whi h rotates it by an equal angle in the anti- lo kwise
sense.
Lovegrove used d-limonene for the lower layer of the main tank, and introdu ed a se ond
\paraboli orre tion" tank ontaining l-limonene and air, dire tly beneath it as shown
in Figure 2.3. In equilibrium with  = 0 and 6= 0, the surfa e of the l-limonene layer
takes up exa tly the same on ave upwards paraboli shape as the interfa e in the main
tank (equation 2.5), even though its domain is ylindri al rather than annular and it is
overed with air rather than water. Clo kwise light rotations in the main tank are then
exa tly an elled out by anti- lo kwise rotations in the paraboli orre tion tank, and
so there are no olour gradients in the images output by the amera. When  6= 0,
the amera then shows olours whi h orrespond to the deviation of the interfa e height
away from this basi paraboli shape, avoiding the ba kground olour gradients of Hart
& Kittelman (1986).
Sin e the d-limonene is diluted with CFC-113 to in rease its density, the opti al a tivities of the omposite lower liquid in the main tank and the pure l-limonene in the
paraboli orre tion tank will not be exa t opposites, and the statement above will only
be approximately true. It seems that the reason Lovegrove de ided not to dilute the l44
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limonene with CFC-113, whi h would have given liquids with exa tly equal and opposite
opti al a tivities, was that the CFC is highly volatile and would have qui kly evaporated
without a prote tive overing of water.

2.5 Parallax e e ts
The diameter of the inner ylinder in an experimental image (e.g. Figure 2.6) is 310
pixels. We alibrate horizontal distan es in the images by equating this to the physi al
diameter of 125 mm. This gives the side length of the (square) pixels to be 0.40 mm,
whi h de nes the horizontal resolution of the images.
Importantly, this length alibration takes pla e in the horizontal plane ontaining the
annulus lid. Radii that we infer from an image, by onverting distan es from the annulus
entre in pixels to distan es in mm, will therefore orrespond to radii at the lid. Be ause
the amera is a nite distan e away from the annulus (200 m from the base), light paths
from annulus to amera are not exa tly verti al, and the radius at the lid rlid will not
be the same as the radius r at the uid interfa e. Negle ting refra tion, the relationship
between them is given by geometry to be
r
rlid

200 m 12:5 m = 1:07 :
= 200
m 25:0 m

(2.6)

Therefore, when we observe a olour at a parti ular point in an image, we must in rease
its apparent radius by 7% to obtain the real radius at whi h the interfa e height takes
the value orresponding to the observed olour.
At the inner sidewall, rlid takes the value 6.25 m. From equation (2.6), r is then
6.70 m, implying that when the interfa e is at we will not be able to see the inner
0.45 m be ause of a parallax e e t. A similar al ulation shows that the outer 0.78 m
of the annular gap will likewise not be visible to the amera.
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2.6 Chapter summary
Des riptions have been given of the rotating, two-layer annulus laboratory apparatus,
uid properties and ow visualization te hnique.
Useful information from the laboratory experiment images, e.g. wavelengths and propagation speeds, an be extra ted using the ow visualization te hnique. But the images
ontain mu h more information whi h has until now remained untapped, namely quantitative data about the interfa e height eld, whi h is en oded in the image olours.
In the next hapter we des ribe a new method for alibrating interfa e heights in the
experiment, to allow this information to be extra ted for the rst time.
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Calibration of the laboratory
experiment
\Mere olour, unspoiled by meaning, and unallied
with de nite form, an speak to the soul in a thousand di erent ways."

Os ar Wilde

In this hapter, we des ribe the alibration of the laboratory experiment, allowing the
transformation from raw laboratory images to quantitative maps of interfa e height.
Three andidate alibration s hemes are des ribed, and the one onsidered likely to be
the most a urate is developed and implemented. The hosen s heme involves solving
layerwise torque balan e equations to determine the equilibrium interfa e height shape
when the apparatus is in motion. This analysis is an extension of previous al ulations,
to in lude new and important physi al e e ts.
The alibration attempt is su essful, allowing the amplitudes of the interfa ial fast and
slow waves to be a urately measured for the rst time with this apparatus.

3.1 Motivation for alibrating the experiment
The unpro essed olour video images from the laboratory experiment (e.g. Figure 1.6)
are of limited use. Though they provide essential quantitative information about the
horizontal stru ture of the ow (wavelengths and propagation speeds), the information
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regarding the verti al dire tion (in parti ular, interfa ial wave amplitudes) is only qualitative. All we know so far is that hanges in interfa e height orrespond to hanges in
observed olour, as dis ussed in Se tion 2.3. The exa t quantitative relationship between
height and olour is not known, and so previous experimenters using this apparatus have
had to estimate interfa ial wave amplitudes by visual observation through the annulus
lid. This method is fraught with diÆ ulty, due to the rotating metal stru ture whi h
supports the amera, ina ura ies due to refra tion at the lid and, most of all, the
inherent unreliability of guesswork. In this hapter, we develop a method for measuring
interfa e height quantitatively.
The images obtained from the amera are re orded onto video tape, and an be subsequently digitized by the frame grabber to produ e red R(h), green G(h) and blue B (h)
intensity omponents, whi h depend upon the lower layer depth h(r; ; t). The task of
this hapter is to determine the fun tions R(h), G(h) and B (h), and hen e their inverses
so that we an ompute h given R, G and B . In the following se tions we onsider three
possible approa hes to this problem.

3.2 Theoreti al approa h
Suppose that the angle between the axes of the entran e and analyzing polaroids is
, and that the rotation angle per unit lower layer depth shown in Figure 2.7 is ().
Negle ting the liquid in the paraboli orre tion tank, if light of wavelength  travels
through a lower layer depth of h(r; ; t), then a fra tion os2 [ h()℄ of the in ident
intensity will be transmitted through the analyzing polaroid to the amera. Assuming
that the sour e lamp is perfe tly emitting, the intensity spe trum input into the liquids
is the Plan k fun tion I0() at the temperature of the lamp (given as 3200 K by Trundle,
1987). Further assuming no absorption by the apparatus, the intensity spe trum I ()
re eived at the amera is given by
I () = I0 ()

os2 [
48
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This spe trum is sampled by the amera at three wavelengths ( orresponding to red,
green and blue light), to give pixel intensities of
R(h)

=
G(h) =
B (h) =

A I0 (red )

os2 [
A I0 (green ) os2 [
A I0 (blue ) os2 [

h(red )℄ ;

h(green )℄ ;

h(blue )℄ ;

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

where A is a onstant of proportionality. Equations (3.2){(3.4) ould ea h be written as
a weighted integral of (3.1) with respe t to , where the weighting fun tions, or amera response fun tions, peak in the red, green and blue parts of the spe trum. The
assumption is made here that the response fun tions are delta-fun tions, however. The
amera then simply samples the in oming spe trum at three dis rete wavelengths rather
than over three narrow bands of nite width. We have su eeded in determining the
fun tions R(h), G(h) and B (h). On e we have determined R, G and B from an image,
equations (3.2){(3.4) represent three equations in three unknowns: A, and h. It is
tedious but straightforward to eliminate A and to give an impli it, nonlinear equation for h in terms of R, G and B (Williams, 2000). However, this method is made
unreliable by the assumptions whi h have been made (sour e lamp being a perfe t bla k
body at an assumed temperature, amera response fun tions being delta-fun tions, zero
absorption in working liquids), none of whi h is parti ularly well-justi ed. We require a
quantitatively a urate alibration s heme whi h is more reliable than this approximate
theoreti al method.

3.3 Dire t experimental approa h
For a ura y, it is desirable to take an experimental approa h to the alibration problem. There is an obvious and dire t experimental method. One an imagine lling up
the initially-empty annular tank with the limonene/CFC mixture, in a series of dis rete
steps so that ea h time the depth rises by, say, 1 mm. A video re ording ould be made
after ea h millimetre rise, allowing the olour in ea h video image to be measured and
alibrated with interfa e height.
This method would require the limonene layer to be exposed to the laboratory air for a
signi ant period of time. Be ause of the harmful vapour released by limonene when not
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overed by the water layer, this method would pose a health risk to the user. A Lo al
Exhaust Ventilation (LEV) system ould be used to redu e emissions into the laboratory, but the LEV is an e e tive extra tor only when it is positioned dire tly above the
annulus and therefore blo king the amera eld of view, whi h would defeat the obje t.
For these reasons, the dire t experimental approa h was reje ted.

3.4 Indire t experimental approa h
We have hosen for the present purposes to use an experimental alibration based on
images taken when the experiment is in operation, that is, when both the turntable
and lid are rotating at di erent rates. All that is needed is a method for obtaining the
interfa e height eld in just one spe ial ase. The method must be independent, in the
sense that it does not rely on the olour information in the images, sin e that is what
we wish to alibrate. Fortunately, it is possible to derive an analyti al expression for
the equilibrium interfa e height in the spe ial ase of no baro lini instability. In this
ase, zonal wave modes are ompletely absent and the interfa e is axisymmetri , but the
height an still vary strongly with radius.
We plan to take interfa e height as a fun tion of radius from the analyti al expression,
and olour as a fun tion of radius from a laboratory experiment, and to determine the
relationship between interfa e height and olour from the two. We derive the required
analyti al expression over the following pages.
3.4.1 Equilibrium interfa e height eld

We begin the al ulation by deriving an expression for the equilibrium lower layer depth
eld h(r), shown in Figure 3.1, in terms of the uid interior solid-body rotation rates
 1 and  2 . The pressures in ea h layer are given by
1
p =  2 r2  gz + onstant ;
(3.5)
2
where i = 1 refers to the upper layer and i = 2 to the lower layer. This equation
represents hydrostati balan e in the z-dire tion, and a balan e between the radial pressure gradient for e and the a eleration experien ed by a uid par el exe uting ir ular
i

i

i

i
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Variable de nitions for the torque balan e al ulation. The boundary
layer widths, labelled in blue, are shown greatly exaggerated. The angular velo ities of the lid, base, sidewalls, interfa e and uid interiors, about the rotation axis
and relative to the base frame, are labelled in red.

Figure 3.1:
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motion with angular velo ity = +  in the laboratory frame.
i

i

We may dedu e the pressure di eren e between the annulus base and lid using the
pressure eld given by equation (3.5), and we an equate this pressure drop to the same
quantity determined in an independent manner, namely by verti al integration of the
hydrostati equation. This gives
1 ( 2  2 )r2 + onstant =  gh +  g(2H h) S r2h ;
(3.6)
2
1
2 2 2 1 1
where the term in r2h represents the drop in pressure a ross the interfa e due to interfa ial tension S . From this equation we an evaluate h(r). Using the fa t that 1  2
and negle ting menis us e e ts we obtain
( 2 2 )r 2
h(r) = 2 0 1 + onstant ;
(3.7)
2g
where g0 = g(2 1 )=[ 12 (2 + 1 )℄. Finally, we determine the arbitrary onstant by
applying onservation of volume:
Zr=b

=

2rh(r) dr = (b2

a2 )H ;

(3.8)

r a

to obtain

(
h(r) = H +

2 )(r2
1
2g 0

2
2

5 2
2a ) :

(3.9)

We will need the following three formulae for the torque balan e al ulation. The values
taken by the interfa e height at the sidewall boundaries are
 2
2
3
1
2
2
h(r = a) = H + a
(3.10)
2
2g0  H+
and
 2
2
3
1
2 H ;
2
h(r = b) = H
a
(3.11)
0
2
2g
and the interfa e slope at the outer sidewall is
dh =  b( 21 22 )  :
dr =
g0
The substitution b = 2a has been used in equations (3.9){(3.11).
r b
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3.4.2 Previous approa hes

All that remains to be done, to omplete our derivation of the interfa e height eld, is
to determine the in terms of and  . In mu h of Hart's work, in luding Hart
(1972), Hart (1973) and Hart (1985), as well as in other studies in luding Bradford et
al. (1981), these interior rotation rates are derived from the 2-layer quasi-geostrophi
(Q-G) equations with linear, parameterized Ekman velo ities, negle ting the in uen e of
the sidewall boundaries and assuming a horizontal, at interfa e. This al ulation yields
the simple result  2 = 41  and  1 = 34  for the ase of exa tly equal vis osities
(see equations 5.20 and 5.21). These values an be substituted into equation (3.9) to
obtain an expli it expression for h(r).
i

The assumptions of geostrophy, non-intera ting Stewartson layers and a horizontal interfa e mean that this method an only be onsidered a rst approximation. Therefore,
King (1979b) extended the Q-G analysis to in lude a non-horizontal interfa e, by in luding fa tors of os(mean interfa e gradient) in the Ekman layer terms. This simple extension made the al ulation signi antly more diÆ ult, as the formulae for  now in lude
the mean interfa e slope. Therefore, on substituting into (3.9) an impli it, nonlinear
equation for h(r) is obtained, whi h must be solved numeri ally. This approa h was
taken in Williams (2001) to alibrate the present experiment, but it gave rotation rates
whi h seemed too large due to the ex lusion of Stewartson layer drag from this analysis.
i

Stewartson layers and ageostrophy annot be aptured by the simple Q-G approa h, and
so King (1979b) went on to take a di erent approa h based on layer torque balan e. He
argued that, in equilibrium, the uid interiors do not experien e an angular a eleration,
and so the net external torque on the interiors due to the boundary layers must be zero.
Stewartson layers and ageostrophy are both in luded, but King resorted to using the
horizontal interfa e assumption to make the al ulation analyti ally tra table.
In the present problem, we spe i ally require a non-horizontal interfa e, as we want the
alibration urve to span as wide a range of interfa e heights as possible. We therefore
present, in the following se tion, an extension of King's torque balan e al ulation to
in lude non-horizontal interfa e e e ts. A summary of the physi al e e ts in luded in
the previous and present al ulations is shown in Table 3.1.
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Q-G method Ekman ux torque balan e torque balan e
used by Hart al ulation of al ulation of
al ulation
and Bradford
King
King
in this thesis
Ekman layers
Stewartson layers
sloping interfa e
ageostrophy

X




X


X


X
X


X

X
X
X
X

A omparison of the physi al e e ts taken into a ount in various
al ulations to determine the equilibrium interfa e height in a rotating, two-layer
annulus. The methods in the rst two olumns are based on equating geostrophi
Ekman pumping and su tion velo ities at the top and bottom of ea h layer. The
methods in the last two olumns are based on torque balan e equations for ea h
layer.

Table 3.1:

3.4.3 Torque balan e al ulation

For the torque balan e al ulation we model ea h uid layer as an invis id interior region,
making up the vast majority of the volume of the layer, surrounded on all sides by thin
vis ous boundary layers whi h serve to hange the uid velo ity from its interior value to
its no-slip boundary value. In the two-layer annulus, the boundaries are the lid, base and
uid interfa e (at whi h the boundary layers are Ekman (1905) layers), and the inner
and outer ylindri al sidewalls (at whi h the boundary layers are Stewartson (1957) layers). We assume that the interior ow in ea h layer is hydrostati and olumnar, and
in solid-body rotation with the angular velo ities (to be determined) shown in Figure 3.1.
We expe t, when the imposed lid rotation  is positive, that
0<

2< I< 1< ;
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where  I is the angular velo ity of the interfa e. Qualitatively, the upper layer interior
is being a ted upon by a prograde (anti- lo kwise) stress due to the Ekman layer at the
lid, and by retrograde ( lo kwise) stresses due to the Ekman layer above the interfa e
and both Stewartson layers. The boundary layer at the lid is tending to spin the layer
up, and the remaining three boundary layers are tending to spin it down. In the lower
layer, it is the interfa ial boundary layer whi h gives a positive angular velo ity tenden y, and the remaining three whi h give a negative ontribution.
The larger the velo ity shear a ross a boundary layer, the larger the stress and the larger
the torque exerted on the uid interior by the boundary. If there is a non-zero net torque
in either layer, there will be an angular a eleration. We expe t the interior rotation
rates to adjust themselves so that, in equilibrium, the net torque is zero and the rotation
rates remain onstant with time.
We now quantify the ideas of the previous paragraphs by writing down equations for
the net torques in both layers in terms of the rotation rates, and then solving for the
equilibrium rates by setting the torques equal to zero. To simplify the analysis we assume
equal layer vis osities  and densities , both of whi h approximations are very good in
the present ontext (see Table 2.1). The Ekman and Stewartson layer widths are derived
in e.g. Read (1992b) to be, respe tively,
ÆE =

and

  1
2

 2  14
a

(3.14)

(3.15)
There are two distin t Stewartson layers at ea h sidewall in the rotating annulus. The
one used here is that whi h serves to take the horizontal uid velo ity to zero at the
boundary, and whi h has a nondimensional width of the Ekman number to the power of
one-quarter. This is the appropriate layer for the present al ulation, as it is the region
in whi h the lateral velo ity shear exists. The other Stewartson layer, of width equal
to the Ekman number to the power of one-third, is responsible for returning verti al
Ekman uxes. This layer is not asso iated with a horizontal drag for e at the sidewalls,
and therefore does not make a ontribution to the torque about the rotation axis. For
a typi al rotation rate of = 1 rad s 1 , we obtain ÆE = 1 mm and ÆS = 8 mm.
ÆS =
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Rotation rate of interfa e
In equilibrium, the interfa e does not a elerate, and therefore must feel no net torque
due to the thin Ekman layers above and below it. This means that the verti al shear in
horizontal velo ity a ross the upper interfa ial Ekman layer must equal that a ross the
lower one, giving
(3.16)
 I = 12 ( 1 +  2 ) :

Torque due to Stewartson layers
In general, shear stresses within uids are given by the tensor S = u =x ; i 6= j .
So, for example, the stress on the upper layer interior by the verti al boundary r = b is
b 1

;
(3.17)
i; j

i

j

ÆS

where the minus sign indi ates that this stress represents a drag. A mean has been taken
over the thin Stewartson layer, a ross whi h a velo ity hange of b 1 is a hieved. The
Stewartson layer has area 2bH+ (equations 3.10 and 3.11) and is a distan e b from the
rotation axis, and so it exerts a torque on the uid of
2  1 H+b3 :
T Stewartson =
(3.18)
layer=1; r=b

ÆS

Stewartson , T Stewartson and T Stewartson
Similar expressions are obtained for the torques Tlayer=1
= layer=2 =
layer=2 =
due to the remaining three Stewartson layers.
;r a

;r b

;r a

Torque due to lid and base Ekman layers
The stress on the upper layer interior by the horizontal boundary z = 2H at radius r is
r(
 1) :

(3.19)
ÆE

In this ase the stress is dependent upon radius. An area element is r dr d and the
distan e from the axis is r, and so this Ekman layer exerts a torque on the uid of
Ekman
Tlayer=1
; z =2H

Z2 Zb

=


=

 (

=0 r=a

 (
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ÆE

 1 ) r 3 dr d

 1 )(b4
2ÆE

a4 )

:

(3.20)
(3.21)
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Ekman
A similar expression is obtained for the torque Tlayer=2
due to the Ekman layer at the base.

;z

=0

on the lower layer interior

Torque due to interfa ial Ekman layers
The stress on the upper layer interior by the interfa e z = h(r) at radius r is
r( 1  )
:


(3.22)

I

ÆE
p
ase the area element is 1 + (dh=dr)2 r dr d and the distan

In this
r, and so this Ekman layer exerts a torque on the uid of
Ekman
Tlayer=1
; z =h

Z2 Zb

=


 ( 1

=0 r=a

e from the axis is

s

ÆE

 ) r 3 1 +  dh  2 dr d
dr

(3.23)

I

s


2
d
h

1 + dr

:
(3.24)
2ÆE
=
An approximation has been employed (without whi h further analyti al progress be omes
impossible) to repla e the surd in the integrand of equation (3.23) with its value at r = b,
sin e the r3 fa tor heavily weights the integral towards larger r.

4
I )(b

 ( 1

a4 )

r b

Ekman
A similar expression is obtained for the torque Tlayer=2
due to the Ekman layer at the interfa e.

=

;z h

on the lower layer interior

Torque balan e equations
We now write down expressions for the net torque in ea h layer, and equate them to
zero in equilibrium to give
Stewartson + T Stewartson + T Ekman
Ekman
Tlayer=1
; r =a
layer=1; r=b
layer=1; z=2H + Tlayer=1; z=h = 0

and

(3.25)

Stewartson + T Stewartson + T Ekman
Ekman
Tlayer=2
; r =a
layer=2; r=b
layer=2; z=0 + Tlayer=2; z=h = 0 :

(3.26)
Equations (3.25){(3.26) are two nonlinear equations in the two unknowns  1 and  2 .
Rearranging, we may write the equations in matrix form:
q
2
3
q
  

8 ++
1
d 2 + 4
1 1 + d 2
E
1
+
1
+
2
d
15
2
d
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7
q
q
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1
+
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1
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Æ
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h
r b

h
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1
2





= 0



(3.27)

:

The matrix equation is nonlinear be ause H+, H and dh=drj = all depend upon  1
and  2 through equations (3.10){(3.12). If we now make the horizontal interfa e
assumption, whi h is H+ = H = H and dh=drj = = 0, the equations linearize and
we re over the results of King's torque balan e al ulation. Additionally negle ting the
Stewartson layers by letting Æ ! 1 redu es the matrix equation to

3=2
1=2    1  =    ;
(3.28)
0
1=2
3=2  2
for whi h the solution is

 1  =  34   ;
(3.29)
1
 2
4
whi h is the simple Q-G result, as expe ted.
r b

r b

S

Iterative solutions
We use an iterative approa h to solve the full, nonlinear matrix equation (3.27):
1. hoose  1 =  2 = 0 as a rst guess;
2. evaluate H+, H and dh=drj = for this  1 ,  2 ;
r b

3. evaluate the four matrix elements for this H+, H , dh=drj = ;
r b

4. invert the matrix equation to obtain an improved guess for  1 and  2 ;
5. if the original and improved solutions are not equal to within the required pre ision,
return to step 2 for another iteration.
The iterations were found to onverge in almost all ases. The ex eptions o urred when
both and  were very large, when a feature with a period of two iterations persisted
in the equilibrated iteration series. In these ases there is presumably no equilibrium
solution to the torque balan e equations.
Figure 3.2 shows the results of the iteration al ulation (performed using Matlab), both
with the Stewartson layers swit hed on and o , for = 3 rad s 1 and  = 1 rad s 1 .
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(b)
Results of the iterative numeri al solution of the nonlinear matrix
equation for  1;2, both (a) without and (b) with the Stewartson layer terms.

Figure 3.2:
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 1 (rad s 1 )

horizontal interfa e urved interfa e

Stewartson layers swit hed o

0.75

0.61

Stewartson layers swit hed on

0.54

0.42

(a)
 2 (rad s 1 )

horizontal interfa e urved interfa e

Stewartson layers swit hed o

0.25

0.39

Stewartson layers swit hed on

0.14

0.23

(b)
Equilibrated
values of (a)  1 and (b)  2 for the ase = 3 rad s 1
1
and  = 1 rad s . The values are based on a torque balan e analysis whi h
always in ludes Ekman layers, and whi h an also additionally in lude Stewartson
layers and/or the in reased drag e e ts of a urved interfa e.
Table 3.2:

The fourth de imal pla e of the solutions is stable after around the 20th iteration. Note
from the above iteration plan that the rst improved guess is a tually the solution of
the horizontal interfa e problem, as when  1 =  2 = 0 we have H+ = H = H and
dh=drj = = 0, so we have solved this problem for every ombination of Stewartson layers
present and absent, and interfa e horizontal and urved. The ndings are summarized
in Table 3.2.
r b

In both layers, and both with and without a non-horizontal interfa e, the in lusion of
Stewartson layer drag has signi antly redu ed the layer rotation rates. In the upper
layer, allowing for a non- at interfa e also redu es the rotation rate, be ause a urved
interfa e has a greater surfa e area than a at one, and hen e gives a greater drag for e.
In the lower layer, the rotation rate is in reased when the non- at interfa e is in luded,
as the Ekman layer at the interfa e provides the only positive torque in this layer.
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Laboratory experiment image used for the alibration, showing the
equilibrated ow in the ase  = 0:77 rad s 1, = 1:87 rad s 1. The four
boxes, ea h measuring 106 pixels by 40 pixels, indi ate the areas from whi h olour
information was extra ted.
Figure 3.3:

We on lude that both Stewartson layers and urved interfa e e e ts are important for
determining quantitatively a urate layer rotation rates, whi h justi es the full analysis
given above for the purposes of alibrating the laboratory experiment.

3.5 Implementation of the alibration s heme
We now des ribe the implementation of the alibration s heme. An image from a laboratory experiment, showing the equilibrated axisymmetri ow whi h is attained in the
baro lini ally-stable ase  = 0:77 rad s 1 and = 1:87 rad s 1, is shown in Figure 3.3.
In this ase, the onverged iterative solution to equation (3.27) with Stewartson layers
and a sloping interfa e is found to be  1 = 0:34 rad s 1 and  2 = 0:14 rad s 1 .
Figure 3.4 shows the interfa e height shape thereby obtained, al ulated using equation (3.9). There are 106 pixels a ross the annular gap in Figure 3.3, and there will
therefore be 106 points on the alibration urve we obtain.
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Lower layer depth h(r) as a fun tion of radius, al ulated analyti ally
for the ow shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.4:

Azimuthally-averaged red, green and blue omponents as fun tions of
radius, derived from Figure 3.3. The abs issa is drawn to span the entire annular
gap, even though parallax e e ts dis ussed in Se tion 2.5 prevent the extra tion
of data near the sidewalls.
Figure 3.5:
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3.5.1 Choi e of olour alibration variable

Now that we know the olour eld and the interfa e height eld, we are in a position to
derive a alibration urve. The R, G and B values of the pixels in Figure 3.3 have been
extra ted by loading the jpeg image into IDL, from whi h they are ea h given as integers
between 0 and 28 1 = 255 in lusive (be ause the olour digitization is 8-bit for ea h
of the three olour hannels). The mean radial dependen e of the R, G and B elds is
shown in Figure 3.5, where the parallax e e ts of Se tion 2.5 have been in luded to give
an unbiased measurement of the radius. As indi ated in Figure 3.3, averages have been
taken over the azimuthal angles orresponding to \3 o' lo k", \6 o' lo k", \9 o' lo k"
and \12 o' lo k", in ase the ow is not perfe tly axisymmetri . Also as indi ated in
the gure, averages have been taken over 40 azimuthally-neighbouring pixels at ea h of
these four angles, to redu e ontamination of the signal by noise.
We an eliminate radius between the urves in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 to obtain the red
R(h), green G(h) and blue B (h) omponents as fun tions of interfa e height h. Then in
the three-dimensional spa e (R; G; B ), the most omplete alibration urve we an de ne
is given parametri ally by (R(h); G(h); B (h)). To nd h for a given point (R ; G; B ),
we would simply need to nd the point on the 3-D alibration urve whi h is losest
to the given point. We ould do this by, for example, minimizing the ost fun tion
[R(h) R ℄2 + [G(h) G ℄2 + [B (h) B  ℄2 with respe t to h. This al ulation is quite
omputationally-expensive, espe ially if interfa e heights are required at the majority of
points on a 768 by 576 spatial grid, 25 times per se ond.
We would prefer a one-dimensional alibration urve, so that we an use simple linear
interpolation to inexpensively return interfa e heights. For example, we ould hoose
to use R(h) as the alibration urve, abandoning G(h) and B (h), though it would seem
wasteful to dis ard two-thirds of the available olour information. To avoid this redundan y, any fun tion of R(h), G(h) and B (h) ould be used.
There are other olour systems apart from the (R; G; B ) system, and there is no guarantee that R, G and B are in any way optimized as alibration variables. A ommonly-used
alternative is the (H; S; I ) system (e.g. Foley & Van Dam, 1982), where H is the hue, S
is the saturation and I is the total intensity. The transformation from (R; G; B ) oor63
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Figure 3.6:

Azimuthally-averaged hue omponent as a fun tion of radius.

dinates to (H; S; I ) oordinates is outlined in Appendix A. The H , S and I elds in
Figure 3.3, al ulated from the R, G and B elds, are shown in Figures (3.6){(3.8).
3.5.2 Derivation of alibration urve

In theory, any of the six variables R, G, B , H , S , I ould be used to derive a alibration
urve. However, the hue H is the most suitable, for two important reasons. Firstly, hue
is the only olour variable of the six whi h is a one-to-one fun tion of interfa e height
over the height range being onsidered. The other ve are many-to-one fun tions, and
hen e are not uniquely invertible. If any one of these ve were to be used as the alibration variable, there would often be an ambiguity over whi h height had given rise to
the observed olour omponent. This is learly an undesirable feature of any alibration
s heme.
Se ondly, it follows from the de nition of hue (equation A.9) that if R, G and B are
all redu ed in equal proportions then H will be una e ted. This is be ause hue is independent of the total intensity. The impli ation is that any lo al absorption in the uids
due to ontamination by small parti les, will be visible in all the olour elds ex ept
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Figure 3.7:

Figure 3.8:

Azimuthally-averaged saturation omponent as a fun tion of radius.

Azimuthally-averaged intensity omponent as a fun tion of radius.
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Calibration urve showing the relationship between the hue omponent and lower-layer depth. A slight smoothing has been applied to the urve, by
taking a moving average, to remove the last remnants of noise.
Figure 3.9:

hue (assuming equal absorption at all wavelengths). This explains why the hue eld
in Figure 3.6 is less noisy than the red, green and blue elds in Figure 3.5. A further
sour e of light absorption in the uids is a loudiness that is often found to form in the
liquids whenever the laboratory temperature ools slightly, possibly due to ondensation
of tra e quantities of lower-layer liquid in the upper layer. Calibration urves using R,
G, B , S , I would therefore be expe ted to return heights whi h varied from one day to
the next, unlike a alibration urve using H .
Hue being a monotoni fun tion of depth, oupled with its robustness to absorption
e e ts, makes it the ideal alibration variable. The hue alibration urve, obtained by
eliminating the radius from Figures 3.4 and 3.6, is shown in Figure 3.9. The urve is
nonlinear, whi h means that interpretation of the raw experimental images must be done
with aution. The regions of largest olour gradient do not ne essarily orrespond to
the regions of steepest interfa e slope.
Stri tly, we should alibrate hue against path length rather than interfa e height. The
two are not exa tly the same be ause of the paraboli orre tion tank, whi h is asso66
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Family of alibration urves, ea h derived from di erent experimental onditions, as labelled. The urve shown in Figure 3.9 is in luded, together
with eight others.
Figure 3.10:

iated with negative path lengths whi h vary spatially be ause of the paraboli shape
taken up by the l-limonene. It follows from Se tion 2.4 that when = 2 rad s 1 the
hange in l-limonene depth a ross the gap is only 2 mm. This is suÆ iently small that it
is negle ted here, i.e. we assume that the l-limonene surfa e is perfe tly horizontal, and
therefore has the same e e t as simply altering the orientation of the entran e polaroid
axis.
The method used to obtain the alibration urve in Figure 3.9 from the image in Figure 3.3 has been arried out eight further times, ea h time using a laboratory experiment
image orresponding to a di erent ombination of and  . The hoi es for these two
variables were limited be ause only those ombinations whi h give an axisymmetri ,
baro lini ally-stable equilibrated ow will do. A alibration urve was derived in ea h
ase, and the nine urves are shown over-plotted in Figure 3.10.
Deriving su h a family of alibration urves, for a range of values of and  , is an
important test of the validity and a ura y of the alibration s heme. If the torque
balan e analysis had been an in omplete representation of the shear stresses a ting on
67
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the annulus liquids, or if a mistake had rept into the al ulation, we would expe t a
signi ant disagreement between di erent urves in the family. This is not the ase, as
the gure shows that all the urves have the same hara teristi S-shape, and that there
is good quantitative agreement between them. This implies that the error in the torque
balan e analysis is small, and that the analysis is a good representation of torques in the
annulus. We on lude that the derived alibration urves are reasonably reliable and
a urate. We may now pro eed to use the urves to re onstru t interfa e height elds
from given experimental images, in luding images in whi h the ow is not axisymmetri .
There is a spread in interfa e heights asso iated with any given hue, when inferred using
the nine urves in Figure 3.10. This spread an be used to de ne an error in the inferred
heights, whi h is less than 3 mm a ross most of the range. It is important to note
that errors in inferred wave amplitudes will be mu h less than this value, however. This
is be ause inferred wave amplitudes are determined by the gradients of the alibration
urves, rather than their absolute values, and there is ex ellent agreement a ross most
of the range between gradients within the family of urves. In Se tion 3.6, we study
another, mu h greater, sour e of error in inferred wave amplitudes.

3.6 Noise analysis
There is noise in the laboratory experiment images due to a phenomenon known as
pixel jitter, whi h has ontributions from the amera, the video re order and the frame
grabber. Pixel jitter auses the olour properties of ea h pixel to vary randomly in time
about some mean value, even when the s ene being shot by the amera remains exa tly
the same. It is the e e ts of this, and of the 8-bit olour quantization, whi h ultimately
limit the verti al resolution of the inferred interfa e heights.
To estimate the size of the noise, olour information was extra ted from a ertain xed
pixel in 25 di erent frames, ea h showing the same resting interfa e in the annulus.
Sin e there are no interfa e height hanges between the frames, any varian e in the
olour properties is due entirely to pixel jitter. The standard deviations in the R, G, B ,
H , S and I data are shown in Table 3.3 for two ases: rstly, using images from a video
re ording, and se ondly, using live images dire t from the amera.
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video re ording dire t from amera
red, R
green, G
blue, B
hue, H
saturation, S
intensity, I

3.6
4.2
6.6
9.6Æ
3.4
10.3

2.5
2.9
4.6
5.2Æ
1.9
9.0

Noise in ea h of the six olour omponents, al ulated as the standard
deviation of the pixel jitter in 25 frames.
Table 3.3:

It is evident from the table that the noise an be redu ed by about one third by using
live images rather than video re ordings, though video images were used in this thesis
for reasons of onvenien e. In both ases the noise in the R, G and B signals is greater
than one. This means that the a ura y of the inferred interfa e heights is ultimately
limited by pixel jitter, rather than the dis retization of R, G and B to integers.
A ru ial issue is whether or not the signature of the small amplitude, small-s ale waves
will be visible through the noise in the hue eld. We an investigate this by proje ting
the noise in the hue eld onto the alibration urve to al ulate the expe ted noise in
the interfa e height eld. For a alibration urve h(H ) giving interfa e height h in terms
of hue H , we have
dh ;
(3.30)
h(H +  )  h(H ) + 
dH
where  is the noise in the hue eld. The predi ted pixel jitter noise  in the inferred
interfa e height elds is therefore given by
dh ;
 
(3.31)
dH
whi h is plotted against interfa e height for the alibration urve of Figure 3.9 in Figure 3.11, assuming images from a video re ording with  = 9:6Æ (see Table 3.3). We
assume that  is independent of interfa e height.
H

H

H

h

h

H

H

H

We an interpret the noise plotted in Figure 3.11 as the error in inferred heights, or
alternatively as the smallest hange in height that we an dete t. A wave of amplitude
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Resolution asso iated with the hue alibration urve, when used
with images from a video re ording.
Figure 3.11:

1 mm ould therefore be marginally resolved if it was superimposed on a ba kground
interfa e height of around 130 mm, but away from this height the resolution deteriorates
rapidly.
If we average over a group of N neighbouring pixels in a frame, the noise de reases by a
p
fa tor of N . For example, if we averaged over a box measuring 20 pixels by 20 pixels
entred on the pixel of interest, we would have N = 400 and noise redu tion by a fa tor
of 20. This would mean that we ould resolve 1 mm amplitude waves at any observed
interfa e height in the range of Figure 3.11, but the ost of this in rease in verti al resolution is a de rease in horizontal resolution. 20 pixels orresponds to 8 mm, and so in
this thesis the N = 20  20 box averaging is performed only for inferring interfa e height
features with large horizontal s ales (the large-s ale waves). Fortunately, the small-s ale
waves tend to o ur near interfa e heights of 130 mm, and so for these we hoose a box
average of N = 3  3 whi h gives adequate resolution in both the horizontal and verti al.
Another possible way to over ome the e e ts of pixel jitter would be to average over
a number of frames whi h are sequential in time. The small-s ale waves are so rapidly
evolving that we ould not average over more than around ve frames (0.2 s) without
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p
losing resolution, and even then the signal-to-noise gain would be only 5  2:2, so
time-averaging was not attempted in this study.

3.7 Sample re onstru ted height eld
An example of an appli ation of the alibration s heme is shown in Figure 3.12. The
annulus rotation rates in this ase were = 0:46 rad s 1 and  = 3:70 rad s 1 ,
at whi h there is a rotationally-modi ed Kelvin-Helmholtz instability but no baro lini
instability. The equilibrated ow is a Kelvin-Helmholtz mode of azimuthal wavenumber
9. The wave has a parti ularly large wavelength and amplitude due to the very large lid
rotation. The gure shows the re onstru ted 2-D interfa e height, as well as an azimuthal
ross-se tion at radius r = 100 mm, in whi h the angle in reases in the anti- lo kwise
dire tion and has its zero at \3 o' lo k". Parallax e e ts des ribed in Se tion 2.5 were
taken into a ount to produ e these images, and all other re onstru ted interfa e height
images in this thesis. We dedu e that the amplitude of the interfa e height displa ement
is around 10 mm, at this radius.
Be ause there are still slight remnants of pixel jitter noise present, a ltered version
of the azimuthal ross-se tion is shown over-plotted on the un ltered urve. The ltering method used involves proje ting the urve onto the Daube hies (1988) Dis rete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) fun tions, setting those oeÆ ients asso iated with random
noise equal to zero, and then re onstru ting the urve from the remaining (non-zero)
basis fun tions. This is implemented using the IDL routine wtn. The DWT fun tions
are lo alized and ompa t (hen e the term wavelet ) and therefore optimized for noise
removal, unlike ltering based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) basis fun tions
(global sine and osine waves ). The re onstru ted height elds in this thesis are all
ltered in this way.
Further interfa e height re onstru tions are performed in Se tion 4.8, after a omprehensive series of laboratory experiments has been arried out.
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(a)

(b)

()
(a) Raw experimental image; (b) re onstru ted 2D interfa e height;
and ( ) un ltered (solid) and ltered (dashed) azimuthal interfa e height pro le.
Figure 3.12:
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3.8 Chapter summary
We have su essfully implemented a alibration s heme for interfa e height in the laboratory experiment. By iterative solution of the nonlinear layer torque balan e equations,
we have found that Ekman layers and Stewartson layers both exert a signi ant drag
for e on the layer interiors, and that allowing for sloping interfa e heights is also important for an a urate result. We have identi ed hue as an optimal olour alibration
variable, and have used a multi-layer torque balan e analysis to derive a alibration
urve.
By proje ting hue onto the alibration urve we have been able to make a urate re onstru tions of interfa e height maps, and thereby derive wave amplitudes in the annulus
for the rst time. The verti al resolution of the inferred interfa e heights is limited by
pixel jitter, but it an be better than 1 mm if live images are used and an average is
taken over a number of pixels whi h are neighbouring in spa e or time.
In the next hapter, we des ribe the parti ular laboratory experiments whi h have been
arried out in this study, and analyze the results.
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Results of the laboratory
experiments
\Are you ready to ki k it into a tion yet?"
\Oh, I'm ready to ki k it alright!"

We begin this hapter by summarizing the experimental results obtained by Lovegrove
(1997) and Lovegrove et al. (2000) using the rotating, two-layer annulus apparatus. We
then des ribe three new series of experiments whi h have been arried out in the present
study, mentioning some preliminary experimental diÆ ulties whi h frustrated progress
during the rst year. The new series are designed to extend Lovegrove's results, both
by exploring a more extreme range of parameters in luding the hitherto uninvestigated
ageostrophi regime, and by investigating the e e ts of three parti ular system hanges.
The new experiments prove to be fruitful, as large- and small-s ale waves are found to
oexist at a greater number of regions in parameter spa e than reported by Lovegrove.
The lo ations of the major transition urves in the present experiments are shown to
ompare well with the predi tions of simple theory.
With one parti ular set-up, we nd that we an make video re ordings of the waves with
a horizontal spatial resolution of better than one fth of a millimetre, orresponding to
around 100 measurements per small-s ale wavelength.
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Regime diagram obtained by Lovegrove et al. (2000). The paths of
the four s ans are shown. In all ases the dire tion of the paths was towards higher
Froude number. Categorization of the equilibrated large-s ale ow was performed
at ea h of the 48 points marked with a diamond, allowing the approximate lo ations
of the transition urves to be inferred (thin urves). The diagram is also divided
into regions a ording to the dominant azimuthal wavenumber (thi k urves).

Figure 4.1:

4.1 Findings of Lovegrove
Lovegrove performed a general survey of the di erent equilibrated large-s ale ow types
a hieved in the baro lini ally-unstable rotating, two-layer annulus. His results are given
in terms of two dimensionless parameters: the internal Froude number (F ) and dissipation parameter (d), whi h are de ned by
F

and

=

d=

f 2 L2
g 0H

p



(4.1)

;
(4.2)
H
where L = 6:25 m is the radial gap width, H = 12:5 m is the layer depth, f = 2 is
the Coriolis parameter, g0 = 2g(2 1 )=(1 + 2) = 6 m s 2 is the redu ed gravity and
 = (1 + 2 )=2 = 1:18  10 6 m2 s 1 is the mean kinemati vis osity.
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Lovegrove performed four s ans in the (d; F ) parameter spa e, in ea h one keeping
 > 0 onstant, and in reasing > 0 in twelve dis rete steps over a six hour period.
This meant that 30 minutes was spent at ea h of the 48 visited points of parameter
spa e, suÆ iently longer than the spin-up time of around ten minutes, and therefore
allowing a reliable post spin-up ow ategorization to be determined.
The results of Lovegrove's experiments are shown in Figure 4.1. The ow types are
denoted by a number followed by one or more letters. The number refers to the dominant azimuthal wavenumber(s), and the letters refer to how the ow evolves with time:
Ax denotes axisymmetri ow of azimuthal wavenumber zero; S denotes a steady wave
whose amplitude is onstant with time; Av denotes an amplitude va illation wave whose
amplitude periodi ally grows and de ays with time. There are further, more ompli ated
ow types present in the regime diagram whi h are not studied in this thesis.
The main fo us of Lovegrove's work was transitions between these di erent large-s ale
ow types, and he found good agreement between the laboratory regime diagram, and
one based on a bifur ation analysis of a theoreti al model using spe tral amplitude
equations. However, he also reported the presen e of small-s ale waves during amplitude va illation (Av ) ows only. The small-s ale waves would develop near the inner
ylinder during de aying phases of the va illation, and would be ompletely absent during growth phases.
This was the rst time that a systemati small-s ale wave presen e had been reported
in a rotating, two-layer annulus experiment. Read (1992a) had reported the presen e of
weak, high-frequen y wave a tivity in the signal from a thermo ouple probe embedded
in a thermally-driven, ontinuously-strati ed rotating annulus ow. The re orded frequen y was lose to the buoyan y frequen y, suggesting that the origin of the signal was
an inertia-gravity wave. However, the inertia-gravity wave ould well have been generated by an intera tion between the probe and the ow, and so this annot be regarded
as eviden e of spontaneous emission.
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4.2 Preliminary diÆ ulties with urrent experiments
DiÆ ulties were en ountered in this study, when an attempt was made to reprodu e the
results of Lovegrove. In preliminary experiments, the t between the observed regime
diagram transition urves and those shown in Figure 4.1 was unsatisfa tory. In parti ular, even though points a ross the entire regime diagram were sampled, equilibration was
found to be nearly always to a wavenumber two ow. The uid displayed a relu tan e to
undergo transitions to di erent states with wavenumbers other than two. Furthermore
| in stark ontrast with Lovegrove's ndings | all ows were ompletely devoid of
small-s ale waves.1 In an attempt to x this problem, the working liquids were repla ed
with fresh preparations on a number of o asions, but the small-s ale waves remained
absent.
After almost a year of failed experiments, some time was spent working on a nonexperimental part of the proje t. Surprisingly, when the experiments were attempted
again after this break, the small-s ale waves appeared in abundan e. The only hange in
the apparatus between the unsu essful and su essful experiments, was that the uids
were six weeks older. We therefore infer a hange in the liquids' physi al and/or hemi al
properties over time, as previously suggested in Se tion 2.2.4. It is not surprising that
su h hanges might a e t small-s ale waves more than large-s ale ones, sin e vis ous
and interfa ial tension e e ts are both s ale-sele tive. Changes in the liquid properties
ould therefore make the di eren e between presen e and absen e of small-s ale waves,
whilst simultaneously exerting a signi ant but lesser impa t upon the large-s ale waves.
Figure 4.2 shows a omparison between the equilibrated ows obtained with fresh and
aged uids. The experimental details are otherwise identi al, with = 2:3 rad s 1 and
 = 0:62 rad s 1 . A train of short waves is present in the experiment with old uids,
but with the fresh preparation no short waves are visible, even in the original video
footage. In both ases, an experiment was performed in whi h  was held onstant
at the value just given, but was slowly and ontinuously in reased from its starting
value at a rate of 4  10 4 rad s 2 , in anti ipation of the experiments to be des ribed
in Se tion 4.3. In the system with short waves present, the ow underwent a transi1 An undergraduate using the annulus had also previously failed to produ e a ow with small-s ale
wave a tivity, during her Masters proje t.
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(a)

(b)

Raw laboratory images showing the post-transient ow obtained in
experiments whi h used (a) fresh working liquids, and (b) aged working liquids,
but whi h were otherwise dynami ally identi al. During the many weeks whi h
passed between the two experiments, the sour e lamp broke and was repla ed
with a brighter one, the automati gain ontrol (AGC) feature of the amera was
swit hed o , and the orientation of the analyzing polaroid was altered. These
modi ations explain the qualitative di eren es between the two images.
Figure 4.2:

tion to a wavenumber 3 state when rea hed 2.7 rad s 1 . The same transition was
observed in the system without short waves, but it did not o ur until had rea hed
3.4 rad s 1 , suggesting that the short waves play a role in en ouraging transitions. It was
diÆ ult to study this phenomenon systemati ally, be ause the uid properties hange
in an un ontrolled and unknown way. Furthermore, the observation ould be due to the
dire t impa t of the hanging uid properties upon the large-s ale, balan ed dynami s,
rather than to the impa t of the short waves | whose generation is permitted by the
hanging uid properties | on the balan ed dynami s. Be ause of these diÆ ulties,
this phenomenon is not investigated further here, but is studied more arefully using a
numeri al model in Chapter 7.
There is a need for further work to determine exa tly how the uid properties hange
with age. Dis repan ies between the results of this study and those of Lovegrove are
dis ussed, in the ontext of evolving uids, in Se tion 4.9. To explore the impa t of the
un ertain uid properties, simulations using a numeri al model with varying vis osity
and interfa ial tension are des ribed in Se tions 6.2 and 6.3, respe tively.
The rest of this hapter des ribes the laboratory experiments whi h were arried out
when the working liquids had been together in the annulus for between two and six
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experiment number  (rad s 1 )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0.62
0.69
0.77
0.85
0.95
1.06
1.19
1.31
1.46
1.61
1.80
2.03
2.24
2.51
2.73
3.14

The magnitude of the onstant di erential lid rotation  used in
ea h of the present experiments, measured by timing the rotation period using a
stopwat h. The error in the measurements is around 1%.
Table 4.1:

months. At this age, dire t observation of the liquids and interfa e suggested that the
uid properties had be ome relatively stable.

4.3 Des ription of urrent experiments
In the urrent study, four series of laboratory experiments have been performed, ea h
using a slightly di erent on guration of the two-layer annulus. Ea h series involves
many s ans a ross (d; F ) parameter spa e, though the range of parameters overed is
mu h greater here than in Lovegrove's experiments. Also, we are interested here not
so mu h in determining the pre ise large-s ale ow type, but primarily in lo ating the
regions of existen e and oexisten e of large-s ale and small-s ale waves.
All experiments had > 0 so that, when viewed from above, the turntable rotation was
anti- lo kwise in the laboratory frame. In the rst series, denoted PAI (prograde, annu79
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lus, in reasing), the lid rotation was prograde ( > 0), the geometry was annular, and

the runs were performed with in reasing (and therefore in reasing Froude number).
This series orresponds to the experiments of Lovegrove. In the se ond series, denoted
RAI (retrograde, annulus, in reasing), the lid rotation was retrograde ( < 0), the
geometry was annular, and the runs were performed with in reasing Froude number.
This is an interesting ase to study as there is an asymmetry between the large-s ale
dynami s of prograde and retrograde ow, as we will see in Se tion 4.5. In the third
series, denoted PAD (prograde, annulus, de reasing), the lid rotation was again prograde
and the geometry annular, but the runs were performed with de reasing Froude number,
whi h allows us to investigate the e e ts of hysteresis. In the fourth series, denoted PEI
(prograde, e entri , in reasing), the lid rotation was prograde and the Froude number
was in reasing, but the inner ylinder was displa ed horizontally to give an e entri
annular geometry. The purpose of reversing the lid rotation and the dire tion of the
parameter spa e s an, and of modifying the geometry, is to see whether any of these
system hanges a e ts the produ tion of small-s ale waves.

Ea h of the four series onsisted of 16 experiments, in whi h the di erential lid rotation
 was held onstant at the magnitude shown in Table 4.1. In ea h experiment, lasting three hours, the voltage supplied to the turntable motor was linearly in reased or
de reased with time under omputer ontrol. This aused the turntable rotation rate
to vary slowly as shown in Figure 4.3. The angular a eleration/de eleration d =dt
produ ed was losely onstant at 4  10 4 rad s 2 . By holding  onstant and gradually in reasing , a urve is tra ed out in the (d; F ) parameter spa e. In ontrast with
Lovegrove's experiments, in whi h 48 dis rete points in parameter spa e were sampled,
in the present experiments we perform ontinuous s ans.
We now look, in turn, at the results from ea h of the four series of laboratory experiments.

4.4 Experimental results: PAI series
During a typi al experimental run in the prograde, annulus, in reasing PAI series, the
ow types observed fell into the following four distin t lasses, when ategorized a ording to the presen e and absen e of large- and small-s ale waves. The ow types are
80
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Measured temporal variation of the turntable rotation used in
the laboratory experiments. In the PAI, RAI and PEI experiments the omputergenerated voltage, input to an ampli er whi h supplies power to the turntable
motor, was linearly in reased from zero to 3 V over three hours, to give the dotted
urve. In the PAD experiments, the voltage was linearly de reased over three hours,
to give the dashed urve. The urves were derived by making measurements of the
rotation period every 10 minutes, by ele troni ally timing su essive breakings of
a light beam by a tab xed to the turntable at its ir umferen e.
Figure 4.3:
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(a) 5 min

(b) 35 min

( ) 70 min

(d) 93 min 00 se

(e) 93 min 30 se

(f) 94 min 15 se

(g) 95 min 00 se

(h) 142 min

Figure 4.4:

Images from experiment number PAI5, at the indi ated times.
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illustrated in Figure 4.4 by representative images from experiment number PAI5.
 Axisymmetri ow regime, AX. Absen e of both large-s ale and small-s ale

waves, e.g. Figure 4.4(a) and ( ).

 Kelvin-Helmholtz regime, KH. Absen e of large-s ale waves with global pres-

en e of small-s ale waves, e.g. Figure 4.4(b) [and also Figure 3.12(a)℄.

 Mixed Regular Wave regime,

. Presen e of regular large-s ale waves
together with lo al presen e of small-s ale waves, e.g. Figures 4.4(d){(g) whi h
show a large-s ale amplitude va illation y le.
MRW

 Mixed Irregular Wave regime, MIW. Presen e of irregular large-s ale waves

together with lo al presen e of small-s ale waves, e.g. Figure 4.4(h).

In general, during a three hour run, the order in whi h the ow types were en ountered
was AX, KH, AX, MRW, MIW, so that there were four transitions in total. The KH
regime is so- alled in anti ipation of eviden e to be presented in Se tion 4.4.1 that the
small-s ale waves in that regime are, indeed, Kelvin-Helmholtz waves. For pra ti al
purposes, wavenumbers below ve were ounted as large-s ale waves, and all others as
small-s ale waves, though typi ally the spe tral gap was mu h larger than permitted by
this de nition.
In all ow regimes, the large- and small-s ale waves des ribed are superimposed onto
a ba kground paraboli interfa e shape given by equation (3.9), as radial pressure gradients are established to provide the required entripetal a eleration. The transition
between the AX and KH regimes marks the onset of a rotationally-modi ed KelvinHelmholtz instability whi h gives rise to the observed global small-s ale waves, as we
will show shortly. The return to the AX regime marks an instability boundary, at whi h
the turntable rotation is suÆ iently large to re-stabilize the system against these waves.
The start of the MRW regime orresponds to the onset of baro lini instability whi h
gives rise to the observed large-s ale waves, with oexisting lo alized trains of small-s ale
waves. The transition to the MIW regime marks the point at whi h the for ing is so
strong that the spatio-temporal regularity of the large-s ale waves breaks down to leave
a haoti ow.
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Close-up of the small-s ale waves radiated during the de ay phase
of a 2Av large-s ale
ow in a laboratory experiment with  = 1:46 rad s 1 and
1
= 1:94 rad s , orresponding to experiment PAI9 at a time of 90 minutes.
The annular gap width (62.5 mm) measures 334 pixels in the image, and so the
horizontal resolution in this lose-up view is 0.19 mm. The small-s ale wavelength
is around 20 mm, so the waves are very well resolved.
Figure 4.5:

Small-s ale waves were observed during almost every baro lini ally-unstable ow (the
MRW and MIR regimes) in the present experiments, in luding ows in whi h the larges ale wave amplitude was onstant in time. This is in ontrast with Lovegrove's experiments, in whi h small-s ale waves were reported to appear only during amplitude va illation ows. Possible reasons for this apparent in onsisten y are give in Se tion 4.9.
As a one-o , a spe ial experiment was performed in whi h the amera zoom lens was used
to zoom in to the annulus as far as possible. The amera was also shifted horizontally
by around 10 m, so that the eld of view was entred not on the rotation axis but on
the annular gap. This removes the parallax e e t dis ussed in Se tion 2.5, whi h blo ks
from view a signi ant portion of the interfa e height adja ent to the inner ylinder,
whi h is exa tly where the small-s ale waves tend to appear. A lose-up of the radiated
small-s ale wave eld so obtained is shown in Figure 4.5. Only an azimuthally-restri ted
part of the ow an be seen, but the advantage is that the horizontal stru ture of the
wave-train an be seen at ex eptionally high resolution (0.19 mm | see gure aption).
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For ea h of the 16 experiments in the PAI series, the times of transitions between the
four ow lasses (in minutes sin e the start of the experiment) were re orded.  is
known from Table 4.1 and an be determined from the transition time using Figure 4.3, allowing the Froude number (F ) and dissipation parameter (d) orresponding
to ea h transition to be al ulated using equations (4.1) and (4.2). The results thereby
obtained are summarized in the regime diagrams of Figure 4.6. Contours of onstant
Rossby number Ro =  =(2 ) are shown in Figure 4.6(b) for referen e, showing that
we have investigated ows in whi h this parameter varies by three orders of magnitude,
en ompassing the geostrophi Ro < 1 and ageostrophi Ro > 1 regimes. No attempt
was made during this study to reprodu e Lovegrove's detailed sub- lassi ation within
the MRW regime. The full Froude number span was not always a hieved, as some of the
higher-numbered experiments were terminated before the full three hours had elapsed.
This was be ause the uid interfa e had be ome so steep that it began to interse t the lid.
As regards the large-s ale waves, there is good agreement between the lo ation of
the marginal baro lini instability urve in the present and Lovegrove experiments.
The Phillips model (e.g. Pedlosky, 1987) predi ts a Froude number for this urve of
F riti al =  2 =2  4:9, independent of the shear (i.e. the dissipation parameter). This
is in reasonable agreement with the Froude numbers for the transitions to the MRW
regime in Figure 4.6. There seems to be a weak dependen e on shear in the laboratory
whi h is not aptured by the model, possibly be ause the model is for a hannel rather
than an annulus, and be ause of ageostrophi e e ts not aptured by the model.
The small-s ale modes of main interest have di erent hara teristi properties when they
appear in the MRW and MIW regimes rather than in the KH regime. This an be seen
by omparing Figures 4.4(b)&(h), for example. In the MRW and MIW regimes, the
short waves are generally smaller in amplitude and wavelength, and are radially and
azimuthally on ned unlike in the KH regime. This suggests that di erent generation
me hanisms may be responsible in the two ases, a possibility whi h we investigate in
Se tions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
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Experimental regime diagrams for the PAI series, plotted using two
di erent sets of axis s ales and limits. In (a) the axes are identi al to those in
Lovegrove's regime diagram, Figure 4.1, whi h fo uses ex lusively on the MRW
regime. In (b) the full span of the present experimental paths is shown. Ea h
multi- oloured line orresponds to one 3-hour experiment, with experiment number
1 furthest to the right and experiment number 16 furthest to the left.
Figure 4.6:
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4.4.1 Analysis of small-s ale waves in the

KH

regime

We now show that the KH regime small-s ale waves are Kelvin-Helmholtz modes generated by a shear instability, as anti ipated by the label. The transfer of energy from the
large-s ale basi ow to the small-s ale growing waves is a hieved in this ase through a
wave-mean ow intera tion, unlike the wave-wave triad intera tion me hanism dis ussed
in Se tion 1.1. Kelvin-Helmholtz modes are expe ted to be generated whenever the verti al shear in horizontal velo ity ex eeds a parti ular value. This riterion is expressed
in non-dimensional terms as the Ri hardson number dropping below some riti al value,
usually taken to be 14 or 1 depending upon the exa t de nition of the Ri hardson number
(A heson, 1990).
The gradient Ri hardson number for a ontinuously strati ed ow is de ned by
)(=z) ;
Ri = (g=
(4.3)
(u=z)2
where (z) and u(z) are the density and horizontal velo ity pro les, respe tively. For an
axisymmetri two-layer annulus ow, with solid-body rotation rates in layers 1 and 2 of
 1 and  2 relative to the turntable, the bulk Ri hardson number, verti ally-averaged
p
over the interfa ial Ekman layers | both of width = from equation (3.14) | is, at
radius r,
p
2
g 0 =
Ri = r2 (  )2 :
(4.4)
1

2

The Ri hardson number riterion stated above stri tly only applies to non-rotating systems. The appli ability of non-rotating Kelvin-Helmholtz instability theory to rotating
systems has been investigated by James (1977). He derives an impli it fourth order
polynomial dispersion relation for a rotating, two-layer hannel, and numeri ally solves
it to plot Kelvin-Helmholtz growth rate urves for both the rotating and non-rotating
ases. A omparison of the urves leads him to on lude that
\the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is but little a e ted by rotation . . . broadly,
this [rotating ase℄ instability is adequately des ribed by the non-rotating

theory."

This statement holds be ause the laboratory small-s ale waves evolve on times ales of
mu h less than the rotation period. We on lude that we may pro eed to apply the
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Variation of angular velo ity di eren e a ross the uid interfa e
with turntable angular velo ity , for various xed values of the di erential lid
rotation  . The urves are obtained from solutions of the annulus torque balan e
equations (3.27) derived in Chapter 3. For ombinations where both and 
were large, the iterative solution des ribed in that hapter failed to onverge, and
so these points are missing from the gure.
Figure 4.7:

non-rotating riterion to the rotating annulus system.
To a rst approximation,  1 and  2 are both proportional to the di erential lid
rotation  and independent of the turntable rotation . We developed, in Chapter 3,
an iterative method for al ulating  1 and  2 (and hen e the shear  1  2 ) for
given  and . We an use the same torque balan e analysis here, too, to improve on
the rst approximation for the shear. The results of this al ulation for ea h ombination of 7 di erent values of  and 16 di erent values of , are shown in Figure 4.7.
Both Stewartson layers and urved interfa e e e ts are in luded in the torque balan e
al ulation, for a ura y. It an be seen that the shear a tually shows a signi ant
variation with turntable rotation for xed di erential lid rotation. This variation is
unreported in the annulus literature, and is due to two e e ts. Firstly, as the turntable
angular velo ity is in reased the uid interfa e be omes more urved, resulting in a
greater area over whi h interfa e drag for es a t. Se ondly, the Stewartson and Ekman
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Variation of mid-radius Ri hardson number averaged over the interfa ial Ekman layers, with turntable angular velo ity, for various xed values of the
di erential lid rotation. Dashed lines orresponding to riti al Ri hardson numbers
of 1/4 and 1 are also drawn.
Figure 4.8:

layer thi knesses shrink a ording to di erent powers of a ording to equations (3.14)
and (3.15), resulting in a shift in the balan e of drag for es due to these boundary layers.
As anti ipated by Table 3.2, the shear is around half that whi h would be obtained by
the simpler al ulation, with an assumed-horizontal interfa e and negle ted Stewartson
layers.
For ea h of the points plotted in Figure 4.7 we an al ulate the Ri hardson number
using equation (4.4). The results of this al ulation at mid-radius r = 9:4 m are shown
in Figure 4.8. Be ause of the hara teristi shapes of the velo ity shear urves we an see
that, as is in reased with  held onstant, we en ounter Ri hardson numbers rst
greater than the riti al values required for Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, then less than,
and then greater than again. This is exa tly what we observed during the transitions
to and from the AX and KH regimes in the experiments of Se tion 4.4, with the onset
of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability being followed shortly after by a re-stabilization, as seen
in Figure 4.6(b).
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Regime diagram showing the predi ted regions of Kelvin-Helmholtz
stability and instability in the (d; F ) plane. Instability is expe ted wherever the
Ri hardson number drops below a riti al value, whi h is shown in this plot as 0.25
and 1.
Figure 4.9:

To further test the ability of this simple model to predi t Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
in the laboratory, we evaluate the dissipation parameter d and Froude number F at ea h
of the points in Figure 4.8, and plot a point in (d; F ) spa e a ording to whether the
Ri hardson number is sub- or super- riti al. The results are shown in Figure 4.9. There
is good qualitative agreement between regions of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in this
gure and in the experimental regime diagram of Figure 4.6(b). The AX and KH ow
types are both reprodu ed by this simple analysis for the two shown values of riti al
Ri hardson number. Their detailed shapes are not reprodu ed exa tly, probably due to
the negle t of interfa ial tension in the analysis.
We are now in a position to explain the shape of the AX and KH regions in Figure 4.6(b). The initial AX regime is missing from experiments 7{16 be ause the shear is
so large that the system is Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable even at the start of these experiments. Similarly, the larger Froude number AX regime is missing from experiments
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12{16 be ause the shear is so large that the system does not re-stabilize with respe t to
the Kelvin-Helmholtz me hanism before baro lini instability o urs.
4.4.2 Analysis of small-s ale waves in the
regimes

MRW

and

MIW

We will ondu t an investigation of the produ tion of the MRW small-s ale waves in
Chapter 6, using velo ity elds from a numeri al model. However, there is a simple
analysis that does not require velo ity data, whi h an be done now. The analysis is
based on the ship wave problem studied by Lighthill (1978), in whi h an obje t moving
in a straight line at speed V in a uid generates a wake of deep water surfa e gravity
waves. It is shown in that analysis, using geometri al arguments based on the phase
speed being twi e the group speed, that waves at the edge of the wake will have a wavelength of  = (4=3)(V 2=g), and that their rests will meet ea h other at an angle of
= 90Æ + sin 1 13   109Æ.
This suggests a model for the MRW and MIW small-s ale wave generation in the laboratory experiments, in whi h the entire large-s ale wave is taken to be the extended
moving obje t whi h auses inertia-gravity wave generation. The Lighthill theory is nonrotating, but as in Se tion 4.4.1 we assume that the laboratory small-s ale waves are not
strongly in uen ed by rotation. Sin e the speed at whi h the the large-s ale wave travels
around the annulus is proportional to  , the model would suggest a small-s ale wave
rest interse tion angle whi h does not vary between experiments, and a wavelength
whi h in reases with in reasing experiment number.
A omparison between Figures 4.4(h) and 4.5, from mixed wave ows in experiments
PAI5 and PAI9 respe tively, reveals that these predi tions are onsistent with observations. The wave rest angle is around 90Æ in ea h ase, reasonably lose to the predi ted
angle. The drift period of the large-s ale wave in Figure 4.5 was measured to be 33 s
using a stop-wat h. Converting to an angular phase speed and then to a velo ity at midradius, r = 9:4 m, gives V = 1:78 m s 1. With this velo ity, and using the redu ed
gravity in pla e of g, the Lighthill theory predi ts  = 23 mm, in ex ellent agreement
with the observed wavelength given Lighthill's assumptions of no rotation and a point
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generating obje t. The same analysis for the ow in Figure 4.4(h), for whi h the drift
period is 45 s, gives  = 12 mm, whi h is also in good agreement with observations.
The small-s ale waves in the Lighthill theory are not Kelvin-Helmholtz waves generated
by a shear instability, but inertia-gravity waves generated by the motion of an obje t in
the uid. This gives our rst indi ation that the observed laboratory small-s ale waves
in the MRW and MIW regimes may not be Kelvin-Helmholtz waves like those in the
KH regime. This possibility is explored more fully in Se tions 4.7 and 6.6.

4.5 Experimental results: RAI series
The same four regime types en ountered in the PAI series were also observed in the retrograde, annulus, in reasing RAI series, as illustrated in Figure 4.10 by representative
images from experiment number RAI5. Note that the ba kground radial olour gradients are di erent from those in Figure 4.4, be ause the equilibrium paraboli interfa e
height h(r) is now oppositely oriented in the z-dire tion. For prograde lid rotations in
the PAI series we had h  r2 , but for the present retrograde series we have h  +r2
(see equation 5.22).
Figures 4.10(a), (b) and ( ) show images from the AX, KH and AX regimes, respe tively.
Figures 4.10(d){(g), ea h separated by 10 s, show a steady (non-va illating) azimuthal
wavenumber 1 ow (1S in Lovegrove's notation) orresponding to the MRW regime.
The large-s ale wave drifts around the annulus with a period of around 40 s. Small-s ale
waves are barely visible in these images, but an be seen in the original video re ordings
| they are easier to dete t when a moving sequen e of images is wat hed, rather than
a single snapshot. They have amplitudes whi h are smaller than in the orresponding
PAI experiments. Figure 4.10(h) shows an irregular large-s ale wave orresponding to
the MIW regime, with small-s ale waves whi h are again barely dete table. The bottom
part of the inner ylinder has been refra ted into the eld of view in this image, ausing
the dark feature at mid-radius and making the image diÆ ult to interpret.
Figure 4.11 shows the regime diagram for the RAI series. It is broadly the same as the
diagram for the PAI series shown in Figure 4.6(b), ex ept that the shapes of the AX
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(a) 5 min

(b) 40 min

( ) 70 min

(d) 119 min 50 se

(e) 120 min 00 se

(f) 120 min 10 se

(g) 120 min 20 se

(h) 179 min

Figure 4.10:

Images from experiment number RAI5, at the indi ated times.
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Experimental regime diagram for the RAI series. Ea h multioloured line orresponds to one 3-hour experiment, with experiment number 1
furthest to the right and experiment number 16 furthest to the left. The dissipation parameter, whi h is negative a ording to equation (4.2) sin e  < 0, is
plotted with its sign reversed for omparison with the other regime diagrams.

Figure 4.11:
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and KH regions have been modi ed slightly.
The most likely explanation for the redu ed small-s ale wave amplitudes in this series,
ompared with the PAI series, is that interfa ial tension e e ts are larger in the present
ase. The quasi-geostrophi equilibrium paraboli interfa e height shape will shortly
be shown to be given by equation (5.22). There are two ontributions: the external
entripetal e e t 2 r2=(2g) is always positive, whereas the internal entripetal e e t
 r2 =(2g0) is positive for retrograde  < 0 ow and negative for prograde
 > 0 ow. In the urrent series of experiments, then, the external and internal
entripetal e e ts ombine onstru tively to give an interfa e of larger urvature than in
the PAI series, where there was partial an ellation between the two terms. This seems
to have reinfor ed the e e ts of interfa ial tension | whi h are proportional to urvature
| to su h an extent that the growth of small-s ales waves has been suppressed in this
ase.

4.6 Experimental results: PAD series
Figure 4.12 shows the equivalent regime diagram for the prograde, annulus, de reasing
PAD series. Individual frames from a typi al experiment are not shown in this ase, as
they are almost identi al to those from the PAI series ex ept that their order is reversed
in time. The small-s ale wave amplitudes seemed to be generally the same as for the
PAI series.
The regime diagram is almost exa tly the same as the diagram for the PAI series shown
in Figure 4.6(b), ex ept that the AX regime at larger Froude numbers has vanished.
The boundary between the AX and KH region is very well predi ted by Figure 4.9 with
a riti al Ri hardson number of 1. The only dynami al di eren e between the large
Froude number KH regions in the PAI and PAD series is the dire tion of approa h in
parameter spa e. Sensitivity to dire tion of approa h is a manifestation of intransitivity and is a onsequen e of hysteresis in the system. Intransitivity has been observed
before in experimental studies of the rotating annulus (e.g. Hide & Mason, 1975). The
impli ation is that for a given (d; F ) there are many possible equilibrated ows, and the
parti ular one whi h is observed depends to an extent upon the system's memory of its
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Experimental regime diagram for the PAD series. Ea h multioloured line orresponds to one 3-hour experiment, with experiment number 1
furthest to the right and experiment number 16 furthest to the left.

Figure 4.12:

previous state.

4.7 Experimental results: PEI series
For the prograde, e entri , in reasing PEI on guration, we displa e the inner ylinder
horizontally so that it is no longer aligned with the rotation axis. The on entri annulus
thus be omes an e entri annulus, with a distorted geometry in whi h the annular gap
width and Froude number vary with azimuth. Streamlines be ome more tightly pa ked
in the region of smallest gap width, enhan ing the shear there and allowing an investigation into whether there are preferential azimuthal angles for short wave generation
now that the azimuthal symmetry is broken.
Be ause of time onstraints, the full set of 16 PEI experiments ould not be arried out,
and so a regime diagram ould not be drawn. Representative stills from experiment
PEI3 are shown in Figure 4.13, however. The same four ow types previously des ribed
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(a) 5 min

(b) 40 min

( ) 70 min

(d) 95 min

(e) 115 min

(f) 131 min

(g) 132 min

(h) 161 min

Figure 4.13:

Images from experiment number PEI3, at the indi ated times.
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were observed. The AX ow type is shown in (a) and ( ), and the KH regime in (b).
The MRW regime is shown in (d){(g), with (d) showing a 2S ow, (e) showing a 3S ow,
and (f) and (g) showing times of maximum and minimum amplitude in the y le of a
4Av ow. The MIW regime is shown in (h). Unlike in the KH regime of this preliminary
experiment, in the mixed wave regimes there was no eviden e of preferential short wave
emission regions orrelated with regions of large shear (i.e. regions near \9 o' lo k").
This adds weight to the on lusion from Se tion 4.4.2 that the short waves in the MRW
and MIW regimes are not generated by a shear instability.

4.8 Cal ulation of wave amplitudes
We now use the alibration s heme of Chapter 3 to determine the amplitudes of waves
in the MRW regime of the PAI experiments (Se tion 4.4), following the example of Se tion 3.7. Figures (4.14){(4.16) show the amplitude al ulation for large-s ale, baro lini
waves of azimuthal wavenumbers 1, 2 and 3. The wave amplitudes in the middle of
the annular gap (at r = 94 mm) are found to be around 25 mm, 8 mm and 7 mm,
respe tively. The azimuthal pro les show that the waves are not perfe tly regular, and
so the wave amplitudes read-o by eye and quoted here are approximate. This spatial
irregularity an be seen in the raw images, and suggests the presen e of azimuthal modes
other than the dominant one. For example, the presen e of a sub-dominant wavenumber
1 mode an be seen in the raw image of Figure 4.15(a). The amplitudes determined here
will be ompared with amplitudes from a numeri al simulation in Se tion 6.1.2.
Figure 4.17 shows a similar analysis for the image shown in Figure 1.6, onsisting of
large-s ale waves superimposed with two trains of small-s ale waves. The amplitude of
the small-s ale waves near the inner ylindri al boundary (at r = 70 mm) is around
3 mm. This is around a third of the mid-radius baro lini wave amplitude, implying
that these small-s ale waves are signi antly larger, relative to the large-s ale mode,
than those reported by Read (1992a). The small-s ale wave amplitude de reases quite
rapidly with in reasing radius, dropping below 1 mm at mid-radius (not shown).
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(a)

(b)
Large-s ale baro lini wave with azimuthal wavenumber 1. (a) Raw
experimental image, and (b) re onstru ted mid-radius azimuthal pro le of interfa e
height.

Figure 4.14:
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(a)

(b)
Large-s ale baro lini wave with azimuthal wavenumber 2. (a) Raw
experimental image, and (b) re onstru ted mid-radius azimuthal pro le of interfa e
height.

Figure 4.15:
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(a)

(b)
Large-s ale baro lini wave with azimuthal wavenumber 3. (a) Raw
experimental image, and (b) re onstru ted mid-radius azimuthal pro le of interfa e
height.

Figure 4.16:
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Re onstru ted azimuthal pro le of interfa e height near the inner
ylindri al boundary of Figure 1.6.

Figure 4.17:

4.9 Dis ussion
The small-s ale waves in the urrent experiments are more ubiquitous than those in
Lovegrove's experiments. In parti ular, whereas Lovegrove reported small-s ale wave
generation only during amplitude va illating large-s ale modes, we have observed them
in almost all non-va illating large-s ale ows, though their amplitudes are generally
smaller when the large-s ale amplitude is onstant. The large-s ale ow types during
whi h small-s ale waves were observed to be generated in Lovegrove's experiments, are
therefore a subset of those in the present experiments.
This apparent dis repan y an be explained in either (or both) of two ways. We ould
assume that small-s ale waves were a tually just as ubiquitous in Lovegrove's experiments as in the present ones, but that his ow visualization had suÆ ient resolution
to apture only those with the largest amplitude. This ould be due to his lower-grade
video signal or frame-grabber (Figure 2.4), or to a non-optimized rossed polaroid angle
(Se tion 2.3). Alternatively it may have been that the di eren es in uid properties,
whi h evolve in time as inferred in Se tions 2.2.4 and 4.2, have had a signi ant impa t
upon the small-s ale wave produ tion me hanism. It is not lear whi h of these two
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explanations is responsible, though it seems more likely to be the latter.

4.10 Chapter summary
The wave modes o urring in the rotating two-layer annulus equations fall into two
distin t lasses, both of whi h we have observed in the present series of laboratory
experiments. We have identi ed those regions of the prin ipal 2-D parameter spa e
in whi h the large-s ale and small-s ale modes exist and oexist, and labelled them
appropriately. Kelvin-Helmholtz shear instability theory, based on a riti al Ri hardson
number, appears to explain the lo ations of the AX ! KH and KH ! AX transition
urves, and baro lini instability theory based on a riti al Froude number su essfully
a ounts for the lo ations of the AX ! MRW and KH ! MRW transition urves.
The me hanism by whi h the MRW and MIW small-s ale waves are generated remains
to be explained, though we have shown that the waves are robust to various system
hanges, appearing in four di erent experimental on gurations, and are therefore not
just a feature pe uliar to the parti ular on guration used by Lovegrove. The generation me hanism responsible will be investigated in detail using a numeri al model in
Chapter 6.
This hapter marks the end of the rst part of the thesis. Though we have been able
to derive wavelengths and amplitudes in the experiment, there is no pra ti able way
to measure velo ity elds. These are needed to investigate the produ tion of short,
fast waves in baro lini ally-unstable ow regimes. Motivated by this, in the following
hapters we develop and run a numeri al model of the laboratory experiment, whi h will
allow us to derive high-resolution velo ity data for this purpose. It will also give interfa e
heights and azimuthal wavenumbers for omparison with those in the laboratory annulus.
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Des ription of the numeri al model
\quagmire (noun) 1. an area of soft wet ground
whi h you sink into if you try and walk on it.
2. a diÆ ult and dangerous situation."

Cambridge Advan ed Learner's Di tionary,
2003.

In this hapter, we des ribe the design and onstru tion of a new numeri al model for
simulating uid ows in rotating annulus laboratory experiments. Having dis ussed a
variety of andidate model types, ea h with di erent dynami al assumptions, we de ide
to use a multi-layer quasi-geostrophi model. A model with a full representation of the
annular geometry is preferable to a Cartesian hannel model, for a number of important
reasons whi h are dis ussed.
The two-layer ontinuous quasi-geostrophi equations in ylindri al oordinates are derived,
and are de omposed into verti al and azimuthal normal mode form to simplify their solution. Suitable sidewall boundary onditions are derived by onsidering integral properties
of the governing equations. Then the equations are arefully dis retized in su h a way as
to preserve dis rete analogues of the integral properties. Suitable numeri al parameter
values and initial onditions are given, and the model ode units are tested to ensure
that they are free from errors.
The model has be ome known as QUAGMIRE, the QUAsi-Geostrophi
for Investigating Rotating uids Experiments.
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5.1 Motivation for running numeri al simulations
In this, the se ond part of the thesis, we embark upon an investigation of the rotating,
two-layer annulus using a numeri al model. This omputational approa h is omplementary to the laboratory investigation undertaken in the previous hapters, and is intended
to enhan e and extend our understanding of the dynami al me hanisms at play. The key
aims are to determine the uid velo ity elds (unavailable from the laboratory experiments) in order to investigate sour es of the observed small-s ale wave emission in the
MRW regime, and to run simulations both with and without a representation of the fast
waves in order to investigate their impa ts on the large-s ale ow.
One possible numeri al approa h would be to arry out a dire t numeri al simulation
(DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equations for the system, and to examine the model's ability
to simulate the produ tion of short waves as observed in the laboratory. DNS odes have
been developed for the rotating ontinuously-strati ed thermal annulus (e.g. White,
1986; Hignett et al., 1985) but these would require signi ant modi ation in order to
be appli able to the dis rete-layer isothermal system. Furthermore, DNS odes are omputationally expensive, and ould be used to examine not more than a few ase studies
at the resolution required to simulate the fast, small-s ale waves.
As an alternative to a DNS for the numeri al simulations, it was de ided to use a balan ed model, in whi h small-s ale waves are ltered out by onstru tion (Se tion 1.1).
Be ause of the ltering of unbalan ed modes, balan ed models have fewer dynami al
degrees of freedom and therefore run mu h more qui kly than DNS models, allowing
large numbers of simulations to be performed.
A key additional bene t is that a omparison of the laboratory and numeri al results
allows us to assess the ability of a ltered model to simulate a system in whi h motions
o ur on a wider spe trum of s ales than that permitted by the ltering. This is equivalent to an assessment of the impa t of the small-s ale waves upon the large-s ale balan ed ow. If there are found to be dis repan ies between model and laboratory system
behaviour, and if the only signi ant di eren e between model and laboratory is the
presen e of small-s ale waves in the laboratory, then we an infer that those dis repanies are likely to be due to the presen e of the small-s ale waves.
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5.2 Review of ltered models
The relative merits of three andidate ltered models and two andidate geometries are
now dis ussed.
5.2.1 Candidate ltered models

Three ommonly-used ltered models for simulating rapidly-rotating, two-layer ows are
those based on the quasi-geostrophi equations, the balan e equations and the slow equations. These three equation sets an ea h be derived from the shallow water equations,
whi h in turn are derived from the Navier-Stokes equations under the assumptions of
hydrostati balan e and olumnar ow. Dis ussions of these and other ltered models
are given by M Williams & Gent (1980) and by M Intyre & Norton (2000).
The main assumptions made in the derivation of the quasi-geostrophi equations, rst
used by Charney et al. (1950), are that the potential vorti ity is adve ted only by the
geostrophi omponent of the ow, and that the amplitudes of perturbations to the
uid surfa es are mu h smaller than the mean uid depths. A list of the omplete set
of approximations is given in Se tion 5.3.
The balan e equations (Charney, 1955) are derived by performing a horizontal velo ity de omposition into rotational and divergent omponents, and then trun ating with
respe t to the divergent omponent. The balan e that they des ribe is more ompliated, but also more a urate, than geostrophi balan e, and eÆ ient pro edures have
been developed to integrate them (Daley, 1982). However, it has been pointed out by
Moura (1976) that, in their most general form, the balan e equations have spurious
non-physi al wave solutions with phase speeds mu h larger than those of inertia-gravity
waves.
The slow equations (Lyn h, 1989) are derived in a similar way to the balan e equations,
ex ept that the velo ity trun ation is performed in a more systemati manner (based
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on normal mode initialization, dis ussed in Se tion 1.4), whi h results in the vanishing
of the spurious solutions. Numeri al integrations of the slow equations show ex ellent
agreement with initialized numeri al integrations of the shallow water equations.
Of these three andidate models, the quasi-geostrophi (Q-G) model was sele ted to simulate ows in the annulus. This is be ause only one s alar fun tion of horizontal position
is needed per layer to uniquely de ne the state of the system using a Q-G model (streamfun tion), whereas three are needed per layer using a balan e or slow equations model
(streamfun tion, velo ity potential and geopotential). With three times fewer independent variables, the omputational advantages gained from using a Q-G model were felt
to outweigh the disadvantages of its slightly lower formal a ura y.
5.2.2 Candidate geometries

A number of numeri al Q-G models have been developed for systems onsisting of superposed immis ible uid layers in a re tangular hannel (e.g. Brugge et al., 1987). Before
onstru ting a new numeri al model, we rst onsidered whether any of these Cartesian
models ould meet our requirements. For the following reasons, it was de ided that they
ould not.
Firstly, the hannel equations with periodi boundary onditions are a good approximation to the annulus equations only if the ratio of the width of the annular gap to
its mean radius is mu h smaller than unity (King, 1979b). With this geometry, the
urvature be omes negligible, and we would be justi ed in using a hannel model to
simulate the ow in the annulus. For the present laboratory apparatus, though, the
ratio is 6:25 m=9:375 m  0:7, whi h is only slightly smaller than 1.
Se ondly, hannel models have additional, shift-re e t symmetries (Cattaneo & Hart,
1990) not present in annulus models. This is the ase be ause, though the annulus and
periodi hannel are topologi ally similar, the geometry of their boundaries is fundamentally di erent. For example, there is a re e t symmetry in the hannel in the plane whi h
is equidistant from the sidewall boundaries, but there is no analogous symmetry in the
annulus. Kwon & Mak (1988) show that the existen e of su h additional symmetries
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in the periodi hannel leads to ertain large-s ale wave-wave intera tion oeÆ ients
being identi ally zero. Importantly, an annular model would allow the omplete set of
large-s ale wave-wave intera tions that take pla e in the laboratory experiments, to be
in luded in the model, whi h is important for quantitative agreement.
Furthermore, a model in ylindri al oordinates would be more general, and potentially
appli able to laboratory experiments other than the present one. For example, it would
keep open the possibility of running simulations in an open ylinder with no inner sidewall, as well as in an annulus, though it would then be ne essary to in lude an inner
sidewall of small nominal radius in the model, to avoid the singularity at r = 0. We
would need to assume that the ow is insensitive to the in lusion of this additional
boundary.
There are ba kground potential vorti ity (PV) gradients present in both the hannel
and the annulus, due to the sloping of equilibrium geopotential height surfa es in the
presen e of a verti al shear in horizontal velo ity. In the hannel, these geopotential
heights and PV gradients are linear in the a ross- hannel dire tion (giving an e e tive
-e e t), whereas in the annulus they are quadrati be ause of the paraboli equilibrium
interfa e height shape (Se tion 2.4). This gives a quadrati -e e t, with the possibility of qualitatively di erent dynami s than in the presen e of the usual linear -e e t.
Furthermore, the quadrati -e e t an be quite large (Se tion 5.3).
As a nal point, not onne ted with geometry, few of the existing Q-G layer hannel
models in lude the e e ts of interfa ial tension, whi h are not ne essarily always negligible in the laboratory (Se tion 2.2.3).
Sin e we desire quantitative agreement with the laboratory experiments, we on lude
for these reasons that we need to onstru t a new multi-layer Q-G model whi h takes
into a ount the ylindri al geometry and interfa ial tension. Su h a model is des ribed
in the remaining se tions of this hapter.
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S hemati diagram showing a verti al ross-se tion through the twolayer annulus system being modelled. The dashed line shows the resting interfa e
height. See text for de nitions.
Figure 5.1:

5.3 Derivation of model equations
The system to be modelled is shown s hemati ally in Figure 5.1. Su h a model is often
informally referred to as two-and-a-half dimensional, as the representation of the verti al
is a hieved through only two dis rete layers. Cylindri al polar oordinates r = (r; ; z)
are used, the z-axis being oin ident with the verti al rotation axis. The uid is bounded
by a at base at z = 0, a at lid at z = 2H > 0 and ylindri al walls at r = a and
r = b > a. The two immis ible layers have densities  , kinemati vis osities  and
mutual interfa ial tension S . The undisturbed layer depth is H and the disturbed lower
layer depth is H + . The a eleration due to gravity is g. The annulus base and walls
rotate about the axis of symmetry with angular velo ity , and the lid with angular
velo ity +  .
i

i

Working in the frame of the base, the four fundamental equations for the pressure p (r; t)
i
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and the velo ity u (r; t) in layer i = 1; 2 are the Navier-Stokes equations:
u
+ (u  r)u + 2  u +  (  r) = 1 rp +  r2 u + g
i

t

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

(5.1)

i

and the equation of volume onservation for the in ompressible liquid:

ru =0 :

(5.2)

i

We take the url of equation (5.1) and use ve tor identities to obtain an equation for
the layer vorti ities ! = r  u :
i

i

!i
+ (ui  r)!i = [(2
t

+ ! )  r℄u +  r2 !
i

i

i

i

(5.3)

;

the z- omponent of whi h, in the layer interiors where the ow is assumed to be
verti ally- olumnar and invis id, is
i
ui; z
+
(
u
;
i  r)i = (f + i )
t
z

(5.4)

where  is the z- omponent of ! , f = 2 is the Coriolis parameter and u is the
verti al velo ity.
i

i

i; z

We next verti ally integrate equation (5.4) over the uid interiors, parameterizing vertial Ekman pumping/su tion velo ities at the lid, base and interfa e (Gill, 1982). Assuming that the Ekman layer depths are mu h smaller than the total layer depths, and
making the quasi-geostrophi assumptions   H and   f , we obtain, after rearrangement:
p
p



1
1
+
u

r
q1 =
[
1 + 2 (1 2 )℄ + 2
;
(5.5)
1
t
H
H
p



2
+
u

r
q2 =
[ +  (  )℄ ;
(5.6)
2
t
H 2 1 2 1
where  = p =(p1 + p2), and q (r; ; t)=H are the perturbation potential vorti ities
i

i

i

(PPVs), given by

and

i

q1 (r; ; t) = 1 +

f
H

(5.7)

q2 (r; ; t) = 2

f
:
H

(5.8)
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To omplete the derivation, we write all of the independent variables (u ,  and ) in
equations (5.5){(5.8) in terms of the layer streamfun tions (r; ; t) de ned by
i

i

i

ui;  =

and

ui; r =

 i
r

1

(5.9)

(5.10)
The streamfun tions 1 and 2 are de ned only to within arbitrary additive onstants,
whi h will be dis ussed in Se tion 5.4.2. The vorti ities are given by
i

r 

i = r2

i

:

(5.11)

:

Assuming hydrostati balan e and nearly equal layer densities, the interfa e height perturbation is given in terms of the streamfun tions (to within an additive onstant) by


f
Æm2 r2  = 0 ( 2
g

2 2

r
1 ) + 2g

(5.12)

;
p

where g0 = 2g(2 1 )=(2 +1 ) is the redu ed gravity. The term in Æ = S=[g(2 1 )℄
represents the e e ts of interfa ial tension for an interfa e of small urvature. Æ is
the hara teristi stati menis us width, as an be seen by onsidering solutions to
equation (5.12) when the tank is at rest ( = 0) and the uid velo ities are zero
( = onstant). The equation is a for ed Helmholtz equation for  given , where
the boundary onditions are the slopes =r at the annulus walls, whi h are related to
the interfa e onta t angle. We require an expli it formula for , and so we seek a rst
order solution to the Helmholtz equation for weak interfa ial tension, by estimating the
r2 term using the solution for  when Æ = 0. This gives
m

m

i

i

m

f
 = 0 (1 + Æm2 r2 )( 2
g

1) +

r2 2
2g ;

(5.13)

where 1 and Æ2 r2 are the rst two terms in a power series solution. On simple grounds,
the series would be expe ted to onverge rapidly if Æ2 r2  , whi h is the ase if
Æ 2  2 for waves of wavelength . We expe t waves to form on the s ale of the internal Rossby radius pg0H=jf j, so the onvergen e riterion be omes Æ2 f 2 =g0H  1. This
is equivalent to F I  1 where F is the Froude number, given by equation (4.1), and the
non-dimensional parameter I = Æ2 =(b a)2 is the interfa ial tension number (Appleby,
1982).
m

m

m

m

m
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We nally substitute equations (5.9), (5.10), (5.11) and (5.13) into (5.5) and (5.6) to
obtain the two oupled partial di erential equations governing the evolution of quasigeostrophi motions in the two-layer annulus:
p
 
 2
1
D q = p 1 r2 +  r2(
)
+
(5.14)
1
1
2
1
2
Dt 1
H
H
and
 

D q = p 2 r2 +  r2(
)
:
(5.15)
2
2
1
2
1
Dt 2
H
The total derivative operators are given by
 
D =  1  + 1 
(5.16)
Dt
t r  r r r 
and the horizontal Lapla ian operator is given by
2
2
r2 =  + 1  + 1  :
(5.17)
i

i

i

r2

r r

r2 2

From equations (5.7) and (5.8), the quantities q1 and q2 are given in terms of
by
f r2 2
f2
)
+
q1 = r2 1 + 0 (1 + Æm2 r2 )( 2
1
gH
H 2g
and
f2
f r2 2
2 r2 )(
q2 = r2 2
(1
+
Æ
)
:
2
1
m
g0H
H 2g

1

and

2

(5.18)
(5.19)

On the right side of equation (5.14), the rst term represents spin-down by the fri tional
Ekman layers at the lid (r2 1 ) and interfa e (r2( 1 2 )). The se ond term is the
( onstant) for ing term, and represents generation of PV by the rotating lid, ommuni ated to the uid interior by the Ekman layer. The terms on the right side of (5.15)
have a similar interpretation, ex ept that there is no for ing term in this ase.
Equations (5.18) and (5.19) are similar to the PV-streamfun tion relationships in the
hannel model of Brugge et al. (1987), ex ept that the present equations in lude an
interfa ial tension modi ation, and Brugge's y term has been repla ed with our r2
term. This is the quadrati -e e t dis ussed in Se tion 5.2.2. It is equal and opposite
in the upper and lower layers, orresponding to the fa t that depth in reases in one
layer are a ompanied by equal de reases in the other layer. The radial interfa e height
hange a ross the annulus, asso iated with these quadrati -e e t terms, an be up to
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20 mm (Se tion 2.4). Sin e mid-radius large-s ale wave amplitudes rea h only 25 mm
(Se tion 4.8), interfa e perturbations due to the quadrati -e e t are not small ompared to those due to large-s ale waves, and an therefore not be negle ted.
Upon non-dimensionalization of equations (5.14), (5.15), (5.18) and (5.19), using a time
s ale ( ) 1 and horizontal length s ale (b a), the de nitions of Froude number
and dissipation parameter given in Se tion 4.1 appear naturally. We hoose to ode
the model using dimensional units, however, and therefore do not arry out the nondimensionalization here.
We now summarize the assumptions whi h were required to derive equations (5.14){
(5.19). It is important to bear these approximations in mind, sin e they limit the
appli ability of the model:
 in ompressible uids
 verti ally- olumnar uid interiors
 invis id uid interiors (Reynolds number Re  1)
 linear Ekman pumping/su tion
 Ekman layer depths ÆE  H  
 H
 i  f (Rossby number Ro  1)
 hydrostati balan e Dw=Dt  g
 g0  g
 jr  1j
 FI  1
 passive Stewartson layers whi h do not ex hange uid with the interiors
 Stewartson layer widths ÆS  b a

The nal two assumptions are dis ussed in Se tion 5.4, but are in luded here for ompleteness.
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5.3.1 Perturbation equations

There is an equilibrium solution to equations (5.14){(5.19) of the form u = 0, u =
r . Substituting allows us to determine the interior solid-body rotation rates:
 1 = 2+
(5.20)
 2(1 + )
and
 2= 1 ;
(5.21)
 2(1 + )
i;r

i;

i

p

where  = 2 =1. For  = 1 this is the same result as the solution obtained from
the torque balan e analysis of Chapter 3 in the absen e of Stewartson layers and with
a horizontal interfa e (see Se tion 3.4.2 and Table 3.2). The orresponding interfa e
height (to within an additive onstant) is given by equation (5.13) to be

2 r2 

=
(5.22)
=
2g 1 g0=g :
Equations (5.20){(5.22) des ribe the basi , equilibrium state upon whi h baro lini allyunstable perturbations may grow. We refer to this as the mean ow and label the
orresponding streamfun tions and PPVs as (r) and q (r), respe tively.
i

i

Governing equations for perturbations to the streamfun tion 0 (r; ; t) and PPV q0 (r; ; t)
are obtained by substituting = (r) + 0 (r; ; t) and q = q (r) + q0 (r; ; t) into
equations (5.14){(5.19) to obtain
 
D q0 = p 1 r2 0 +  r2 ( 0 0 )  q10 + f 2     10
2
1  2H g
1
1
2
Dt 10 1
H
g 0 
(5.23)
and
 
D q0 = p 2 r2 0 +  r2( 0 0 )  q20 f 2     20 ;
1
2  2H g
2
2
1
Dt 20 2
H
g 0 
(5.24)
where
f2
0
q10 = r2 10 + 0 (1 + Æm2 r2 )( 20
(5.25)
1)
gH
and
f2
q20 = r2 20
(1 + Æm2 r2 )( 20 10 ) :
(5.26)
g0H
The total derivatives now adve t a ording to the perturbation streamfun tions, i.e.
 
D =  1 0  + 1 0  :
(5.27)
Dt 0 t r  r r r 
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Equations (5.23){(5.26) are the fully nonlinear model equations whi h we solve. The
onstant for ing term in equation (5.14), whi h represents for ing of the full ow by the
lid rotation, has been repla ed in equations (5.23) and (5.24) with more ompli ated
terms whi h represent for ing of the perturbation ow by the equilibrium state. An
analyti al assessment of the stability of small perturbations ould begin by linearizing
equations (5.23){(5.26), but for the model we retain all of the nonlinear terms.
The perturbation velo ity elds are given in terms of the perturbation streamfun tions
by
 0
u0 =
(5.28)
r
i

i; 

and

u0i; r =

1

0

(5.29)

;

i

r 

whi h are the perturbation forms of equations (5.9) and (5.10). The perturbation interfa e height eld is given (to within an additive onstant) by
f
 0 = 0 (1 + Æm2 r2 )( 20
g

0
1) ;

(5.30)

whi h is the perturbation form of equation (5.13).
5.3.2 Normal mode de omposition of diagnosti equations

Given the elds 0 and q0 at any time, we an evaluate q0 =t at that time using the
prognosti equations (5.23) and (5.24), and thereby determine q0 at a short time in the
future. We may then use this to invert the diagnosti Helmholtz equations (5.25) and
(5.26) to obtain 0 at that time, and then begin the loop again using the updated elds.
i

i

i

i

i

The Helmholtz equations are oupled, and the inversion is made easier by rst writing
them in verti al normal mode form to remove the oupling. We take the sum and
di eren e of the equations to obtain, respe tively,
(5.31)

r2( 10 + 20 ) = q10 + q20

and

r2(

0
2

0
1)

Cit

2f 2 (

0

g0H 2
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0
0
1 ) = Cit (q2

q10 ) ;

(5.32)
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where Cit is an interfa ial tension orre tion oeÆ ient given by
1
(5.33)
Cit =
2
1 (2f Æ2 )=(g0H ) :
We know that f 2 Æ2 =g0H  1 (Se tion 5.3), and so Cit is slightly larger than unity,
and is exa tly equal to unity if the interfa ial tension is zero.
m

m

De ning the barotropi (bt) and baro lini (b ) verti al normal mode variables to be
0
bt
0
b
Q0bt
Q0b

=
=
=
=

0
0
1+ 2 ;
0
0
2
1;
q10 + q20 ;
Cit (q20 q10 ) ;

(5.34)
(5.35)
(5.36)
(5.37)

equations (5.31) and (5.32) both be ome un oupled Helmholtz equations of the form
r2

m 0m = Q0m

0

m

(5.38)

for m = bt; b . The eigenvalues are bt = 0 and b = 2Cit

f 2 =g 0H .

We now perform a se ond normal mode de omposition, this time into azimuthal modes,
to further simplify the solution of the Helmholtz equations. At ea h timestep, we expand
1
0 (r; ) = X ^ 0 (r)ep 1 ;
(5.39)
m

n

Q0m (r; )

=

= 1

1
X

n

= 1

n
m

n

p
Q^ 0 nm (r)e 1n :

(5.40)

The omplex fun tions ^ 0 and Q^ 0 satisfy ^ 0 = ^ 0  and Q^ 0 = Q^ 0  , where
the asterisk represents omplex onjugation, be ause 0 (r; ) and Q0 (r; ) are real.
The n = 0 term is alled the mean ow orre tion (a orre tion to the zonal ow
that is generated by nonlinear self intera tions of the waves), and is equal to the zonal
average of the perturbation quantities as an be seen from the zonal integration of
equations (5.39) and (5.40). The n 6= 0 terms represent eddy (wave) omponents.
Substituting equations (5.39) and (5.40) into (5.38) gives the radial stru ture equation:
d2 ^ 0 + 1 d ^ 0  + n2  ^ 0 = Q^ 0 (r) :
(5.41)
dr 2 r d r
r2
This omplex ordinary di erential equation must be solved for ea h ombination of
verti al modes m 2 fbt; b g and azimuthal modes n 2 f0; 1; 2; : : :g to determine
n
m

n
m

n
m

n
m

n
m
m

n
m

n
m

m
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^ 0 (r) given Q^ 0 (r). The inversion pro ess required to obtain 0 (r; ) from q0 (r; ),
whi h are linked by equations (5.25) and (5.26), is summarized as:
n
m

n
m

qi0

(5:36) & (5:37)

!

i

Q0m

! ^ 0 nm

! Q^ 0 nm

(5:41)

(5:40)

(5:39)

!

0 (5:34) &(5
! :35)
m

i

0

i

We ould now perform a third normal mode de omposition, this time in the radial oordinate, by proje ting ^ 0 (r) and Q^ 0 (r) onto the eigenfun tions of the linear operator
on the left side of equation (5.41). The baro lini eigenfun tions are modi ed Bessel
p
fun tions of order n in the s aled radial oordinate r~ = b r (Boas, 1983), and the
barotropi eigenfun tions are of the form r . However, this approa h would for e the
streamfun tion and PPV to satisfy the same boundary onditions, for whi h there is no
justi ation. In the present model, we therefore solve the dis retized radial stru ture
equation dire tly rather than proje ting onto radial modes.
n
m

n
m

n

5.4 Perturbation streamfun tion boundary onditions
for the ontinuous equations
We must now hoose boundary onditions to apply to the perturbation streamfun tion
when integrating equation (5.41). The equation was derived under the assumption of
invis id ow. It therefore annot des ribe the vis ous Stewartson layers of width Æ , and
so applies only to the uid interior a + Æ < r < b Æ . We assume Æ  a; b so that we
may still write the integration range as a < r < b, but when we refer to r = a or r = b
we now mean the boundary between the uid interior and Stewartson layer, rather than
the physi al lateral boundary itself.1
S

S

S

S

There are a number of andidate boundary onditions. To impose passive Stewartson
layers whi h do not anywhere ex hange uid with the interior, we would apply the
impermeability ondition on the radial perturbation velo ity u0 j = = 0 8 ; i, whi h
i; r r a; b

1 An alternative method for keeping the Stewartson layers out of the analysis would be to imagine
that our laboratory apparatus is equivalent to a gedanken experiment in whi h, at all times in ea h
layer, the lateral boundaries rotate at the same rate as the uid interiors, so that the Stewartson layers
vanish.
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in the normal mode variables orresponds to Diri hlet boundary onditions
^ 0 j = = 0 8 n 6= 0; m :
n
m r a; b

(5.42)

The mean ow orre tion n = 0 velo ity is purely zonal, and so this omponent automatially satis es impermeability. Impermeability alone is therefore not a suÆ ient ondition
to uniquely spe ify a solution. No-slip boundary onditions for the zonal perturbation
velo ity u0 j = = 0 8 ; i orrespond to the Neumann onditions
d^0
(5.43)
dr = = 0 8 n; m :
The equilibrium solid-body rotation ow about whi h we perturb satis es impermeability, but is not no-slip.
i; r a; b

n
m

r a; b

Sin e we are solving a se ond order di erential equation, only two independent boundary onditions are required. We annot therefore impose both impermeable and no-slip
ow at both boundaries, as that would require four independent onditions. This overonstrained nature of the PPV inversion in Q-G models is dis ussed in Williams (1979).
A omprehensive study of the omparative e e ts of using no-slip boundary onditions
rather than the more traditional free-slip onditions is des ribed by Mundt et al. (1995).
We are therefore for ed to use a redu ed set of boundary onditions, but we must hoose
arefully and onsistently whi h onditions to retain and whi h to abandon, to avoid
any possibility of non-physi al behaviour. We are, of ourse, free to employ di erent
boundary onditions for the di erent normal mode omponents spe i ed by m and n.
The debate over suitable lateral Q-G boundary onditions has had a long and ontentious
history in the literature. In the lassi periodi hannel models of Phillips (1954) and
Phillips (1956), boundary onditions orresponding to equation (5.42) are used for the
wave n 6= 0 terms, and equation (5.43) is used for the mean ow orre tion n = 0
omponent only. The latter ondition was not imposed (but the former was retained)
in the studies of Phillips (1963) and Pedlosky (1964), but M Intyre (1967) showed that
relaxing this mean ow orre tion boundary ondition leads to a spurious, unspe i ed
energy ux through the sidewalls. The ondition was in luded again in Pedlosky (1970),
but repla ed in Pedlosky (1971) and Pedlosky (1972) with an ad-ho ondition hosen
for mathemati al onvenien e. Smith (1974) points out that the resulting non-physi al
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energy sour e might well invalidate Pedlosky's results, and repeats Pedlosky's al ulations with the proper boundary ondition retained (Smith & Pedlosky, 1975; Smith,
1977). More re ent studies (Appleby, 1982; Yoshida & Hart, 1986; Lewis, 1992; Stephen,
1998) have avoided the spurious energy and asso iated unreliable on lusions by applying both onditions in full, as in Phillips' original paper.
A useful interpretation of Phillips' mean ow orre tion boundary ondition has been
given by Davey (1978). For non-zero zonal perturbation velo ities u0 j = at the
boundary between the interior and a Stewartson layer, there will be a orresponding
return volume ux between the Ekman layers and the Stewartson layer due to the
asymmetry of the Ekman spiral (Pedlosky, 1987), whi h will have a non-zero radial
omponent proportional to u0 j = . We an therefore ensure that there is no net
build-up of mass in the Stewartson layers by setting
i;  r a; b

i;  r a; b

Z 2

0

u0i;  jr=a; b d = 0

8i:

(5.44)

This ondition is automati ally satis ed for the wave n 6= 0 omponents, and is equivalent to equation (5.43) with n = 0, whi h is the ondition used by Phillips. With this
ondition, there is no net ex hange of uid due to the perturbation ow between ea h
Ekman layer and the Stewartson layers, though lo al ex hange is allowed.
Next, we attempt to derive a onsistent and plausible set of boundary onditions for the
annulus, whi h do not lead to non-physi al behaviour, by onsidering integral properties
of both the prognosti and diagnosti model equations.
5.4.1 Integral properties of the prognosti equations

Consider the area-integral of the perturbation PPV tenden ies over the annular domain:
Z 2 Z

qi0
r dr d ;
 =0 r =a t

(5.45)

 i0
=0;
 r=a; b

(5.46)

b

as given by the prognosti equations (5.23) and (5.24). The linear = for ing terms
integrate to give zero un onditionally. The adve tion terms in the total derivatives
integrate to give zero (Salmon & Talley, 1989) if
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and the Lapla ian (r2 ) terms integrate to give zero if
Z 2

 i0
d = 0 :
0 r r=a; b

(5.47)

The two onditions (5.46) and (5.47) are equivalent to impermeability for the waves and
no-slip for the mean ow orre tion, as originally used by Phillips. With these onditions, the mean layer PPVs are onserved by the ontinuous equations and there is no
spurious energy ux. We hoose to apply these onditions to the present model, ex ept
that the se ond ondition leads to an ill-posed PPV inversion for the spe ial ase n = 0,
m = bt, as we will see in Se tion 5.4.2.
5.4.2 Integral properties of the diagnosti equations

Equation (5.41) for the barotropi mean ow orre tion is
d2 ^ 00 + 1 d ^ 00 = Q^ 00 :
(5.48)
dr 2 r dr
Sin e bt = 0 and n = 0 for this ase, one of the terms in the radial stru ture equation
has vanished, making the left side an exa t di erential. Equation (5.48) an therefore
be integrated analyti ally between r = a and r = b to give
Z
^ 00
^ 00
d
d
^ 00
b
(5.49)
dr = a d r = = Q r dr :
We hoose initial onditions for whi h the right side of this equation is zero, i.e. the
barotropi PPV averaged over the 2-D annular domain is zero, and it is then guaranteed
to remain so for all time, as shown in Se tion 5.4.1. This means that we need only
expli itly set
d ^ 00 = 0
(5.50)
dr =
and we will automati ally have
d ^ 00 = 0
(5.51)
dr =
from equation (5.49). If we expli itly set both (5.50) and (5.51) when solving (5.48), we
have an under onstrained problem. We need to nd an additional onstraint, therefore,
to lose the solution.
bt

bt

bt

bt

b

bt

r b

r a

a

bt

bt

r a

bt

r b

We have de ned two streamfun tions in the model | one per layer or, equivalently, one
per verti al normal mode | and ea h of these has an integration onstant asso iated
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with it (Se tion 5.3). Just be ause these two arbitrary onstants have no physi al meaning does not mean that they do not need to be de ned in the numeri al model. Now that
we know that equations (5.50) and (5.51) are not independent boundary onditions, and
therefore that to expli itly impose both would lead to an under onstrained PPV inversion, we hoose to expli itly impose only equation (5.50). We then take the opportunity
to use the remaining degree of freedom asso iated with the solution of equation (5.48)
to de ne one of the streamfun tion integration onstants, by arbitrarily setting
^ 00 j = = 0 ;
bt r b

(5.52)

whi h ompletes the set of two boundary onditions for the m = bt, n = 0 ase, and
gives a well-posed problem.
In identally, the se ond streamfun tion integration onstant is de ned by requiring the
mean interfa e perturbation to be zero using equation (5.13), whi h follows from volume
onservation for either layer. This requirement is imposed by adding a suitably- hosen
onstant to one of the streamfun tion elds after the PPV inversion, and not as a boundary ondition during the inversion.
A summary of the boundary onditions whi h we must expli itly set when integrating
equation (5.41) is given in Table 5.1. With these onditions, the sidewall boundaries are
impermeable to ea h omponent of the full ow | the solid-body rotation equilibrium
ow, the mean ow orre tion and the eddy omponents. The boundaries are slippery
to the solid-body rotation ow and the eddies, but no-slip to the mean ow orre tion.

5.5 Dis retization of model equations
We have derived a set of model partial di erential equations and boundary onditions
whi h are both sensible and well-posed. We now dis retize the equations so that they
are suitable for numeri al solution on a omputer. We must take great are to ensure
that the dis retized equations and boundary onditions retain the important properties
possessed by the ontinuous equations. In parti ular, it is important that they satisfy
dis retized analogues of the integral properties dis ussed in Se tion 5.4.
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n=0

n 6= 0

d^0
dr = = 0
^0 j = = 0

^0 j = = 0

d^0
dr
d^0
dr

=0

^0 j = = 0

=0

^0 j = = 0

n
m

m = bt

r a

n
m r b

n
m

m=b

=

r a

n
m

=

r b

n
m r a

^0 j = = 0
n
m r b

n
m r a

n
m r b

Summary of suitable boundary onditions to apply to the streamfun tion when integrating the ontinuous equations. Be ause the diagnosti Helmholtz
equation relating and q is se ond order, two onditions (one at ea h boundary)
are required for ea h ombination of verti al and azimuthal normal modes, denoted
by m and n respe tively.
Table 5.1:

j=2

r(i)∆θ
∆r

∆r / 2

∆r / 2

j=1

i=1
i=2
i=3
i = N rad

j = N azim

De nition of the model grid. Grid-points are marked with a \" sign,
grid-boxes with dashed lines, and the two ylindri al boundaries with solid lines.
The dimensions of typi al grid-boxes, both in the interior and at the boundary, are
shown.
Figure 5.2:
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The grid on whi h we dis retize the equations is shown in Figure 5.2. The grid onsists
of Nrad points in the radial dimension (in luding one point on ea h boundary r = a and
r = b), and Nazim points in the azimuthal dimension. We de ne
r = Nb

and

a

rad

1

 = N2

;

azim

and then we have
r (i) = a + (i

and

1)r ;

(j ) = j ;

i = 1; 2; : : : ; Nrad

(5.53)
(5.54)
(5.55)

(5.56)
The point (i; Nazim + 1) is equivalent to the point (i; 1). We de ne the perturbation
streamfun tion 0(i; j; k) and PPV q0(i; j; k) at ea h of these points in ea h layer k = 1; 2,
so that 0 and q0 are o-lo ated on the grid. The area of the gridbox with oordinates
(i; j ) is approximately [1 12 Æ 1 12 Æ rad ℄r(i)r, where Æ is the Krone ker delta
fun tion.
i;

j = 1; 2; : : : ; Nazim :

i; N

5.5.1 Prognosti equations

In the ontinuous ase, we hose perturbation streamfun tion boundary onditions su h
that ea h of the three ontributions to the area-integrated perturbation PPV tenden y
was zero. We would now like to hoose dis retizations of these ontributions, together
with dis retizations of the boundary onditions, for whi h this statement still holds
exa tly. If our dis retization only onserves mean PPV approximately, then there is
the possibility of a non-physi al and explosive in rease in the PPV, even if the error is
small, due to the ompound e e ts of very many timesteps. Following Se tion 5.4.1, we
therefore next examine the dis retizations and boundary onditions ne essary to ensure
that
azim
rad X
X
[1 21 Æ 1 12 Æ rad ℄ f (i; j; k)r(i)r = 0
(5.57)
N

i

N

=1 j =1

i;

i;N

for k = 1; 2, where f (i; j; k) is, in turn, the dis retized azimuthal derivative, Ja obian
and Lapla ian.
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Azimuthal derivative
The entred, se ond order dis retization of the azimuthal derivative:
0 (i; j + 1; k)
0 (i; j 1; k)
f (i; j; k) =
2
satis es equation (5.57) un onditionally, as in the ontinuous ase.

(5.58)

Ja obian
The se ond order Arakawa (1966) dis retization of the Ja obian satis es equation (5.57)
if
0 (i; j + 1; k)
0 (i; j; k)
= 0 8 j; k; i = 1; Nrad ;
(5.59)

whi h is a dis retized version of the ondition (5.46) for the ontinuous ase.
Lapla ian
It is tedious but straightforward to show that the ve-point dis retization of the Laplaian (whose ontinuous de nition is given in equation (5.17) for referen e):
0 (i + 1; j; k) 2 0 (i; j; k) + 0 (i 1; j; k)
f (i; j; k) =
(r)2
0
0
+ (i + 1; j;2kr)(i)r(i 1; j; k)
0
0 i; j; k) + 0 (i; j 1; k)
+ (i; j + 1; k) 2[r(i()
;
(5.60)
℄2
with ghost point values 0(0; j; k) and 0(Nrad + 1; j; k) given by linear extrapolation:
0 (2; j; k)

0 (N + 1; j; k)
rad

0 (1; j; k)

=
0 (N ; j; k) =
rad

0 (1; j; k)

0 (N ; j; k)
rad

0 (0; j; k)

0 (N
rad

1; j; k) ;

(5.61)
(5.62)

satis es equation (5.57) if
Nazim

X
j

and

Nazim

X
j

=1

0 (2; j; k)

=1

0 (Nrad ; j; k)

r

0 (1; j; k)

0 (Nrad

r
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whi h are dis retized versions of the ondition (5.47) for the ontinuous ase. There will
be a small error in the value of the dis retized Lapla ian at the boundaries due to the
assumption of linearly-extrapolated ghost points, but there seems to be no other simple
way to dis retize the Lapla ian in su h a way that analogues of its integral properties
are fully preserved.
5.5.2 Diagnosti equations

The dis retized versions of equations (5.39) and (5.40) are
0 (i; j )
m

Q0m (i; j )

X1

Nazim

=

n

=0

Nazim
X

=

n

=0

1

^ 0 (i)e2 p

1nj=Nazim ;

(5.65)

p
Q^ 0 nm (i)e2 1nj=Nazim :

(5.66)

n
m



The summations have been trun ated, ompared to equations (5.39) and (5.40), be ause
there are only Nazim independent Fourier omponents asso iated with the dis rete Fourier
transform of a series of Nazim numbers.
Be ause

0 (i; j ) is real, we have
m

^0

Nazim n
m

(i) = [ ^ 0 (i)℄ ;

n = 1; 2; : : : ; Nazim

n
m

1:

(5.67)

We hoose Nazim to be even, and then we need only expli itly solve equation (5.41) for
n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; Nazim=2. Solutions for n = Nazim=2 + 1; : : : ; Nazim 1 are given in terms
of solutions for n = Nazim=2 1; : : : ; 1 by equation (5.67), halving the pro essing time
required for the PPV inversions. The maximum resolvable wavenumber is the Nyquist
wavenumber, Nazim=2.
In terms of the normal mode variables, the dis retized boundary onditions (5.59), (5.63)
and (5.64) redu e, on substitution into equations (5.65) and (5.66), to
9
^ 0 (1) = 0 =
(5.68)
^ 0 (Nrad) = 0 ; 8 m; n 6= 0
and
9
=
^ 00 (1) =
^ 00 (2)
(5.69)
^ 00 (Nrad) = ^ 00 (Nrad 1) ; 8 m :
n
m

n
m

m

m

m

m
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We now onsider the dis retization of the radial stru ture equation (5.41). Using entred
three-point nite di eren es at the interior points i = 2; 3; : : : ; Nrad 1, we obtain
^ 0 (i 1) 2 ^ 0 (i) + ^ 0 (i + 1)
(r)2
^0
^0
+ (i +21)r(i)r (i 1)
n
m

n
m

n
m

n
m

n
m



n2
m +
[r(i)℄2



^ 0 (i) = Q^ 0 (i) :
n
m

(5.70)

n
m

Re-grouping terms a ording to grid-points gives
(i) ^ 0 (i 1) + (i) ^ 0 (i) + +(i) ^ 0 (i + 1) = Q^ 0 (i)(r)2 ;
n
m

n
m

where the dimensionless quantities

n
m



(i) = 2

(5.71)

and are given by

 (i) = 1 

and

n
m

r
2r ( i )



n2
m +
[r(i)℄2



(5.72)
(r)2 :

(5.73)

In Cartesian geometry we would have (i) = 1.
The Nrad 2 equations (5.71), together with 2 boundary onditions, omplete the set of
Nrad equations in the Nrad unknowns ^ 0 (i); i = 1; 2; : : : ; Nrad . These linear equations
an be written in matrix form:
n
m

0

bdy bdy
(2) (2)
(3)

10

^0
^0
^0
^0
^0

1

0

(1) C B
B ^0
C B Q
(2) C
C B
B ^0
C B Q
(3) C
C=B
B ^0
C B Q
(4) C
C B
B ^0
C B Q
(5) C
A 

1

0
C
+ (2)
2
C
(2)(r) C
C
C
(3) +(3)
(3)(r)2 C
C
+
2
C
(4) (4) (4)
(4)(r) C
C
2
C
(5) (5)
(5)(r) C
A
...
...
...
...
... . . .
...
...
(5.74)
where the zero elements in the tridiagonal Nrad by Nrad matrix have been left blank.
The two elements labelled \bdy" are boundary ondition elements, dependent upon m
and n, and there are two more su h elements in the nal two olumns of the bottom row.
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B


:::
:::
:::
:::
:::
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CB
CB
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n
m

n
m

n
m
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m

n
m
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m
n
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5.6 Perturbation streamfun tion boundary onditions
for the dis retized equations
In the ontinuous ase, we found that the boundary onditions for the barotropi mean
ow orre tion omponent (m = bt, n = 0) were ill-posed as originally stated, and
remained so until we repla ed a redundant boundary ondition with an equation to
de ne an integration onstant (Se tion 5.4). This happens in the dis retized ase, too:
the square matrix in equation (5.74) is singular for the barotropi mean ow orre tion,
when the boundary ondition elements \bdy" are ( 1; 1) in the top row and (1; 1)
in the bottom row. The analyti al proof of this, whi h involves showing that a ertain
linear ombination of rows is zero, is tedious but straightforward. By analogy with the
ontinuous ase, we repla e the two boundary ondition elements in the bottom row
with (0; 1) to de ne the integration onstant by setting the streamfun tion for this omponent to zero on the outer boundary, and then the matrix is no longer singular (typi al
ondition numbers are given in Se tion 5.9).
In the ontinuous system, we set the n = 0, m = bt normal streamfun tion derivative to zero at one boundary and found that, if the mean barotropi PPV was zero,
the streamfun tion derivative would automati ally be zero at the other boundary (Se tion 5.4.2). Importantly, in ontrast with the ontinuous system, this statement does
not hold exa tly for the dis retized system. This is be ause Q^ 0 (1) and Q^ 0 (Nrad ) do
not appear in equation (5.74); we do not apply the dis retized di erential equation at
the boundaries, as we need to use these two degrees of freedom to set the boundary
onditions.
n
m

n
m

The error orresponding to this PPV leak is small ( (r)2 ), but even small errors an
grow to dominate the solution after a large number of timesteps. To x this problem
with the barotropi mean ow orre tion, we dis ard the outer boundary streamfun tion
^ 00bt (Nrad) obtained through inversion of equation (5.74) and de ne a new value for it by
setting ^ 00bt (Nrad) = ^ 00bt (Nrad 1). This ensures that the boundary onditions (5.69)
required for onservation of mean PPV are satis ed, but the onsequen e is that the
dis retized di erential equation (5.70) is not exa tly satis ed at the point Nrad 1. The
imposed boundary onditions are summarized in Table 5.2.
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n=0

n 6= 0

m = bt

^ 0 (2) ^ 0 (1) = 0
^ 0 (Nrad) = 0y

^ 0 (1) = 0

m=b

^ 0 (2) ^ 0 (1) = 0
^ 0 (Nrad) ^ 0 (Nrad 1) = 0

n
m

n
m

n
m

^ 0 (Nrad) = 0

n
m

n
m

n
m

^ 0 (1) = 0

n
m

n
m

n
m

^ 0 (Nrad) = 0

n
m

n
m

Summary of the boundary onditions applied to the streamfun tion
when integrating the dis retized equations. The analogous onditions for the for
the ontinuous ase are given in Table 5.1. yAfter the inversion, ^ 00bt(Nrad ) is
rede ned by ^ 00bt(Nrad ) ^ 00bt (Nrad 1) = 0, as dis ussed in the text.

Table 5.2:

5.7 Details of the numeri al s hemes
Time stepping
For the time-stepping we use a leapfrog s heme with a Robert (1966) 3-level time lter
applied at ea h timestep, to suppress the omputational mode splitting between even
and odd numbered steps (Mesinger & Arakawa, 1976). At ea h step, of size t, q +1 is
determined at ea h grid point using the leapfrog s heme:
t

t
q t+1 = q t 1 + 2t qtenden
y;

(5.75)

and then the value of q is adjusted in su h a way as to move it loser to the mean of
q 1 and q +1 :
 1

q + q +1
q !q +R
(5.76)
q :
2
t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

The old value of q is abandoned and the new, ltered value is used in its pla e. The
Robert lter parameter R > 0 is hosen to be as small as possible whilst still suppressing
the leapfrog de oupling.
t
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Time-lagged di usion
Numeri al solutions of the simple di usion equation, using the leapfrog s heme for
the time-dis retization and a time- entred three-point nite di eren e for the spa edis retization, are un onditionally unstable due to a omputational mode (Haltiner &
Williams, 1980). To avoid this in the present model, we time-lag the di usion terms
by one timestep when evaluating the right sides of the dis retized analogues of equations (5.23) and (5.24). This means that, when evaluating the PPV tenden y at timestep
t, we al ulate the for ing (=) and adve tion terms using the elds at timestep t, but
al ulate the di usion (r2) terms using the elds at timestep t 1.
Hyperdi usion
To represent sub-grids ale e e ts we add a hyperdi usion term to the right sides of the
prognosti equations (5.23) and (5.24), as is usual in numeri al models (e.g. Lewis, 1992).
At rst, a fourth-order streamfun tion hyperdi usion term hyper r4 0 was tried, but signi ant grids ale features were always found to form at the lateral boundaries whenever
the model was run. This is be ause during the PPV inversion, any grids ale features
in the PPV eld will give rise to orresponding grid-s ale features in the perturbation
streamfun tion eld, and then the hyperr4 0 ontribution to the PPV tenden y will
tend to damp out these features in the PPV eld. Unfortunately this does not happen
at the boundaries in the dis retized system, be ause boundary values of the PPV are
not used when performing the inversion. As already dis ussed, Q^ 0 (1) and Q^ 0 (Nrad)
are missing from equation (5.74). Values of PPV therefore are able to feed ba k into the
PPV tenden y eld only at interior points, and there is nothing to suppress grid-s ale
features in the PPV eld at the boundaries.
i

n
m

n
m

To avoid this, we instead use se ond-order hyperdi usion applied to the PPV, by adding
a term hyper r2q0 to the prognosti equations. This term is also time-lagged by one
timestep, as dis ussed above. The hyperdi usion term does not exa tly satisfy equation (5.57), though the error is small. In order to keep the model solutions as lose as
possible to the ontinuous equations solutions, we reset the mean PPV to zero after ea h
timestep, by adding a very small onstant whose value is hosen to t this requirement.
i
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Summary of numeri al integration s heme
A ow hart summarizing the details of the numeri al integration s heme is shown in
Figure 5.3. Given the PPV elds at times t 1 and t, we invert to obtain the streamfun tion elds at those times, whi h then allows us to al ulate all the ontributions to
the PPV tenden y. We perform a leapfrog time integration to obtain the PPV eld at
time t + 1, and then modify the PPV eld at time t by applying a Robert lter. On e
we have obtained q0 (t) and q0(t + 1) from q0(t 1) and q0(t), we dis ard q0(t 1) and
0 (t 1), we dump q 0 (t) and 0 (t) to disk, then we re-label t ! t 1 and begin the loop
again.
The system state is ompletely determined by 0 . Note that it is also ompletely determined by q0 together with the boundary onditions, be ause equations (5.25) and (5.26)
are uniquely invertible. It is not ne essary to dump both 0 and q0 to disk in order to
have a omplete des ription of the system, therefore. Nevertheless, we hoose to save
both elds, in order to redu e the need for further al ulations when plotting model
diagnosti s.

5.8 Initial onditions
A feature of the leapfrog timestepping s heme is that initial ondition elds are required
at two separate times, in order to begin the integration. As shown in Figure 5.3, we
hoose to spe ify the PPV elds as initial onditions. We use small amplitude random
noise for these elds, seeding the system to permit the growth of unstable perturbations
of any azimuthal and radial wavenumber. The intrinsi Fortran fun tion RANDOM NUMBER
is used to generate random numbers with a uniform distribution whi h are shifted to a
hosen interval entred on zero. We then subtra t the mean PPV in ea h layer at both
timesteps, whi h makes the elds satisfy the zero mean barotropi PPV ondition of
Se tions 5.4.2 and 5.6.
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initial
conditions
q’ (0)

q’ (1)

2

q’(t−1)

∆
q’ (t−1)

q’ (t)

J{ψ’(t),q’(t)}

ψ ’(t−1)

ψ ’(t)

d ψ ’ (t) /d θ
d q ’ (t) /d θ

terms in
the Q−G PV
equations

d q (t) / d t

ψ ’(t−1)

2

∆
re−define t

stochastic
term

Robert
filter
q’ (t)

leapfrog
q’ (t+1)

Organigram showing
how the the model integrations progress, starting
with
initial
onditions
q 0 (0) and q 0 (1). Ea h timestep has inputs q 0 (t 1) and
q 0 (t) and outputs q 0 (t) and q 0 (t +1), shown shaded. J ( 0 ; q 0 ) = [( 0 =r )(q 0 = )
( 0 =)(q0 =r)℄=r is the Ja obian. The sto hasti term, designed to represent
the e e ts of small-s ale waves, is introdu ed in Chapter 7 and is left swit hed o
until then.

Figure 5.3:
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n=0
n=1
n=2
n=3
n=4
n=5
n=6
n=7
n=8
n=9

m=bt

m=b

389
112
99
82
67
54
44
36
31
26

59
35
33
31
29
26
24
21
19
17

Estimates of the ondition numbers (in the in nity-norm) of the tridiagonal matri es in equation (5.74), orresponding to the rst 10 azimuthal modes
for both of the verti al modes. Values given are rounded to the nearest integer.
Table 5.3:

5.9 Suitable values for numeri al parameters
Code to arry out the numeri al integrations des ribed in this hapter has been written in Fortran 95 by the author and his supervisors, and ompiled using the Numeri al
Algorithms Group (NAG) f95 ompiler for Linux. Routines from the NAG library were
employed: nag fft for the transformations between real and spe tral spa e des ribed
by equations (5.65) and (5.66), and nag gen bnd lin sys for solving the omplex band
matrix equation (5.74) a large number ( Nazim) of times ea h timestep.
All model runs des ribed in this thesis were performed using double numeri al pre ision (retaining 16 signi ant gures) for the al ulations, and single numeri al pre ision
(retaining 8 signi ant gures) for the dumps to disk. The fa tor by whi h relative
errors in the perturbation streamfun tion are greater than relative errors in the PPV
is known as the ondition number of the orresponding matrix. Some typi al ondition
numbers for the matri es in equations (5.74) are shown in Table 5.3. The largest ondition number in the system has a value of a few hundred, implying that only the last two
signi ant gures of the inferred perturbation streamfun tions will be un ertain, and
that errors due to rounding are therefore small.
The azimuthal derivative, Lapla ian and Ja obian routines were ea h tested using input
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0.1

y (m)

0.05
0
−0.05
−0.1
−0.15 −0.1 −0.05

0
x (m)

0.05

0.1

0.15

Gridpoint positions used for the model runs in this thesis. There are
96 points in the azimuthal dire tion and 16 in the radial dire tion, giving gridboxes
whi h are approximately square near the inner boundary.
Figure 5.4:

elds onsisting of random numbers satisfying the boundary onditions. The mean PPV
tenden y due to ea h ontribution was found to be zero to within numeri al pre ision,
implying that the ode for these routines is free from errors. The Helmholtz solver was
tested by rst using the forward formulae (5.25) and (5.26) with our dis retized Laplaian (5.60){(5.62) to al ulate the PPV elds orresponding to given random perturbation streamfun tion elds, and then using the Helmholtz solver routine to re onstru t
the streamfun tion elds from the al ulated PPVs. The root-mean-square di eren e
between the original and re onstru ted streamfun tion elds was around 0.1%, implying that the solver ode was also free from errors. The reason that the agreement is
not exa t, to within numeri al pre ision, is that we assume linearly-extrapolated ghost
points to evaluate the Lapla ian in the forward formulae | an assumption whi h is not
made during the inversion.
For all the model runs des ribed in this thesis (unless stated otherwise), the annulus
dimensions a, b and H have the values indi ated in Figure 2.3, the uid properties  , 
and S are as indi ated in Table 2.1, and the a eleration due to gravity is g = 9:81 m s 2 .
The FFT is mu h faster if the only prime fa tors of Nazim are 2, 3 and 5, and so we
i
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use a grid de ned by Nazim = 25  3 = 96 and Nrad = 16, as shown in Figure 5.4. The
Robert lter parameter is R = 0:01. For given and  , we take the amplitude of
the random initial PPV perturbation to be  =100 so that we are assessing the growth
of very small perturbations, we hoose the timestep t to be su h that the azimuthal
Courant number 12  t= is 0:01, and we hoose the hyperdi usion oeÆ ient hyper
2
to be su h that the e-folding time 1=(hyper kNyquist
) for damping of mid-radius grids ale
waves with the Nyquist wave ve tor kNyquist = Nazim=(a + b) is equal to one lid rotation
period.
In order to demonstrate insensitivity to the numeri al parameters, omparative runs
were done with (separately) the hyperdi usion oeÆ ient de reased by a fa tor of 10,
the Robert lter parameter de reased by a fa tor of 10 and the gridspa ing doubled
in both dire tions, but all other parameters unmodi ed. The equilibrated wave number was the same in ea h ase, and the mid-radius wave amplitude and phase speed
di ered by at most 0.3%. We have therefore demonstrated that both rounding errors
and dis retization errors are small, and that the equilibrated state is insensitive to the
values of the numeri al parameters, implying that the model output gives an a urate
representation of the true solutions of the ontinuous model equations.
The ode is very eÆ ient: on a Linux workstation with a 1.4 GHz AMD Athlon pro essor
and 100% of the CPU usage, and with Nazim = 96 and Nrad = 16, a model integration
speed of 120 timesteps per se ond is attained. Sin e timesteps of up to around 0.1 s an
be used stably, the model an run ten times faster than the laboratory annulus. The
run-time memory requirement is 3.1 MB.

5.10 Chapter summary
We have onstru ted a multi-layer ylindri al quasi-geostrophi numeri al model of the
rotating annulus laboratory experiment, and named it QUAGMIRE. Great are has been
taken to hoose dis retizations and boundary onditions whi h are both physi ally sensible and omputationally stable, and as a result the model gives reliable solutions of the
ontinuous equations. Large series of model runs have been arried out for omparison
with the laboratory results, and are des ribed in the next hapter.
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Chapter 6
Results of the numeri al
experiments
\The purpose of models is not to t the data but to
sharpen the questions."

Samuel Karlin,
11th R. A. Fisher Memorial Le ture,
The Royal So iety, 20 April 1983.

A large number of annulus ows have been simulated using QUAGMIRE, and the results
are des ribed in this hapter. A Matlab diagnosti s pa kage has been written by the
author, to read in the raw data dumped to disk and plot it and other derived quantities.
Comparisons are made between ow properties in the model and the laboratory, both as
a he k that the model works properly and reliably, and to investigate whether we an
attribute any di eren es to short waves present in the laboratory but not in the model.
A major advantage of the numeri al model is that velo ity elds | unavailable in the
laboratory | an easily be derived from the streamfun tions. The model velo ity elds
are used in this hapter to ompute various diagnosti s, ea h of whi h is expe ted to
have some ability in predi ting regions of generation of small-s ale waves, either due to
a shear instability or to spontaneous emission. By identifying the indi ator with the
best predi tive skill, we draw on lusions about the me hanism whi h is most likely to
be responsible for the observed mixed-wave short emissions in the laboratory.
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6.1 Model runs with zero interfa ial tension
The main series of model simulations arried out during this study onsisted of 210
separate runs, one for ea h ombination of 10 values of and 21 values of  given by
=rad s 1 2 f1:00; 1:50; 1:75; 2:00; 2:25; 2:50; 2:75; 3:00; 3:25; 3:50g

and
 =rad s

1

2 f0:01; 0:02; 0:03; 0:04; 0:05; 0:06; 0:08; 0:10; 0:12; 0:15;

0:20; 0:23; 0:30; 0:40; 0:50; 0:60; 0:70; 0:85; 1:06; 1:31; 1:61g:

These values were hosen to give a roughly uniform density of sampled points in the
(log[d℄; F ) parameter spa e. The interfa ial tension S was set to zero for these runs,
a ondition whi h will be relaxed for the runs to be des ribed in Se tion 6.4. Starting
from noisy initial onditions (Se tion 5.8), ea h run was ontinued for an integration
time equal to 60 lid rotation periods, whi h was usually found to be suÆ ient for waves
arising from any baro lini instability to have equilibrated at nite amplitude. In a
few ases full equilibration was not a hieved within this time and so the integration
was ontinued for a further 60 lid rotation periods. The 210 runs required around six
days of omputer time to omplete, and took up 3 GB of disk spa e dumping both the
streamfun tion and PPV elds on e every 500 timesteps.
A di eren e between the QUAGMIRE runs and the laboratory s ans of Chapter 4 is that
for the model simulations the state was reset to the appropriate initial ondition (smallamplitude noise superimposed onto the ba kground equilibrium state) before ea h new
run. In ontrast, in the ontinuous laboratory experiment s ans, the previously attained
ow served as the e e tive initial ondition. We do this so that for ea h parameter
ombination, we are examining the stability of small perturbations to the axisymmetri
equilibrium state, rather than the stability of an equilibrated nite amplitude large-s ale
mode orresponding to a neighbouring point of parameter spa e. Though this approa h
maintains a lose asso iation between the model and the theoreti al studies of baro lini
instability, it does mean that the model and laboratory experiments do not orrespond
to exa tly the same problem.
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6.1.1 Sample diagnosti s

We now show some sample model diagnosti s for the simulation with  = 0:08 rad s 1
and = 3:50 rad s 1 , demonstrating how we an diagnose azimuthal wavenumbers,
interfa ial wave amplitudes and wave phase speeds from the raw model data.
Figure 6.1 shows the perturbation interfa e height eld ( al ulated from equation 5.30)
at six di erent timesteps, showing how the system evolves from the noisy initial state
in (a), via an azimuthal wavenumber 5 mode with initial largest growth rate in (b){
(e), to the equilibrated wavenumber 3 mode in (f). Note that the sele ted mode is not
that with the initial largest growth rate, whi h was quite a ommon o urren e in the
model runs. This is due to the development of a radial mode between timesteps 10,000
and 14,000 as seen in ( ), (d) and (e), whi h seems to alter the relative stability of
the azimuthal wavenumber 3 and 5 modes. Appleby (1988) has dis ussed the diÆ ulty
of predi ting, in a two-layer ow simultaneously baro lini ally-unstable to two dis rete
wavelengths, whi h of the two modes will eventually predominate. Note the lose resemblan e between the wave shapes in Figures 6.1(f) and 4.16(a), giving our rst eviden e
that the simulated ows are reasonable. A quantitative model/laboratory omparison
is arried out in Se tion 6.1.2.
Azimuthal wavenumbers an easily be read o by eye from the interfa e height plots, but
it is onvenient to automate this pro edure when it needs to be done for many hundreds
of model runs. To this end, the azimuthal Fourier omponent amplitudes orresponding
to the eld in Figure 6.1(f) are plotted in Figure 6.2. The wavenumber 3 omponent is
the largest, as expe ted, but the azimuthal pro les are not perfe tly sinusoidal. There
are signi ant wavenumber 6 and 9 harmoni s, with amplitudes around a fa tor of 10
smaller than the dominant omponent. There is only slight eviden e of an energy buildup at the grids ale (wavenumbers of around Nazim=2 = 48), showing that the numeri al
hyperdi usion term (Se tion 5.7) is su essfully suppressing any spurious growth.
In order to determine wave amplitudes, Figure 6.3 shows azimuthal pro les of full
(i.e. mean plus perturbation) interfa e height orresponding to Figure 6.1(f), at ea h
of the 16 model radii. The height shows no variation with azimuth at the two sidewall
boundaries, a onsequen e of both layer streamfun tions being onstant there. Wave
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0

amplitudes at ea h radius an be omputed from diagrams su h as this, by halving the
di eren e between the maximum and minimum displa ements. In this ase the amplitude is largest near the middle of the annular gap, where it rea hes around 1 mm.
Figure 6.4 shows a timeseries of mid-radius wave amplitude for the entire model run.
The wavenumber 5 mode is seen to grow very rapidly at the start of the run, but then
gives way to the sele ted wavenumber 3 mode after around 300 s. The mode 3 amplitude
temporarily va illates as it de ays towards its equilibrated value of 1.1 mm, after whi h
it remains onstant.
By wat hing the equilibrated wave as it drifts around the annulus, we an derive its
phase speed. Figure 6.5 shows a post-equilibrium timeseries of perturbation interfa e
height displa ement at a xed mid-radius point, from whi h we an verify our previous
nding that the wave amplitude is 1.1 mm. By taking a temporal Fourier transform
we nd the predominant period to be 51.7 s, whi h we must multiply by the azimuthal
wavenumber to obtain the drift period of 155 s. This is losely equal to double the lid
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Figure 6.6:

rotation period 2  2= = 157 s, so that the wave angular phase speed is half the lid
rotation speed in this ase.
We an derive the perturbation velo ity omponents from the perturbation streamfun tions, using equations (5.28) and (5.29). These two elds in the upper layer, after equilibration, are shown over-plotted in Figure 6.6. The streamfun tion is onstant along
the boundaries, meaning that the radial velo ity omponent is zero there. Both onstants have adjusted to take di erent values, however, meaning that there is a non-zero
radially-averaged azimuthal velo ity omponent, whi h orresponds to the mean ow
orre tion (Se tion 5.3.2). Six eddies have developed: three with rotation in the lo kwise sense and three in the anti- lo kwise sense. The net azimuthal uid transport due
to the perturbation velo ities of these eddies is in the retrograde ( lo kwise) dire tion,
though this transport is weaker than that of the mean ow and so the overall transport is
still in the prograde dire tion. In the lower layer, the net perturbation transport is in the
prograde (anti- lo kwise) dire tion (not shown). The wave arising from the baro lini
instability has therefore tended to redu e the mean velo ity shear a ross the interfa e
whi h aused the instability.
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We an evaluate the radially-averaged azimuthal velo ity omponents responsible for
redu ing the shear, by taking the di eren e between the streamfun tions at r = a and
r = b and dividing by b a. The results of this for both layers are shown in Figure 6.7
as fun tions of time. The series are almost exa tly equal and opposite, implying that
the mean azimuthal velo ity is almost purely baro lini , with a mu h smaller barotropi
omponent. This nding is onsistent with the highly-trun ated two-layer model of
Lovegrove (1997), in whi h ertain intera tion oeÆ ients are shown to be zero be ause
of an additional symmetry introdu ed due to the layer depths being equal. This leads to
the equilibrated barotropi mean ow orre tion omponent being zero (see Lovegrove's
equation (1.17) and following omments).
As an example of an amplitude va illation simulated by QUAGMIRE, Figure 6.8 shows
a timeseries of post-transient amplitude from the run with  = 0:70 rad s 1 and
= 3:25 rad s 1. In this ase, the equilibrated state is a 1AV, with an amplitude envelope that is not sinusoidal. The va illation period is 47.5 s and the wave drift period in
this ase is 17.3 s (not shown), so that the wave drifts ompletely around the tank about
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0

three times between su essive peaks of the va illation y le. This is in good agreement
with typi al va illation periods observed in the laboratory experiment.
6.1.2 Comparison between model and laboratory

We have shown how wavenumbers, amplitudes and phase speeds an be derived from the
raw data generated by the QUAGMIRE numeri al experiments. These three quantities
are also readily available from the alibrated laboratory experiments, and we now undertake a omparison between the two as an important test of QUAGMIRE's reliability.
Wavenumber omparison
The dominant azimuthal wavenumber after equilibration has been determined for ea h
of the 210 model runs des ribed in Se tion 6.1, and the resulting numeri al regime diagram is shown in Figure 6.9. There are well-de ned regimes everywhere, apart from at
low d and high F where the wavenumber 1 and 2 regions be ome entangled and onfused.
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A small number of 10-member ensemble runs was arried out, in order to test sensitivity
to initial onditions. The runs within ea h ensemble had the same run parameters, but
di erent random numbers for the noise in the initial state. All ten members gave equilibrated ows whi h were identi al in terms of wavenumber, wave speed and amplitude,
ex ept in the low-d and high-F orner where there was a probability partition between
wavenumber 1 and 2. In this region there is high sensitivity to initial onditions, whi h
help to determine the nal state, whereas elsewhere in the regime diagram there is insensitivity to the pre ise details of the noise in the initial onditions. We return to examine
the response of the model to small-s ale random noise in Chapter 7, when we use a noisy
for ing term to represent the laboratory small-s ale waves.
The laboratory regime diagram orresponding to Figure 6.9 is shown in Figure 4.1.
There is ex ellent qualitative agreement between the shapes of the model and laboratory wavenumber transition urves. Quantitative agreement is limited by a shift in
the regime features in the (d; F ) plane between the two diagrams. For example, onsideration of the oordinates of the m = 0; 1; 2 and m = 0; 2; 3 transition urve triple
points shows that the model overestimates F by a fa tor of 1{2 and d by a fa tor of
5{10. The error in F is small, and an be attributed to the many approximations made
when deriving the model Q-G equations. The error in d is signi antly larger. In the
non-dimensionalized governing equations, d is the oeÆ ient of the Ekman layer terms.
The mismat h between QUAGMIRE and laboratory regime diagrams therefore suggests
that the model assumption of linear, parameterized Ekman layers is inadequate. This
is perhaps not surprising, as the Ekman velo ity formulae used in the model equations
are derived under the assumption of geostrophy, but the Rossby numbers rea hed in the
laboratory MRW regime an be as large as 1 (see Figure 4.6(b)).
Wave speed omparison
The post-transient angular phase speed of the waves has been determined for ea h of
the baro lini ally-unstable model runs, and is shown in Figure 6.10. The wave speed
shows no variation with turntable speed , as in the laboratory experiments, and in
ea h ase it is lose to half the lid rotation speed  . These two statements hold even
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Figure 6.10:

as wavenumber transition urves are rossed. Sin e the equilibrium Q-G rotation rates
are losely one-quarter and three-quarters of the lid rotation speed (Se tion 5.3.1), we
on lude that the model waves travel at the mean of the equilibrium layer rotation rates.
The variation of model wave speed with lid speed is shown in Figure 6.11 for the ase
= 2:0 rad s 1 . Over-plotted on the same gure is the equivalent laboratory data,
obtained from experiments PAI1{10 after 90 minutes by timing drift periods with a
stopwat h. The model overestimates the wave speeds by a fa tor of four, presumably
due (at least in part) to the importan e of Stewartson layer drag dis ussed in Se tion 3.4.3, whi h is present in the laboratory but absent in the model, and also to the
un ertainty in the uid properties, to be investigated in Se tions 6.2 and 6.3.
Wave amplitude omparison
A systemati model/laboratory amplitude omparison is diÆ ult be ause a given and
 will orrespond to di erent wavenumber regimes in the laboratory and model, due
to the shift of features in the (d; F ) parameter spa e, dis ussed above. Whilst wave
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Figure 6.11:

speeds are independent of wavenumber, as shown above, we might expe t that wave
amplitudes are not. Instead, the mid-radius wave amplitudes after equilibration were
determined for ea h of the baro lini ally-unstable model runs, and typi al values were
used for the omparison, be ause amplitude variations within wavenumber regimes were
small. Typi al amplitudes of wavenumber 1, 2 and 3 ows in the model were found
to be around 5 mm, 2 mm and 1 mm respe tively, a fa tor of a few smaller than the
laboratory amplitudes reported in Se tion 4.8. We investigate this mismat h, together
with the phase speed mismat h, in Se tions 6.2 and 6.3.

6.2 Variation of model vis osity
SuÆ ient eviden e has been a umulated (Se tions 2.2.4 and 4.2) to suggest that there
may be slow hanges in the physi al properties of the working liquids. In this se tion
and the next, we vary the model vis osities and interfa ial tension, respe tively, to investigate whether these hanges an help to explain the observed dis repan ies between the
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Figure 6.12:

amplitudes and phase speeds of the large-s ale waves reported above. Preliminary laboratory eviden e for hanges in the large-s ale waves with time, and therefore with uid
properties, has been presented in Se tion 4.2. On these grounds we expe t the model
waves to display a variation with uid properties also.
The experiment with  = 0:60 rad s 1 and = 2:25 rad s 1 was repeated with the
lower layer vis osity 2 varying throughout the run. Starting with a wave whi h had
equilibrated with the measured laboratory vis osity (Table 2.1), 2 was in reased disontinuously to a new value and the system was allowed to re-equilibrate, and then 2
was in reased again, et . The in rease was by a fa tor of around two in ea h ase, and
the ow remained 1S throughout. The resulting amplitude tra e is shown in Figure 6.12.
There is a ringing e e t as the system adjusts to ea h of the six hanges. Though the
vis osities rea hed by the end of the run were unrealisti ally large, just a single doubling
of 2 from its assumed value produ es a signi ant in rease in wave amplitude, of around
25%.
The vis osity s an experiment des ribed above was repeated on e more, this time with
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Figure 6.13:

six dis ontinuous de reases in lower layer vis osity. The equilibrated wave amplitudes
obtained from ea h of the 13 vis osities investigated are shown in Figure 6.13, as a
p
fun tion of  = 2=1 . There are two distin t bran hes of the urve orresponding to
in reasing and de reasing . If 2 were twi e as large as its assumed value, and 1 were
half as large, then  would be twi e its assumed value and the wave amplitude would
be over 50% larger.
The reason that wave amplitudes vary with vis osity seems to be that vis osity a e ts
the energeti s of the system. From equations (5.20) and (5.21), as  ! 0,  1 ! 
and  2 ! 12  , whereas as  ! 1,  1 ! 12  and  2 ! 0. Therefore, as 
in reases, the kineti energy of the uids de reases. There seems to be a orresponding
in rease in the gravitational potential energy, whi h manifests itself as an in rease in the
interfa ial wave amplitude.
The wave angular phase speed was also determined for ea h of the 13 vis osities investigated, and is plotted as a fun tion of  in Figure 6.14. There is a strong variation with
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Figure 6.14:

.

Over-plotted is a urve orresponding to the mean of the equilibrium layer rotation
rates, 12 ( 1 +  2 ), determined theoreti ally as a fun tion of  from equations (5.20)
and (5.21). There is a good t between the urve and the 13 points, showing that
QUAGMIRE waves travel at the mean layer speed for all vis osities in this range. An
in rease in  from 1 to 2 would de rease the model wave speeds by around 20%.
The in rease in model wave amplitude and de rease in model wave speed as  is doubled
do not fully a ount for the laboratory/model disagreement reported in Se tion 6.1.2.
Sin e un ertainties in the vis osity an only partially a ount for the dis repan y, in the
following se tion we investigate the e e ts of un ertainties in the interfa ial tension.

6.3 Variation of model interfa ial tension
The experiment with  = 0:60 rad s 1 and = 2:25 rad s 1 was repeated with the
interfa ial tension S varying throughout the run. Starting with a wave whi h had equilibrated with zero tension, S was in reased dis ontinuously to a new value and the system
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Figure 6.15:

was allowed to re-equilibrate, and then S was in reased again, et . The in rease was by
10 3 N m 1 in ea h ase, and the ow remained 1S throughout. The resulting amplitude
tra e is shown in Figure 6.15. As with the vis osity s ans, there is a ringing e e t as
the system adjusts to ea h hange.
The equilibrated wave amplitudes obtained from ea h of the 11 interfa ial tensions investigated are shown in Figure 6.16, as a fun tion of S . The interfa ial tension rea hed at
the end of the run was 10 2 N m 1, only around a third of the assumed laboratory value
in the absen e of a surfa tant (Table 2.1), but the produ t F I had rea hed 0:47 by this
stage and QUAGMIRE requires F I  1 (Se tion 5.3). We therefore do not expe t the
rapid amplitude growth with S shown in the gure to be ontinued as F I approa hes
unity, but we an infer that the assumed interfa ial tension an in rease QUAGMIRE
amplitudes by at least a fa tor of ve relative to the S = 0 ase.
The wave angular phase speed was also determined for ea h of the 11 interfa ial tensions investigated, and is plotted as a fun tion of S in Figure 6.17. There is no variation
with S , the speed taking on the mean layer speed 0:5 for all investigated interfa ial
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tensions.
We have been unable to nd detailed studies of the impa t of interfa ial tension on
baro lini instability in the geophysi al literature, and so it is diÆ ult to orroborate
the above ndings. The e e ts of interfa ial tension on Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
have been more widely studied, however. From equation (9.3) of A heson (1990), the
amplitude growth rate of a Kelvin-Helmholtz mode in reases with interfa ial tension,
and the wave phase speed is independent of it. In this se tion, we have ome to similar
on lusions about waves due to baro lini instability | equilibrated amplitudes grow
with in reased tension, but speeds are una e ted | and so the omparison with KelvinHelmholtz instability makes our ndings plausible.
The model/laboratory inter omparison has been improved by in reasing the model interfa ial tension. The omparison is dis ussed in more detail in Se tion 6.5.

6.4 Model runs with non-zero interfa ial tension
A se ond series of 210 model runs has been arried out, identi al to the rst series (Se tion 6.1) ex ept that the interfa ial tension is now set to be S = 5:0  10 3 N m 1,
lose to the assumed laboratory value in the presen e of a surfa tant (Se tion 2.2.3).
The resulting wavenumber regime diagram is shown in Figure 6.18. The 21 runs with
= 3:50 rad s 1 all rashed due to an arithmeti ex eption before the 500th timestep,
as the produ t F I was then 0:57 and the interfa ial tension orre tion oeÆ ient Cit =
1=(1 2F I ) was negative, and so there are no points orresponding to these runs in the
diagram. When is 3.25 rad s 1 , 3.00 rad s 1 and 2.75 rad s 1 , the produ t F I is 0:49,
0:42 and 0:35 respe tively. None of these is mu h smaller than unity, and so wavenumbers in the top three rows of points in the regime diagram are likely to be unreliable.
Negle ting these top three rows, there is good agreement between QUAGMIRE wavenumber transition urves both without and with small interfa ial tension (Figures 6.9 and 6.18,
respe tively). We on lude, based on the present regime diagram and the analysis of Se tion 6.3, that small model interfa ial tension has no impa t upon equilibrated wavenumbers or wave speeds, but signi antly in reases wave amplitudes.
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m = 0, 1, 2 (0:01; 4:8) (0:06; 6)
m = 0, 2, 3 (0:02; 5:5) (0:25; 11)

S=0
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S = 5 mN m 1
=1

?
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(d, F)

mid-radius
wave amplitude
m=1
m=2
m=3

25 mm
8 mm
7 mm

5 mm
2 mm
1 mm

+55%

+75%

angular wave speed

0:12 

0:50 

20%

+0%

Comparison of three important wave properties between the laboratory
experiments and the QUAGMIRE runs with model parameters S = 0 and  = 1.
The hanges in the properties when  is in reased to 2 and S is in reased to
5:0  10 3 N m 1 are also shown. The hange in the triple point oordinates as
 is doubled has not been investigated, and a ordingly these entries are labelled
with \?".
Table 6.1:

6.5 Dis ussion of model/laboratory omparison
A summary of the ndings of Se tions 6.1.2, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, regarding the quantitative omparison between large-s ale waves in the laboratory and the model, is given in
Table 6.1. In the present se tion, we onsider in turn ea h of the omparisons in the
table, with the aim of investigating whether or not it is possible to on dently assign
reasons for the dis repan ies. In parti ular, laboratory/model di eren es ould be due
to (a) un ertainties in the uid parameters; (b) unreasonable model assumptions apart
from the negle t of fast modes; and ( ) the negle t of fast modes in the model. Before
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we an attribute the dis repan ies to reason ( ), and thereby laim that we have found
eviden e of an observable fast wave impa t upon the slow wave dynami s, we must rst
be able to reje t the hypotheses that the dis repan ies are due to reasons (a) and (b).
Model and laboratory Froude numbers agree to within a fa tor of up to 2, whi h seems
reasonable given the many model approximations, in luding the small Rossby number
assumption. The signi ant disagreement between dissipation parameters, by a fa tor of
up to around 10, an probably be put down to un ertainties in layer vis osities (whi h
appear in the dissipation parameter formula), and to the assumption of geostrophi
parameterized Ekman velo ities and other model approximations, in luding boundary
onditions. Lovegrove (1997) onstru ted a spe tral, hannel model of the annulus, and
ame to very similar on lusions about the laboratory transition urve omparison. He
notes that:
\... while the Froude numbers of experimental runs are of the same magnitude
as those present in the theoreti al regime diagram, the experimental values of
the dissipation parameter are a tually about an order of magnitude smaller

than the predi ted theoreti al values."

He a ounts for the dis repan y as being due to system di eren es, and without re ourse
to short waves.
Model wave amplitudes with zero interfa ial tension are a fa tor of up to 7 times smaller
than those measured in the laboratory. Realisti errors in the vis osity ould in rease
the model amplitudes by one-half. Interfa ial tensions smaller than the assumed laboratory value in the absen e of a surfa tant ould almost double model wave amplitudes.
Though we have been unable to run the model with a realisti ally large tension, it seems
believable from Figure 6.16 that the measured tension ould give the required amplitude
ampli ation to a ount for this dis repan y.
Finally, the model waves travel around four times faster than those in the laboratory.
This ould partially be explained by un ertainties in the vis osities, to whi h model wave
speeds are moderately sensitive: a realisti vis osity error ould redu e model speeds by
20%. The dominant me hanism, though, is the negle t of Stewartson boundary layers
in the model. We know that su h boundary layers exist in the laboratory experiment,
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and we have seen in Se tion 3.4.3 that they exert a signi ant drag for e on the layers,
slowing down waves by up to an additional 40% (Table 3.2). Further allowing for the
approximation in equation (3.24), and the model assumptions, is probably enough to
explain this dis repan y.
Despite the model/laboratory dis repan ies reported in the above paragraphs, many
aspe ts of the omparison are positive. The model gives a realisti variety of sele ted
wavenumbers, waves of reasonable shape and form, and va illations with reasonable
periods. We on lude that it seems likely that the dis repan ies an be attributed to
me hanisms (a) and (b). It follows that, sin e we are unable to reje t these me hanisms,
the dis repan ies are not proof of an observable fast wave impa t upon the balan ed
modes.

6.6 Radiation indi ators
In the rst part of this hapter, we have found reasonable agreement between the numeri al and laboratory experiments, in terms of wave speeds, amplitudes and wavenumbers.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that QUAGMIRE is also adequately simulating
velo ity elds. In the remainder of this hapter, we use the model velo ity elds to
ompute ve diagnosti s of small-s ale wave generation in the MRW regime. Some of
the diagnosti s are predi tors of small-s ale waves due to a shear instability me hanism,
and others due to a nonlinear spontaneous emission me hanism. By investigating whi h
of the ve indi ators best predi ts the spatial lo ations of the laboratory small-s ale
waves, we will be able to infer whi h of the two generation me hanisms is responsible.

6.6.1 Indi ator de nitions

We now review, in turn, ea h of the ve radiation indi ators to be diagnosed using the
model velo ity elds.
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Horizontal divergen e, Æ
To rst order in the Rossby number, the velo ity elds in any quasi-geostrophi model
are horizontally non-divergent, permitting the introdu tion of a streamfun tion. At
higher order, though, there must be a small non-zero horizontal divergen e Æ = r :u
in order to allow the interfa e height to slowly evolve. In a velo ity de omposition, vortial omponents orrespond to balan ed modes and divergent omponents to unbalan ed
modes, whi h suggests that Æ may be a good indi ator of small-s ale wave generation.
h

h

From mass onservation r:u = 0 for an in ompressible uid, we have
w
:
(6.1)
Æ=
z
Integrating over the lower layer (in luding Ekman layers), at the top and bottom of
whi h the verti al velo ities are (D=Dt)2h and 0 respe tively, gives


1
 1 2  1 2 
Æ2 =
h;
(6.2)
+
h t r  r r r 
with a similar expression for the upper layer. The horizontal divergen e is a general
indi ator of short wave emission, i.e. it is not spe i to either the shear or spontaneous
emission me hanisms.
Lo al Ri hardson number, Ri
The Ri hardson number dis ussed in Se tion 4.4.1 is expe ted to be a good indi ator
of small-s ale wave generation by a shear instability me hanism. In that se tion we
derived an expression for the Ri hardson number in terms of the velo ity elds. In
the baro lini ally-stable regime these velo ity elds were simply those asso iated with
solid-body rotation, for whi h we ould write down analyti al expressions. By doing
this we were able to show that the Ri hardson number was a good indi ator of the produ tion of small-s ale waves in the KH regime. We were unable to repeat the analysis
for the small-s ale waves in the MRW regime as we ould not determine the velo ity
elds. However, these elds are now known from the model, enabling us to omplete
this avenue of inquiry.
The general de nition of Ri hardson numberpfor the annulus is
0
Ri = 2g(u=)2 ;
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where (u)2 = (u )2 + (u )2 is the velo ity shear a ross the interfa e, whi h an be
diagnosed from the streamfun tion. Equation (6.3) is a generalization of equation (4.4),
whi h applies only to the axisymmetri equilibrium ow.
r



Brown indi ator, , and turbulent energy dissipation rate, 
A number of shear instability indi ators have been developed as omplementary alternatives to the Ri hardson number. Two of these are the Brown indi ator  and turbulent
energy dissipation rate , rst studied by Roa h (1970) as indi ators of Clear Air Turbulen e (CAT) in the atmosphere. CAT o urs in loudless onditions at altitudes of
around 10 km, and is due to small-s ale Kelvin-Helmholtz billows. It is o asionally
severe enough to lift aeroplane passengers from their seats and ause injury or death
(Roa h & Bysouth, 2002), and so there are important pra ti al reasons for developing
a reliable indi ator.
Roa h begins his analysis by noting that, on the one hand, there are dynami al proesses whi h tend to in rease the verti al shear in horizontal velo ity, e.g. thermal wind
balan e giving a tropospheri jetstream in the atmosphere, or the imposed di erential
lid rotation in the annulus. On the other hand, vis ous energy dissipation due to smalls ale waves tends to redu e the shear. Roa h makes an assumption of approximate
balan e between these two ompeting e e ts on short times ales, leaving the shear (and
Ri hardson number) onstant.
Roa h pro eeds by imagining a thought experiment in the atmosphere in whi h the
dissipation e e t is swit hed o , destroying the balan e and allowing an in rease in
shear. He argues that the rate at whi h the small-s ale features were dissipating energy
just before the swit h-o must equal the rate of energy in rease of the system just after,
whi h is analyti ally derivable from the dynami al equations by setting the vis osity to
zero. Using this approa h, he al ulates an energy dissipation rate of
8
2
< (u)  :  > 0
24
=
(6.4)
:
0 : <0
where
1 DRi :
(6.5)
=
Ri Dt
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u is the vertial shear in horizontal velo ity asso iated with the tropospheri jetstream,
taken to be the shear a ross the interfa e in the annulus, and Ri is the Ri hardson number for the large-s ale ow, de ned for the annulus by equation (6.3). D=Dt is the total
derivative operator al ulated from equation (5.16). The indi ator  takes its name from
Brown (1973), who derived an approximate form whi h was more pra ti al for operational diagnosis of CAT, though in the present study we use the dire t de nition (6.5)
involving Ri. In Brown's paper, both  and  are shown to be better indi ators of CAT
than Ri, and so we might expe t the same to be true in the annulus.
Lighthill radiation term, LRT
Lighthill (1952) has presented a theory for the generation of sound waves by large-s ale
motions in a 3-D ompressible adiabati gas. The governing equations for Lighthill's
system are isomorphi to the non-rotating shallow water equations, with a orresponden e between a ousti and gravity modes, and so the problem of generation of pure
gravity waves had also unintentionally been solved by Lighthill. Ford (1994) extended
the theory to in lude rotation, and thereby derived an inertia-gravity wave radiation
term. The generation me hanism in this ase is an evolving vorti al motion rather than
a velo ity shear, making this indi ator fundamentally di erent from the previous three.
Ford's derivation begins by taking the f -plane invis id barotropi shallow water equations, in ux form. Two equations, obtained by taking the url and the divergen e of
the momentum equation, are ombined to produ e a single equation:
 2


t2

where

+ f2



h
gH r2
t

= t r:F + f k:r  F + g2 t r2h2 ;

F = ur:(hu) + (hu:r)u

(6.6)
(6.7)

and k is the unit verti al ve tor. The left side of equation (6.6) is the linear shallowwater inertia-gravity wave operator a ting on h=t, whi h turns out to be a more
onvenient variable than h. The right side ontains all of the nonlinear terms, whi h we
refer to olle tively as the Lighthill Radiation Term (LRT). The linear normal modes
of equation (6.6) are shallow-water inertia-gravity waves, for whi h the intrinsi angular
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frequen y ! and total wave ve tor K are related by dispersion equation:
! 2 = f 2 + gHK 2 :

(6.8)

The right side of Ford's original equation is written expli itly in Cartesian oordinates,
but we retain the ve tor form here as we would like to diagnose LRT in the ylindri al
geometry of the annulus. Ford goes on to derive an approximate form for LRT based on
small Froude number, though Froude numbers are larger than unity for ows of interest
in the present system, and so we use the unapproximated form given in equations (6.6)
and (6.7).
Ford argues that inertia-gravity waves will be generated in any region for whi h LRT
is non-zero, so that all vorti al ows will emit freely-propagating inertia-gravity waves,
disproving the existen e of a stri t slow manifold. The radiation me hanism is termed
spontaneous-adjustment emission radiation (SER) by Ford et al. (2000). SER is a generalization of geostrophi adjustment radiation (GAR), as it in ludes GAR as a sub- lass
but does not ne essarily take the ow towards a state of geostrophi balan e.
It is important to note that Ford's theory is based on the shallow water equations,
and so the expression for LRT given by equation (6.6) is an indi ator of shallow-water
inertia-gravity wave emission by an evolving shallow-water large-s ale mode. Though
the large-s ale modes in the present system an reasonably be lassi ed as shallow, it
appears that the small-s ale modes annot. Their typi al wavelengths (around 20 mm,
from Se tion 4.4.2) are signi antly smaller than the layer depth (125 mm), suggesting
that the observed short waves are in the deep-water regime with a di erent dispersion
relation from that above. Nevertheless, Lovegrove (1997) was able to demonstrate good
agreement between short wave periods measured in the laboratory, and those predi ted
by the shallow water dispersion relation (6.8), suggesting that the boundary between
the shallow and deep limits is determined by more than just the wave aspe t ratio. We
therefore spe ulate that Ford's theory is appropriate to the urrent system, even though
the system seems to be in a regime whi h is formally outside the limits of the theory's
appli ability.
An approximation needs to be made before we an apply Ford's one-layer theory to
the two-layer annulus. We approximate rp1 = 3rp2, whi h enables us to write the
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indi ator name

de nition

me hanism radiation ondition

horizontal divergen e

Æ = rh :uh

not spe i

Ri hardson number

Ri / (1u)2

Brown indi ator
energy dissipation rate

=

D lnRi
Dt

 / (u)2

Lighthill radiation term non-linear IGW terms

Æ 6= 0

KH

Ri < 1

KH

 large and positive

KH

>0

SER

jLRTj > 0

Summary of the ve radiation indi ators to be diagnosed using data
from QUAGMIRE. The parti ular generation me hanism asso iated with ea h indiator is listed (Kelvin-Helmholtz shear KH, or Spontaneous Emission Radiation
SER ) together with the ondition whi h needs to be satis ed in order for radiation
to be expe ted.

Table 6.2:

horizontal pressure gradient for e in the lower layer as (1=2)rp2 = (g0=2)rh. This
assumption applies be ause equilibrium zonal velo ities in the upper layer are three
times those in the lower layer (for equal vis osities, from Se tion 5.3.1) and so three
times the radial pressure gradient is required to support them. The impli ation is that
equation (6.6) holds for the lower layer in the rotating annulus, so long as we repla e
g with g 0 =2. All of the terms in the expression for LRT an be al ulated from the
QUAGMIRE output.
Table 6.2 gives a summary of the properties of the ve radiation indi ators dis ussed in
this se tion, in luding the onditions under whi h short wave emission is expe ted.
6.6.2 Indi ator plots using model data

Figure 6.19 shows plots of the ve radiation indi ators as al ulated from the main series
QUAGMIRE experiment (S = 0) with  = 0:15 rad s 1 and = 3:00 rad s 1 , for
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Figure 6.19:
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whi h the equilibrated ow is 2S, denoting a steady (non-va illating) wavenumber two
ow in the notation of Se tion 4.1. The interfa e height eld is also shown in the gure.
If we observed this interfa e height eld in the laboratory experiment, we would expe t
small-s ale wave generation at low- to mid-radii near  = 0Æ (\3 o' lo k") and  = 180Æ
(\9 o' lo k"), as an be seen by omparison with Figure 1.6 rotated through 90Æ. We
are therefore interested in whi h (if any) of the ve indi ators would predi t radiation
at these (and only these) angular positions, based on the radiation riteria in Table 6.2.
The horizontal divergen e indi ator shows four large amplitude regions, but this in ludes
two at whi h small-s ale waves are not observed in the laboratory. The Ri hardson number shows lo al minima with respe t to azimuth at the two expe ted regions, but is at
its smallest lose to the outer sidewall whi h is not a laboratory generation region. The
Brown indi ator has large positive maxima exa tly where the short laboratory waves
appear, but there are two equally large maxima elsewhere in the annulus. Similarly, the
energy dissipation rate has two maxima too many to be a reliable indi ator, and both
of the unwanted maxima are larger than the maxima in the expe ted lo ations. The
Lighthill radiation term has large global maxima at the two expe ted regions, and two
weaker lo al maxima at other lo ations in the annulus.
Figure 6.20 shows a similar analysis for an equilibrated 1S (steady wavenumber one)
ow with  = 0:50 rad s 1 and = 2:75 rad s 1 . In this ase, based on the laboratory
experiments, we would expe t small-s ale radiation at  = 90Æ (\12 o' lo k").
The Lighthill radiation term formulae (6.6) and (6.7) ontain terms with up to four
derivatives in them, whi h amplify small-s ale features relative to large-s ale features.
This heavy di erentiation gives rise to the high level of noise present in the LRT plots.
The three Kelvin-Helmholtz instability indi ators have ea h over-predi ted regions of
small-s ale wave generation, in both the 2S and 1S ases. The Lighthill diagnosti ,
an indi ator of spontaneous emission radiation, gives the best t with the laboratory
observations. It has large values exa tly where the short waves appear in the laboratory.
There are smaller subsidiary lo al maxima in other regions, but the values taken there
are presumably not large enough for the laboratory short waves to over ome the e e ts
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of vis ous dissipation | not in luded in Ford's theory | and grow to an amplitude
whi h would make them visible. We on lude that the SER me hanism is likely to be
responsible for the MRW regime small-s ale wave generation in the laboratory.
As regards the baro lini ally-stable ow regime, Æ,  and  are ea h identi ally zero sin e
the ow is then steady and axisymmetri . Most of the ontributions to LRT are also
zero, and those whi h aren't are very small due to the heavy di erentiation, giving an
LRT whi h is around 106 times smaller than in Figures 6.19 and 6.20 (not shown). Only
Ri is non-negligible, reinfor ing the on lusions of Se tion 4.4.1 that the laboratory short
waves in the baro lini ally-stable regime are generated by a shear instability.

6.7 Chapter summary
In this hapter we have investigated the results of simulations using the rotating, two
layer annulus model des ribed in Chapter 5. The basi model behaviour is the same as
that seen in the laboratory, on rming that the model is reliable and that the ode is
free from errors. For example, the model displays baro lini instability with a variety of
realisti equilibrated wavenumbers for super- riti al Froude numbers, and stability with
relaxation ba k to an axisymmetri state otherwise.
We have shown how wave amplitudes, phase speeds and wavenumbers an be derived
from the raw data produ ed by the model. These quantities are in reasonable agreement with measurements from the laboratory annulus. Spe i ally, we have found that
it seems likely that all observed laboratory/model dis repan ies an be attributed to
uid property errors and model approximations other than the negle t of fast modes.
This means that we are able to state, based on the omparisons that have been arried
out in this hapter, that we have found no eviden e of an observable small-s ale wave
impa t upon the large-s ale balan ed ow in the laboratory.
By diagnosing ve andidate radiation indi ators using the model velo ity elds, we have
been able to on lude that the observed short laboratory waves in the MRW regime (and
presumably also the MIW regime) are best explained by the spontaneous emission radiation me hanism. This is be ause shear me hanisms predi t short wave generation at
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regions other than those observed.
There were many di eren es between model and laboratory | apart from the negle t
of the fast modes in the model | in the omparison des ribed in this hapter. In the
following hapter, we in orporate a sto hasti inertia-gravity wave parameterization into
the model. This allows us to run omparative simulations in whi h the only di eren e
is the presen e and absen e of inertia-gravity waves, allowing a stronger test of their
impa ts than has been a hieved here.
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Chapter 7
A sto hasti parameterization of the
fast waves
\Demons et merveilles
Vents et marees
Au loin deja la mer s'est retiree
Mais dans tes yeux entrouverts
Deux petites vagues sont restees
Demons et merveilles
Vents et marees
Deux petites vagues pour me noyer."
Sables Mouvants, Ja

ques Prevert.

In this hapter, we design and implement a simple parameterization of inertia-gravity
waves in QUAGMIRE. Having rst justi ed the need for a parameterization, we review
previous deterministi and sto hasti parameterization s hemes, and give details of the
hosen present s heme. We then des ribe numeri al runs designed to measure the dependen e of the equilibrated wavenumber, wave amplitude and phase speed of the large-s ale
waves on the amplitude of the parameterized inertia-gravity waves. We are parti ularly
interested in investigating di eren es between runs with the parameterization swit hed
on and o . The short wave parameterization proves to be fruitful, as we are able to identify regions of parameter spa e in whi h the parameterized waves exert a large in uen e
on the balan ed ow, in parti ular by for ing spontaneous transitions between regimes
of di erent azimuthal wavenumber.
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7.1 Parameterizations of inertia-gravity waves
Based on the omparison between laboratory experiments and numeri al model runs in
Chapter 6, we were able to draw the on lusion that no eviden e had been found of an
observable small-s ale wave impa t upon the large-s ale ow. However, sin e the model
di ers from the laboratory experiments in more ways than just through the absen e
of small-s ale waves, this on lusion was ne essarily weak. Any dis repan y between
laboratory and model ould be put down to these di eren es, in luding un ertain uid
properties and model approximations, rather than to the ltering out of small s ales.
We would like to design a stronger test of the s ale-separated intera tion. Ideally, we
would like to run two laboratory experiments, one with and one without small-s ale
waves, but identi al in all other ways. Unfortunately this is impossible, as the laboratory small-s ale waves annot easily be swit hed o at will, and so the next best thing
is to in lude them in the numeri al model. QUAGMIRE is a quasi-geostrophi model,
and so by onstru tion annot expli itly apture the evolution of the short ageostrophi
waves. It an, however, represent them impli itly by in luding a parameterization of
their e e ts on the balan ed ow. Su h a parameterization for the two-layer annulus is
des ribed in this hapter, and model runs are ompared both with the parameterization
swit hed on and o .
Most onventional parameterization s hemes are deterministi , i.e. they des ribe the
e e ts of sub-grids ale pro esses by deterministi bulk formulae whi h depend upon
lo al resolved s ale variables and a number of adjustable parameters (Palmer, 2001). For
example, a well-known deterministi parameterization is that for the momentum deposition due a ontinuous spe trum of gravity waves developed by Hines (1997). Re ently,
Piani & Norton (2003) have shown that the deterministi Hines parameterization, whi h
has one adjustable parameter a, signi antly underestimates the variability of the quasibiennial os illation in simulations using the UK Meteorologi al OÆ e Uni ed Model.
They have shown that a sto hasti parameterization, in whi h a is allowed to vary randomly a ording to some hosen probability distribution, gives an in reased variability
and better agreement with observations.
Following Piani, we in lude a sto hasti parameterization of small-s ale waves in QUAG170
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MIRE, by adding a random noise term to the right side of the prognosti model equations (5.23) and (5.24) for ea h layer. To do this, we must assume that the pre ise details
and stru ture of the laboratory small-s ale waves are irrelevant, and that they have the
same impa t on the balan ed ow as would random noise.
As previously noted, QUAGMIRE annot apture the evolution of the small-s ale waves.
However, we an reasonably expe t it to apture the response of the balan ed modes
to PV anomalies indu ed by the small-s ale modes. Inertia-gravity waves have zero PV
anomaly only in the linear limit, and so any nite amplitude inertia-gravity waves will
arry a non-zero PPV. It is this quantity whi h we parameterize in the model equations,
as a sto hasti perturbation to the PPV tenden y elds. It was pointed out in Se tion 5.7 that the system state is ompletely spe i ed by the PPV eld. By perturbing
the PPV tenden y eld with noise, therefore, we are e e tively perturbing all of the
dynami al elds, in luding the horizontal divergen e eld whi h we expe t the laboratory inertia-gravity waves to perturb dire tly.
We hoose the simplest possible form for the sto hasti noise terms. At ea h gridpoint
and at ea h timestep, a random number is drawn from the uniform distribution on the
interval [0; 1℄, and then shifted to the interval [ amp; amp℄ before being used as an additive ontribution to the PPV tenden y as shown in Figure 5.3. The onstant amp is a
given amplitude with units s 2 , and is related to interfa e height wave amplitudes in a
way to be determined in Se tion 7.2.2. The noise elds are hosen to be purely barolini , i.e. equal and opposite in both layers, as any in rease in the depth of one layer due
to an interfa ial small-s ale wave is mat hed by a orresponding redu tion in the depth
of the other layer. The dis retized noise elds so de ned ontain no orrelations in either
time or horizontal position. An important di eren e between laboratory and model is
that the parameterized short model waves are present throughout the entire annular
domain, whereas the laboratory short waves are lo alized in spa e and time, appearing
only where the Lighthill radiation term is large (Se tion 6.6.2). This strengthens the
analogy between the model and the atmosphere, where inertia-gravity waves are more
ubiquitous than in the laboratory annulus.
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7.2 Model runs with the sto hasti parameterization
In the following se tions we show the results of some model runs with the sto hasti
terms swit hed on, for omparison with the runs des ribed in Chapter 6.
7.2.1 Reprodu ibility of the equilibrated state

In this se tion, we investigate the possible role that small-s ale features play in larges ale wavenumber sele tion. We use an experiment with  = 0:23 rad s 1 and
= 2:25 rad s 1, whi h is quite lose to the wavenumber m = 1; 2 transition urve. A
30-member ensemble was arried out for ea h of 21 values of the noise tenden y amplitude parameter, ranging from 0 to 2.0 s 2 in steps of 0.1 s 2 . Within ea h ensemble,
the only di eren e between the 30 members was the random numbers in the sto hasti
for ing elds. In ea h ase, the equilibrated azimuthal wavenumber m was noted, and
found to be either 1 or 2.
Typi al post-transient model elds are shown in Figure 7.1, for a noise amplitude of
0.5 s 2 , giving an indi ation of the relative amplitudes of the large-s ale wavenumber 2
mode and the small-s ale sto hasti noise. Sin e the model gridspa ing is approximately
equal to the wavelengths of the laboratory short waves (see Figures 1.6 and 5.4), there
is a reasonable mat hing of lengths ales between laboratory and sto hasti model short
waves. At rst sight, the plots of PPV in Figures 7.1(a) and (b) appear unrealisti ally
noisy ompared to the laboratory, but this is simply be ause the Lapla ian operator |
whi h ampli es small s ales relative to large s ales | is required to obtain the PPV
from the streamfun tion. For this reason, the plot of interfa e height in Figure 7.1( )
is mu h less noisy. We will show in Se tion 7.2.2 that there is a good mat hing of the
amplitudes of interfa e perturbations between the laboratory and model short waves.
For ea h ensemble of onstant noise amplitude, the probability of equilibration to wavenumber 2 was al ulated and is plotted in Figure 7.2. There is a lear and strong dependen e
of probability partition on noise amplitude. The results are onsistent with a linear dropo in the probability of m = 2 as the noise in reases to around 1.0 s 2 , followed by a
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Figure 7.1:
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Figure 7.2:

saturation at a probability of around 10% up to a noise of 2.0 s 2 .
We will see in Se tion 7.2.2 that, as suggested by the interfa e height plot in Figure 7.1( ),
the interfa ial wave amplitude for the noise is mu h smaller than for the large-s ale mode.
The addition of small-amplitude noise has therefore had a very signi ant impa t upon
the system's predi tability, at this point in parameter spa e. An extensive investigation
of the e e ts of the sto hasti parameterization at other points in parameter spa e has
not been performed, due to onstraints on time and omputational resour es. 10-member
ensembles at the entres of the m = 1; 2; 3 regions demonstrated 100% equilibration to
the given wavenumber, irrespe tive of noise amplitude up to 2.0 s 2. This suggests that
the regions of parameter spa e in whi h inertia-gravity waves an exert a strong in uen e
on the large-s ale modes, are on ned to nite width strips adja ent to transition urves.
The model wave phase speeds were measured and found to be ompletely una e ted by
the introdu tion of noise up to 2.0 s 2 (not shown).
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7.2.2 Diagnosis of amplitude of sto hasti small-s ale features

Figure 7.3(a) shows azimuthal interfa e height pro les after equilibration, from one of
the ensemble runs des ribed in the previous se tion with a noise amplitude of 1.0 s 2 .
Figure 7.3(b) shows the same pro les after ltering by taking a running mean in the
azimuthal dire tion with a window size of 8 gridpoints. This is suÆ iently large to
remove features at the s ale of the sto hasti for ing, and is suÆ iently small to leave
inta t the large-s ale features.
We an derive interfa ial wave amplitudes (de ned as half the di eren e between maximum and minimum displa ements) from Figure 7.3. The amplitude so al ulated from
(b) is interpreted as the amplitude of the underlying large-s ale wave, and that from (a)
as the sum of the large-s ale and small-s ale wave amplitudes. By taking the di eren e,
we an infer the amplitude of the sto hasti small-s ale waves. The results of this analysis at mid-radius, for ea h of the 21 noise amplitudes used and for both wavenumbers
1 and 2, are shown in Figure 7.4.
For a sto hasti noise tenden y amplitude of zero, the un ltered and ltered amplitudes
are almost identi al, implying that the ltering has not modi ed the stru ture of the
long modes. The amplitudes of the large-s ale waves (\ ltered" urves in the gure)
in rease signi antly with sto hasti noise amplitude. This is be ause the parameterized inertia-gravity waves have added energy to the system, whi h is expe ted be ause
an interfa e height eld ontaining short ripples has more gravitational potential energy
than the same eld with the ripples smoothed out. Importantly, the amplitudes of the
small-s ale sto hasti features (\un ltered{ ltered" urves) are onsistent between the
large-s ale wavenumber 1 and 2 ases, validating the analysis and giving us a dire t
linear orresponden e between the sto hasti noise tenden y parameter in the model
(in s 2 ) and the orresponding interfa ial amplitude of the sto hasti small-s ale features (in mm).
It is lear from Figure 7.4 that the sto hasti small-s ale features whi h aused the
re-partitioning of the probability distribution in Figure 7.2 were many times smaller in
amplitude than the large-s ale wave with whi h they oexisted. Their typi al amplitudes
are similar to those observed in the laboratory.
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(a) Interfa e height pro les after equilibration, showing an azimuthal
wavenumber 2 mode with superimposed small-s ale noise representing inertiagravity waves. (b) Same pro les but with inertia-gravity waves ltered out. The
legend relating olour to radius (not shown here to allow the full pro les to be
seen) is identi al to that in Figure 6.3.
Figure 7.3:
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7.2.3 Continuous variation of amplitude of sto hasti smalls ale features

In Se tion 7.2.1 we investigated the stability of an equilibrium axisymmetri annulus
ow ontinuously seeded with sto hasti noise, whi h is in many ways a simple model of
an axisymmetri atmospheri jetstream in the presen e of inertia-gravity waves. A more
likely s enario in the atmosphere is for a parti ular large-s ale azimuthal mode to have
already equilibrated, and so there are good geophysi al reasons to be more interested in
the stability of an equilibrated large-s ale wave in the presen e of inertia-gravity waves,
rather than the stability of an axisymmetri jetstream upon whi h a large-s ale wave is
soon to grow in the presen e of inertia-gravity waves.
In order to investigate this, we now take a wavenumber 2 ow with  = 0:23 rad s 1
and = 2:25 rad s 1 , whi h has equilibrated at nite amplitude in the absen e of
sto hasti for ing. As with the investigation of Se tion 7.2.1, whi h also used these
parameters, the system is quite lose to the wavenumber m = 1; 2 transition urve. In
the present investigation, we ontinue the model integrations but in rease the sto hasti
noise amplitude from 0 to 2.0 s 2 , by 10 6 s 2 ea h timestep so that the in rease is
quasi- ontinuous.
When this numeri al experiment is performed, the wavenumber 2 mode persists until
the noise rea hes a ertain threshold level, at whi h point a spontaneous transition is
observed to a wavenumber 1 mode. A Hovmuller diagram showing the transition, whi h
takes pla e over around 100 s, or the time taken for the large-s ale wave to travel around
the annulus twi e, is shown in Figure 7.5. This kind of transition was never observed
without the inertia-gravity wave parameterization swit hed on, and so we an on lude
that the transition was aused by the parameterization. At the time of the transition,
the sto hasti noise parameter had rea hed a value of 1.1 s 2 , orresponding from Figure 7.4 to an interfa e perturbation of amplitude of 0.3 mm.
After the transition to wavenumber 1, the sto hasti noise amplitude was de reased ba k
to zero by 10 6 s 2 ea h timestep, but the reverse transition ba k to wavenumber 2 did
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not o ur. At the end of the integration, when the noise had rea hed zero, the wavenumber 1 mode was still dominant, indi ating the presen e of hysteresis in the system. If
these on lusions are portable to the atmosphere (Chapter 8) then the impli ation is
that a short but suÆ iently intense burst of small-amplitude inertia-gravity waves ould
for e a large-s ale regime hange whi h ould persist long after the inertia-gravity waves
have been dissipated away.
This result suggests a simple s hemati model for explaining the spontaneous transitions,
in whi h the stable equilibrium states m = 1 and m = 2 are represented by minima of
the potential well shown in Figure 7.6. With the system in the m = 2 state, a short
burst of suÆ iently large amplitude sto hasti for ing permits the system to over ome
the transition barrier and thereby undergo an irreversible transition to the m = 1 state,
in whi h the system will remain after the end of the burst.
As in Se tion 7.2.1, when the above experiment was repeated with parameters orresponding to the entre of a wavenumber regime in parameter spa e, spontaneous transitions were not observed.
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m=2

m=1

S hemati double-well potential for a bistable system, whi h an
explain the observed model regime transitions lose to the m = 1; 2 transition
urve in (d; F ) parameter spa e.

Figure 7.6:

7.3 Dis ussion
We have seen that the addition of small-amplitude noise has had a very signi ant
impa t on the system. This phenomenon is a form of sto hasti resonan e (Pikovsky et
al., 2001). This is a nonlinear resonan e whi h is not dependent upon any mat hing of
times ales, as is the familiar riterion required for linear resonan e. The phenomenon
allows a small (sto hasti ) for ing to produ e a large (resonant) response. If sto hasti
resonan e is exhibited by a nonlinear system, then the introdu tion of very small amplitude noise an dramati ally a e t the system state.
Sto hasti resonan e has been observed before in uid systems. De Swart & Grasman
(1987) have studied the e e ts of adding a sto hasti for ing term to a low-order atmospheri spe tral model based on the barotropi potential vorti ity equation, and found
that the noise for es the system to alternately visit di erent regimes due to a sto hasti
resonan e. The phenomenon is widely observed a ross the entire spe trum of the natural s ien es. For example, the human eye an dete t signals otherwise too faint to be
seen if random noise is added to the eld of vision (Hogan, 2003). And, as dis ussed in
Se tion 1.2, Chua's ele troni ir uit displays an altered temporal regularity upon the
introdu tion of small amplitude noise.
The addition of noise terms to the governing model equations has led to a better agreement between one of the the laboratory/model omparisons. We found in Se tion 6.1.2
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that model wave amplitudes were signi antly lower their laboratory ounterparts. However, we see from Figure 7.4 that the in lusion in the model of parameterized short waves
of less than 1 mm in amplitude in reases the long wave amplitudes by up to 60%, giving
a better t with the laboratory results. This amplitude in rease is due to energy from
the short modes ltering ups ale into the long modes.
Our ndings regarding sto hasti resonan e mirror an observation we made in the laboratory. In the urrent hapter, we found that the presen e of small-amplitude, fast
waves ould in rease the likelihood of a model state transition. Correspondingly, we
found in the preliminary laboratory experiments of Se tion 4.2 that the annulus with
a omplete absen e of fast waves exhibited a strong relu tan e to undergo a transition
away from the wavenumber 2 mode. We are not in a position at the moment to be
able to fully attribute this relu tan e to the absen e of fast modes, as there were also
unknown hanges in the uid properties whi h ould have been responsible. However,
we an state with ertainty that the short waves do appear to have an in uen e on
wavenumber transitions, in both the laboratory and the model.

7.4 Chapter summary
By implementing a simple sto hasti inertia-gravity wave parameterization in the numeri al model, we have shown that short modes an play a ru ial role in large mode
wavenumber sele tion. This nding seems to apply only to regions of parameter spa e
whi h are some nite distan e away from a wavenumber transition urve. These short
modes also signi antly in rease the long wave amplitudes, but leave their propagation
speeds unaltered.
Via the phenomenon of sto hasti resonan e, the sto hasti inertia-gravity wave parameterization has the ability to indu e spontaneous azimuthal wavenumber transitions whi h
would not o ur if the inertia-gravity waves were absent.
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Con lusions and future work
\Habe nun, a h! Philosophie,
Juristerei und Medizin,
Und leider au h Theologie
Dur haus studiert, mit heiem Bemuhn.
Da steh' i h nun, i h armer Tor,
Und bin so klug als wie zuvor."
Faust, J. W. von Goethe.

8.1 Summary of ndings
The rst part of this thesis fo used on the results of laboratory experiments using a rotating, two-layer annulus, in whi h relative motion was for ed between the two isothermal
and immis ible layers by a di erentially-rotating lid in onta t with the upper layer.
The natural interfa ial tension between the liquids was redu ed by the addition of a surfa tant. Based on dire t observations of the uid interfa e, and on an initial inability to
reprodu e the results of previous experimental studies, we spe ulated that the physi al
properties of the liquids were exhibiting slow hanges with time.
Be ause the lower-layer liquid was opti ally a tive and the apparatus was seen through
rossed polaroids, a video amera viewing the uids from above registered olours whi h
were related to the depth of the lower layer. The relationship between hue and interfa e
height was quanti ed by deriving a alibration urve, based on a torque balan e al ulation whi h gives an analyti al expression for the equilibrium interfa e height eld in
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the absen e of any instability. An upgrade of the ow visualization hardware, together
with the implemented alibration s heme, allowed two-dimensional maps of interfa e
height to be inferred with a horizontal resolution of up to 0.2 mm, a verti al resolution
of up to 1 mm and a temporal resolution of 1=25 s. The verti al resolution ould be
further improved as long as a redu tion in the horizontal or temporal resolution ould
be tolerated.
Four series of new laboratory experiments were performed: one with prograde di erential rotation in an annulus with in reasing Froude number (PAI); one with retrograde
di erential rotation in an annulus with in reasing Froude number (RAI); one with prograde di erential rotation in an annulus with de reasing Froude number (PAD); and one
with prograde di erential rotation in an e entri annulus with in reasing Froude number (PEI). As predi ted by standard theory, the motions observed in the uids fell into
two distin t ategories and were robust to the hanges in experimental on guration.
The short, fast waves had wavelengths of around 20 mm and interfa ial amplitudes of
around 3 mm, and the long, slow waves had wavelengths of around 200 mm and interfa ial amplitudes of up to 25 mm.
Ea h ow observed ontained either no waves at all (the axisymmetri ow regime, AX ),
short waves only (the Kelvin-Helmholtz regime, KH ), or both long and short waves
oexisting (the mixed regular and irregular wave regimes, MRW and MIR). Flows ontaining long waves only, with a omplete absen e of short waves, were observed only in
preliminary experiments with fresh preparations of the working liquids, and were not
investigated in detail in this thesis. These experimental results are in on ordan e with
the assertion by Ford et al. (2000) that every single evolving vorti al ow emits inertiagravity waves, whi h in our ase are large enough to be visible if the uid properties are
permitting.
The me hanism whi h gives rise to the long waves is well understood from previous studies to be baro lini instability. The me hanism whi h gives rise to the short waves when
they develop in the absen e of long waves was shown in this study to be onsistent with
a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability based on a riti al Ri hardson number. Su h a simple
analysis was not possible for the ase when the short waves develop in the presen e of
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long waves, as the long waves perturb the layer velo ity elds to an extent whi h annot
be predi ted by simple linear theory.
In order to assess the me hanism by whi h the laboratory short waves are generated
in the presen e of a large-s ale mode, and to examine the feedba k impa t of the short
waves on the long waves, a quasi-geostrophi numeri al model of the laboratory experiment was developed in the se ond part of the thesis and named QUAGMIRE. Short
waves are permitted in the laboratory experiment but not the model. There was found
to be ex ellent agreement, regarding the shapes of azimuthal wavenumber regimes in the
system parameter spa e, between numeri al and laboratory experiments. Quantitative
agreement was not perfe t but, due to model approximations and suspe ted un ertainties
in assumed laboratory uid properties, this was not thought to be due to the presen e
of short waves in the laboratory.
The model velo ity elds were used to address the question of the generation me hanism
of the short waves in the presen e of long waves. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability theory,
whi h su essfully predi ted the generation of laboratory short waves in the absen e of
long waves, ould not explain the oexisting short waves, and neither ould three other
indi ators of shear instability. The best predi tor was found to be the Lighthill radiation
term, whi h is an indi ator of spontaneous emission radiation whi h ould take pla e
even in a purely barotropi uid with no verti al shear.
Finally, we in orporated a simple sto hasti parameterization of the short waves into
the numeri al model. In general, the e e t of the parameterized short waves on the
long waves was limited to an in rease in the long wave amplitude. SuÆ iently lose to
a wavenumber transition urve, however, a sto hasti resonan e e e t allowed the short
waves to exert a dominant in uen e over long mode wavenumber sele tion. In parti ular, spontaneous transitions were observed between di erent azimuthal modes, whi h
were dire tly attributable to the presen e of the sto hasti short waves. This nding
supported a similar observation we made in the laboratory, in whi h a ow devoid of
short waves displayed a relu tan e to undergo state transitions whi h o urred if the
short waves were present.
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8.2 Con lusions
We are now in a position to return to the four questions posed in Se tion 1.7.1, and to
give answers based on the investigations of this thesis.
Under what ir umstan es do small-s ale waves appear in the laboratory
experiments?
In the laboratory investigations of Chapter 4, we found that if the uids were baro lini allystable, short waves were globally generated whenever the Ri hardson number dropped
below a riti al value. Short waves were lo ally generated in every single observed
baro lini ally-unstable ow with aged uids, superimposed in the nodal regions of the
long baro lini mode. The short wave amplitudes were larger if the long mode was undergoing an amplitude va illation, but were still generally present with redu ed amplitudes
(sometimes barely visible in stills but learly present in the video footage) even when
the long mode amplitude remained onstant.
Whi h me hanism auses the small-s ale waves to appear in the laboratory
experiments?
Two di erent generation me hanisms are both responsible for short wave emissions in
the laboratory experiments, though the ir umstan es under whi h they are responsible
di er between the me hanisms. As shown in the laboratory investigations of Chapter 4,
a Kelvin-Helmholtz shear instability is responsible for small-s ale wave generation in
the absen e of long waves. When the short waves appear lo ally in the nodes of long
waves, the generation me hanism was shown using the numeri al model in Chapter 6
to be spontaneous emission by the evolving large-s ale ow. This on lusion is further
supported by the ship wake analysis of Chapter 4, whi h is an alternative way of analyzing emission of short waves by a moving \obje t" long wave. Further independent
orroboration for this on lusion omes from the e entri annulus laboratory experiments of Chapter 4, in whi h an azimuthally-varying velo ity shear was not asso iated
with azimuthally-varying short wave emission.
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What are the e e ts of the laboratory small-s ale waves on the large-s ale,
balan ed ow?
A omparison of the laboratory regime diagram of Chapter 4, derived from experiments
whi h in luded short waves, and the numeri al regime diagram of Chapter 6, derived
from experiments whi h did not in lude short waves, leads us to on lude that the
laboratory short waves do not have a dominant impa t upon the large-s ale ow, in general. Though we found signi ant dis repan ies between the numeri al and laboratory
results, in terms of equilibrated wavenumbers, amplitudes and phase speeds, it was felt
that these di eren es ould be explained by other fa tors su h as model approximations
and un ertain uid properties.
For example, laboratory wave speeds are around a fa tor of four smaller than model
wave speeds. Though it might be tempting to partially attribute this to inertia-gravity
wave drag on the balan ed ow, the dis repan y is adequately explained by Stewartson
layer drag and vis osity un ertainty. This is not to say that we have found eviden e of
absen e of a fast wave impa t upon the slow modes, but rather that this parti ular test
has given an absen e of eviden e.
However, the more expli it tests des ribed in Chapter 7, based on model runs with a
sto hasti inertia-gravity wave parameterization swit hed on, did nd eviden e of an
impa t. The results showed that, suÆ iently lose to a regime transition urve, short
waves play a key role in wavenumber sele tion, and an for e spontaneous long wave
transitions whi h would otherwise not o ur. The preliminary laboratory experiments
of Chapter 4, based on a omparison between ows with and without small-s ale waves,
give further independent eviden e to orroborate this on lusion.
Having answered these questions for a laboratory experiment, what an we
infer about answers to the analogous questions for geo uids?
If the laboratory annulus system and the atmosphere on a rotating planet were exa tly
dynami ally and geometri ally similar, then the uid ows would also be mathematially similar (Se tion 1.5) and our on lusions about the laboratory system would be
portable to the atmosphere.
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Geometri al similarity is limited by di ering horizontal/verti al aspe t ratios; by the
presen e of annular sidewall boundaries and a rigid lid in the annulus whi h have no
ounterpart in the atmosphere; by the dis retization of the uid in the annulus to two
dis rete homogeneous layers, rather than a single ontinuously-strati ed layer; and by
the absen e of bottom topography in the annulus. Additionally, the atmosphere is for ed
di erently and is oupled to other omponents of the limate system whi h are not represented in the annulus, whi h auses the ow in the atmosphere to be generally more
irregular and haoti .
Mindful that geometri al similarity does not hold exa tly, whi h will limit any omparison, we an determine the extent to whi h dynami al similarity holds by evaluating the
non-dimensional system parameters for an approximated two-layer atmosphere. Referring ba k to Figure 1.5, we take the annular gap width L of the \atmospheri annulus"
to be a quarter of the ir umferen e of the Earth, and H to be the s ale height of around
10 km. We take the redu ed gravity g0 to be 2 m s 2 in value1, and the kinemati visosity  to be the turbulent eddy value of 5 m2 s 1 . We take the ba kground rotation
rate to be the lo al omponent of the Earth's rotation ve tor at latitude 45Æ, and the
di erential rotation rate  to be the zonal tropospheri jetstream speed | typi ally
40 m s 1 , from Figure 1 of O'Sullivan & Dunkerton (1995) | divided by the radius of
the 45Æ latitude ir le.
A omparison between non-dimensional parameters in the laboratory experiment and
in the two-layer annulus approximation to the atmosphere is shown in Table 8.1. The
atmosphere is seen to explore a signi antly di erent regime from that explored in the
laboratory experiments. The atmospheri Froude number and dissipation parameter
are both larger, orresponding to the fa t that the atmosphere typi ally exhibits higher
wavenumber states, and more irregularity, than the laboratory annulus. The Rossby
numbers are similar. Vis ous e e ts are mu h more signi ant in the laboratory than
in the the atmosphere, though they are still relatively weak in both systems ompared

We ould navely ompute the redu ed gravity using g0 = g=, where the densities at the surfa e
and the s ale height are 2 = 1 kg m 3 and 1 = e 1 kg m 3, respe tively. Most of this density
di eren e is due to stati ompressibility rather than stati stability, however, giving an over-estimate
of g0. It is more appropriate to use g0 = g=, where  is potential temperature. We use  = 300 K
and  = 60 K, from Figure 1 of O'Sullivan & Dunkerton (1995), to obtain the quoted value for the
redu ed gravity.
1
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A omparison between typi al values of the Froude number, dissipation
parameter, Rossby number, Reynolds number, Ekman number and interfa ial tension number in the laboratory experiment and a two-layer annulus approximation
to the atmosphere.
Table 8.1:
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to other dynami al e e ts, as demonstrated by the large Reynolds and small Ekman
numbers. Interfa ial tension e e ts, ompletely absent in the atmosphere, are also reasonably signi ant in the laboratory, as indi ated by the size of the interfa ial tension
number.
The results of this thesis are not expe ted to depend upon whether the observed zonal
wavenumbers are 1, 2 or 3 su h as in the laboratory, or around 6 as in the atmosphere.
Furthermore, though the non-dimensionalized vis osity and interfa ial tension are quite
di erent for the two systems, these e e ts remain small ompared to other e e ts in
both ases. Therefore we expe t these other dynami al e e ts | whi h are similar for
both systems | to be the ones whi h determine the system hara teristi s.
An expli it omparison between inertia-gravity wave properties in the laboratory and
the atmosphere is also possible. In both ases, the amplitudes are generally around
an order of magnitude smaller than that of the main, large-s ale mode. Atmospheri
pure gravity waves are suÆ iently short in wavelength to be in the deep regime, like the
laboratory short waves, though larger wavelength inertia-gravity and pure inertial waves
in the atmosphere are in the shallow regime. In terms of the omparison of short wave
impa ts, this di eren e is unlikely to alter our on lusions. If anything, the impa t of
a short wave in a shallow uid would be expe ted to be greater than the impa t of a
short wave in a deep uid, be ause in the latter ase the region of dynami al in uen e is
verti ally- on ned. This suggests that the laboratory short waves, whi h are in a deep
uid, are not able to exert as great an in uen e on the balan ed ow as are short waves
in a shallow atmosphere. This means that, if anything, our laboratory investigation may
have underestimated the strength of the atmospheri intera tion.
Based on the above omparisons, there is every reason to suspe t that the on lusions of
this study regarding rotating laboratory experiments, will have ounterparts regarding
ows in the atmosphere. For example, the sto hasti resonan e phenomenon dis ussed
here would also be expe ted to be observed in an atmospheri general ir ulation model.
The impli ation is that, in a region of the atmosphere whi h is simultaneously unstable
to two di erent modes with approximately equal growth rates, a lo al burst of inertiagravity wave a tivity ould determine whi h mode grows to equilibration, or ould alter189
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natively for e a spontaneous transition from one mode to the other. The me hanism
whi h permits su h behaviour is not aptured by any weather fore asting model whi h
does not in lude inertia-gravity modes, either expli itly or through a sto hasti parameterization.

8.3 Future work
We on lude the thesis by giving some possible avenues for future work suggested by
the results.
Experimental work
In addition to the PAI, RAI, PAD and PEI experimental runs des ribed in Chapter 4,
there is a further on guration whi h warrants investigation. The inner ylinder ould
be removed, so that the uid o upies a ylindri al domain rather than an annular one.
This hange would make the apparatus very similar to that used by Hart (1972). Losing
the inner sidewall boundary has the advantage that the geometri al similarity between
laboratory and atmosphere is stronger. Also, in pra ti al terms, it has the bene t of
removing the parallax e e t whi h blo ks from view the short wave generation region.
Experimental runs in an open ylinder would allow an investigation of the role of the
inner sidewall boundary in lo ally enhan ing the verti al shear a ross the interfa e.
QUAGMIRE runs ould also be done for this on guration, as long as we insert a model
inner sidewall of very small radius to avoid the singularity in the model equations on
the rotation axis.
Numeri al modelling work
A possible extension of the numeri al modelling work would be to lo alize the inertiagravity wave parameterization, so that the sto hasti terms are only a tive in those
regions where the magnitude of the Lighthill radiation term is large. This would help us
to investigate whether the sto hasti resonan e phenomenon still o urs when the noise
is lo alized. Spatio-temporal orrelations ould also be in luded in the noise terms, with
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realisti auto- orrelations based on the observed short wave frequen ies and wavelengths.
A se ond avenue for future resear h might be to fo us on improving the laboratory/model
agreement, for example by running a more a urate dynami al model whi h expli itly
permits the short, fast waves. An extensive set of simulations, su h as that presented in
this thesis, ould not be performed due to the omputational expense. However, a small
set of ase studies should still provide enough material for a fruitful analysis.
A further important investigation would be to determine how lose to a transition urve
the system needs to be in order for sto hasti resonan e to take pla e, for a given
noise amplitude. We would expe t that as distan e from a transition urve in reases,
the threshold noise amplitude for resonan e would in rease as the potential barrier in
Figure 7.6 be omes taller. It would be useful to quantify this by performing numerial experiments to determine the threshold amplitude as a fun tion of position in the
parameter spa e. Su h an investigation would allow us to make a balan ed assessment
of how frequently short waves in the atmosphere are expe ted to resonantly intera t
with long waves, an issue whi h should be of signi ant interest to the meteorologi al
ommunity due to the potential for fore ast error that this phenomenon ould in i t.
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The

HSI

olour system

There are three di erent types of ones in the retina of the human eye, ea h ontaining di erent photosensitive pigments. Therefore every olour whi h is per eivable by
humans is de ned by only three independent quantities, and is representable by a single
point in a three-dimensional spa e.1 This is known as Young's tri hromati theory of
olour vision (Longhurst, 1973). One of the most ommon olour systems uses (R; G; B )
oordinates to de ne this spa e. Respe tively, these are the red, green and blue omponents whi h, if ombined, would give a olour whi h was indistinguishable to the normal
human eye from the olour being represented.
Another ommon olour system uses (H; S; I ) oordinates. The intensity (I) gives an
indi ation of the total brightness of the olour, the hue (H) gives an indi ation of the
dominant wavelength, and the saturation (S) gives an indi ation of the strength of the
dominan e. We now derive the transformation from the (R; G; B ) to the (H; S; I ) olour
system, following Foley & Van Dam (1982).
Figure A.1 shows a general olour represented by the oordinates C = (R; G; B ). The
a hromati axis (or grey axis ) is de ned by the unit ve tor a^ = p13 (1; 1; 1). To determine (H; S; I ) we rst de ompose C into a omponent along the a hromati axis and a
omponent perpendi ular to it:
C = [(C:a^)^a℄ + [C (C:a^)^a℄ :

(A.1)

The greater the proje tion onto the a hromati axis, the brighter the olour. The greater
1 Colour-blind people have only two di erent types of ones, and every olour they an per eive an
be represented in a two-dimensional spa e.
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achromatic axis
G
H

S
I

C

^
a

R

The relationship between the Cartesian (R; G; B ) and ylindri al
(H; S; I ) olour systems, shown geometri ally. Hue des ribes the olour in terms
of its angular position on a \ olour wheel".
Figure A.1:

the distan e from the a hromati axis, the more saturated and pure the olour ( olours
exa tly on the axis are grey). In the plane perpendi ular to the a hromati axis, the
angle measured anti- lo kwise from the ve tor pointing in the G-dire tion ( 1; 2; 1)
determines the dominant wavelength, as shown in Table A.1. In this de nition, green
is arbitrarily assigned a hue of zero. This is the most useful de nition for our purposes,
as green hues are rarely (if ever) observed in the laboratory experiment images, and so
there is no need to worry about the onne tion between H = 0Æ and H = 360Æ in the
alibration urve.
Correspondingly, we de ne

and

H=

I=

p

3 C:a^ ;
S = j C (C:a^ )^a j ;

os
where, for uniqueness, we require
1



( 1; 2; 1) : C (C:a^)^a  ;
j( 1; 2; 1)j j C (C:a^)^aj

(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)

0Æ < H < 180Æ if R < B ;

(A.5)

180Æ < H < 360Æ if R > B :

(A.6)
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hue, H (degrees)
green
yan
blue
magenta
red
yellow
green

0
60
120
180
240
300
360

Hue, given as an angular position on a olour wheel. The zero of hue
is here arbitrarily assigned to green, though it is more ommon to assign it to red
so thatÆ the olours
of the rainbow are y led through in order as hue in reases
from 0 to 360Æ .
Table A.1:

Evaluating the expressions in (A.2){(A.4) leads to
S=

and

r

I =R+G+B ;

1 [(R
3

(A.7)

G)2 + (R B )2 + (G B )2 ℄ ;

"

(A.8)
#

2G R B
H = os 1 p
:
2[(R G)2 + (R B )2 + (G B )2 ℄
The de nitions (A.7){(A.9) are used in the alibration analysis of Chapter 3.
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